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FOREWORD
This report presents the results of the project to design an automatic
system for computer program documentation. This work was performed by the
Texas Engineering Experiment Station at Texas A&M University, College Station,
Texas. This work was performed under Contract NAS5-11911 for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Maryland. The project monitor was Mr. E. P. Damon.
The authors wish to express their appreciation for the assistance provided
by Randy Birge, Hank Goggan, Melvin McKinney, George Nichols, Ralph F. Planthold,
Charles Schroeder, Andrew Sobey, Jr., Ernest R. Story, James R. Thames, and
Darrell Ward.
This report was submitted on December 15, 1972.
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ABSTRACT
This report describes the work done on a project to design an automatic
system for computer program documentation. An extensive survey of documentation
aids was made to determine what existing programs could be used effectively
to document computer programs. Results of the study are included in the form
of an extensive bibliography and working papers on appropriate operating systems,
text editors, program editors, data structures, standards, decision tables,
flowchart systems, and proprietary documentation aids. The preliminary design
for an automated documentation system is included. An actual program has been
documented in detail to demonstrate the types of output that can be produced
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11.0 INTRODUCTION
Program documentation consists of all those items produced to help some-
one understand a program but which are not actually needed to produce the
program. A program listing, when properly prepared, contains much descriptive
information in addition to what is necessary to create the program. Documents
such as written program descriptions, two dimensional data layouts, flowcharts,
and cross references are all part of program documentation.
There is ample evidence that indicates the programmers, when properly
motivated, are more than willing to provide needed program documentation.
The problem of documentation is less one of ability to document than it is to
define realistic documentation requirements. And, it is a general misconcep-
tion that most programmers prefer to do things in their own way instead of in a
standard way. Programmers are quite willing to follow a prescription for
documentation as long as the policy is sound. A realistic management policy
makes the difference between good and poor documentation.
To be generally useful, an automatic system for computer program documen-
tation should document programs written in compiler or assembler languages.
It should be independent of any manufacturer's computer or peripheral equipment.
It should be applicable to a wide variety of types and sizes of programs. And,
it should be capable of providing complete documentation for large,complex,
high-use programs and more elementary documentation for smaller low-usage
programs.
Such a system will be described in the following section. In general,
documentation will be derived from information programmers normally supply when
2designing, programming, and debugging a program. The system is both economical
to operate and easy to use. The automated system described in this report
allows a manager to specify the type and degree of documentation he would like
produced on a project. The system aids him in controlling programming projects
during development. Documentation produced by the system has been designed
with flexibility to meet the needs of various types of programming projects.
The development of the automated documentation system design was accomplished
over a period of nine months. During the first part of the study existing documen-
tation aids were surveyed and their effectiveness was evaluated. An extensive
bibliography of documentation aids was developed which is included in Appendix
A of this report. To aid in evaluating documentation aids, working reports in
areas such as program editors, text editors, operating systems, proprietary
systems, flowcharting systems, and decision tables were produced. Existing
documentation standards were examined. Audio-documentation techniques were
explored as a possible alternative to written documentation.
Upon completion of the study and evaluation phase, an automatic documenta-
tion system was designed. One major objective of the system was to include
existing documentation aids whenever possible. The system has been designed to
make maximum use of existing software and to minimize the amount of additional
software that needs to be developed in order to have an efficient, easy-to-
operate, user-oriented automated documentation system. The system produces
documentation during the development of a project as well as final documentation
needed to understand and maintain the programming system.
In the following section the documentation aids study and evaluation phase
will be described in detail. Then an overview of the system design will be
3given after which a sample output from the proposed system will be described.
A section describing the deliverable items described in the original contract
is included after the sample program.
2.0 DOCUMENTATION AIDS - STUDY AND EVALUATION
An extensive study of existing documentation aids was made. Computer
abstracts, relevant computer literature, and government information services
were used to locate pertinent documents. A key word in context (KWIC) program
was used to produce the bibliography contained in Appendix A. The bibliography
cites 149 documents. In the first section of the bibliography, documents are
listed by author. Each entry contains the author's name, the title of the
document and the document number. In the next section, the document titles
are listed according to key word with the document number to reference the
full entry in the next section. In the third section of the bibliography,
each document entered in the bibliography is listed by document number. The
complete entry contains the name of the author, title, source of the reference
and a brief statement about the contents of the reference. The last section
of the bibliography is the KWIC index of document titles.
In addition to surveying existing literature and government data bases,
a number of documentation aids which are supplied commercially were examined.
A working paper was written describing AUTOCHART, AUTODIAGRAMMER, AUTODOC,
AUTOFLOW, COMCHART, DYNACHART, EASYFLOW, FACTS, FLOWGEN/F, FORFLO, QUICKDRAW,
SUPEREF, and FORDOC. All of the existing documentation aids had obvious fail-
ings. Many were restricted to either a single language or a single machine. None
produced all of the documentation required to document a computer program. Most
were able to document only at compilation level in contrast to a load module level
4or a total system level. Many were limited to a single output device. Existing
documentation aids are as difficult to use as a major compiler. If the
programmer were to make use of more than one proprietary documentation aid
he would have to make a major effort to learn the detailed rules of each
package. Even though proprietary systems are quite expensive, they do not
meet the total documentation needs of a major computer user in that most do not
even address themselves to the problems of dealing with the textual descriptions,
data layouts, etc., that must be included in every set of documentation.
While NASA has computers from almost every computer manufacturer, a major
part of program development is done on IBM, CDC, and Univac systems. A
working paper contained in Appendix C describes options available to the
user through compilers, assemblers, and linkage editor/loaders. The operating
systems evaluated were IBM's OS/360, Univac's EXEC 8, and CDC's SCOPE3. The
languages chosen for study to determine options available were PL/1, FORTRAN,
COBOL, and the Assembly language appropriate for the specific machine.
In the design of the automated documentation system, a decision was made
not to modify any compiler or operating system. All information required for
documentation would be either obtained from output normally produced by the
appropriate software or from a special program produced to recreate the in-
formation. While the operating systems developed for the different machines
are not the same, many options are very similar. An automatic documentation
system that is designed to be used on any of the machines should take advantage
of the common options of the operating systems. Tables within the working
paper on operating systems describe the options of the systems and show which
options are similar for the various operating systems.
5Audio techniques were examined to determine their effectiveness as a
tool for documentation. An experiment described in Appendix D was conducted
in which programs were documented using both written and audio techniques.
No significant advantage to either mode of documentation was noted. Probably
the most useful place for audio recording techniques would be in the capturing
of information which is later transcribed to written text. Many programmers
who do not like to write descriptions of programming systems are perfectly
willing to dictate them into a recorder. The recorder description can then
be transcribed and edited into high quality written descriptions of programs.
Since much of the final documentation of programming systems is written
text, text editors must be considered a major documentation aid. Many text
editors such as the interactive ATS text editor on the IBM 360/370 or the
batch TEXT360 available on the same systems required many man years to develop.
Systems such as text editors should be used as subsystems of any automated
documentation system developed so that it is not necessary to reproduce the
features already built into existing text editors. Appendix E is a working
paper describing text editors. Included are APL Text Editor, MTST, ASTROCOMP,
DATATEXT, EDIT, ED PROCESSOR, ATS, TEXT/360, HES, FRESS, REDIT/RUNOFF, NLS, (TNLS,
DNLS) and TEXT. Included in the Appendix are descriptions of the various systems
and a table comparing them. Some of these text editors would be excellent
subsystems of an automated documentation system.
Program editors were also examined during the study and evaluation phase.
In Appendix F the CMS, WYLBUR, QED, TECO, TVEDIT, EDIT, and ED on-line program
editors were compared. Also the LIBRARIAN, SIMPLE, CLOT, PROGRAM/MANAGE, CFMS,
PANVALET, PLUS D-A, SPLIS-II, IEBUPDAT, IEBUPDTE, and ED off-line program
6editors were described and compared. Program editors are not as complex as
text editors, and most of the features of the program editors are included
as subsets of the features of text editors. The program editor function
would be developed as a part of the software necessary to control an automated
documentation system that encompasses a wide spectrum of documentation aids.
A report was written by George C. Nichols describing a number of exist-
ing flowcharting systems.* A number of articles have been published on the
various flowcharting systems. The most comprehensive comparison of flowchart-
ing systems was written by Ned Chapin. ** N. Chapin mentions in his book
that of the flowcharting systems he has evaluated, none could draw the standard
flowchart symbols recommended by the American Standard Association. A system
developed by D. B. Simmons at Bell Telephone Laboratories is operational and
can draw any flowchart symbol on any type of output device to document any
language. A number of flowcharting systems exist which could be driven by
an automatic documentation system.
Decision tables are sometimes used as a type of documentation. Sometimes
the actual source program is automatically produced from a type of decision
table. An evaluation of existing decision table systems was done by J. R.
Thames.*** In most cases, decision tables are used to produce a program
instead of vice versa. It is felt that for most programming languages, it
is not appropriate to automatically produce decision tables from source codes.
* Automatic documentation: A State of The Art Re ort by George C. Nichols
written in partial fulfiTlment of a-Faster of Science degree in Computer
Science
** Chapin, N., Flowcharts, Auerbach Publishers, Princeton, 1971
*** J. R. Thames, Documentation: Justification and Decision Table Exemplification,
Texas A&M University, Spring, 1972 prepared in partial fulfillment of
requirements for the degree of Master of Computing Science.
7In most programming languages, the data description is either implicitly
or explicitly described in a linear manner. When someone works with a complex
data structure, special documentation techniques such as a two dimensional
description of a data structure is useful. At the present time, very little
has been done to automatically document data structures of programs. A
short report was written and is included in Appendix G describing characteristics
of the data structures of the PL/l, FORTRAN, and COBOL languages. Additional
work needs to be done in the area of automatically describing data structures.
A very important facet of program documentation involves the standards
that are used. There is no set of standards for all documentation that is
produced describing programs. Standards exist for flowcharts but in other
areas there are no generally accepted standards, and local practices usually
take their place. A number of local documentation standards from both
government and industry were examined and a short report on documentation
standards is included in Appendix H.
As a result of the study evaluation phase, it was determined that many
of the existing software systems such as text editors, flowcharters, language
processors, operating systems, and data description software can be used as
modules of a total documentation system. A flexible user-oriented documenta-
tion system is described in the following section.
3.0 AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
An automatic documentation system has been designed to produce timely
up-to-date documentation at a relatively low cost. The system will document
any computer language and run on any hardware taking advantage of existing
8documentationaids. The system will be easy to use and will place no
restrictions on the programmer. A detailed proposal for implementing the
automatic documentation system is included in Appendix I. A brief summary
of the system features is given in the next section.
3.1 System Features
The automatic documentation system will have the following features:
1. Minimal programmer restrictions - The system will be able to
produce detailed, detail-suppressed and global flowcharts, data
layouts, overlay descriptions, special cross reference glossaries,
etc., from any computer program. Programmers who write comments
in a standard way and who write their program descriptions using
an interactive interrogator will be able to produce all documenta-
tion automatically. The system will be designed so that if a
program is developed outside the system it will be fairly easy to
retrofit the program into the system for documentation maintenance.
2. Eliminate all redundant efforts - Documentation produced in an early
phase of the design or implementation process can be reused later
on in the development process.
3. No operating system modification - No modifications will be made to
any operating system. Items of documentation interest will be obtained
by scanning output produced by operating systems or by reproducing
information found in the internal tables of the operating system.
94. Use of existing documentation aids - Existing documentation aids will
be used as modules in the comprehensive automated system.
5. Interactive/batch system - An interactive mode with special features
for interrogating the user of the system will be used to obtain
necessary documentation aids. An alternative batch mode will be
available.
6. Documentation during development - The documentation data base will
be constructed from information gathered during all design phases.
As the design progresses, the user supplies only the information not
available from previous steps.
7. Accept any language - The automated documentation system will be
language independent. Initially the system will be designed to accept
FORTRAN, COBOL, PL/1, and Assembly Language.
8. Operate on any hardware - Initially the system will be designed to
operate on the IBM 360 with planned expansion to the Univac 1108
and the CDC 6600 computer systems.
9. Monitor and control projects - Features will be designed into the
system to allow the project manager to monitor the exact status of
program development and program documentation. In addition, system
access and security will be under his control.
3.2 Initial Phase
It is proposed that in January, 1973, initial development of the automatic
system for computer program documentation will begin. A twelve month peridd be-
ginning at that time will be termed-the initial phase.; During the initial phase
either FORTRAN or: COBOL will be used to-write programs that make up the automatic
lO
documentation system. Initial development will be for a system operational on
an IBM 360 computer, but software will be easily transportable to the Univac
or CDC system. The automatic documentation system will document COBOL, FORTRAN,
PL/1, or assembler language programs.
A detailed description of how the automated documentation system can be
used for documentation during development as well as for documentation when
development is complete is described in the proposal contained in Appendix I.
3.3 System Structure
Three types of programs will be used in the system. Types 1 and 2 are
new programs that must be developed. Type 3 programs are existing programs
that can be used without change. Type 3 programs make up a major part of
the software necessary to implement the automatic documentation system. New
programs will not be developed when operational documentation aids are available.
By doing this, a sophisticated system will be developed at a relatively low
cost. A detailed description of the Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3 programs is
contained in Appendix I. The detailed descriptions of the programs to be
developed and the types of documentation produced by the system are described
in Appendix I.
3.4 Advantages
Use of the proposed automatic documentation system offers many advantages
over other techniques for developing programs and producing documentation.
The system will be user-oriented and will be as easy to operate as existing
on-line or batch program editors. Programmers who use good programming
practices in developing software can use all of the system features without
llI
extra effort. Programmer productivity will be enhanced by improved communica-
tions during the development process. A modular system will allow new types
of documentation to be easily added to the system. This is the first system to
bring together all types of documentation aids into a single system. It
emphasizes documentation on a load module and system basis as well as for
a single compilation. Documents can be produced containing heterogeneous
outputs such as text and flowcharts. Managers can use the system to control
and monitor projects. Program and documentation standards can be enforced
and taught through the use of automatic documentation systems. People who
do not use the documentation system during program development will be able
to use it for post-development documentation. Programs developed independently
of the automatic documentation system can easily be retrofited into the
documentation data base.
4.0 SAMPLE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
A sample of the types of documentation to be produced by the automatic
system is included in Appendix J. Since the types and formats of the documen-
tation prepared is completely determined by the user when he specifies templates
for data to be collected and the recipes for documentation to be produced, the
sample is just one possible format that a manager could select. The templates
and recipes can be varied from one project to the other.
The subject of the sample documentation was a set of fifteen Fortran
programs called "DYNASOR-II; A Finite Element Program for the Dynamic Nonlinear
Analysis of Shells of Revolution" developed for NASA by Joe R. Tillerson and
Walter E. Haisler of the Aerospace Engineering Department, Texas A&M University.
The DYNASOR II programs were developed to compute the nonlinear dynamic response
of shells of revolution in relatively short periods of computer time for a
large number of important shell problems.
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The sample documentation for the DYNASOR II system is in three parts, a
User's Manual, a Program Maintenance Manual and an Operations Manual. These
manuals bring together information generated in various stages of the develop-
ment process by such people as the specifier, designer, programmer and the
validator. The sample documentation shows how the same information can be
used to produce documentation for the system user, maintainer or operator.
The sample User's Manual is designed to explain to a scientist or engineer
the problem solution and to show him how to prepare input to use the programs.
It is prepared assuming that the user does not know computer programming.
The User's Manual begins with a title page, abstract, system overview,
system flowcharts, and environment and configuration descriptions. These
components can also be used without change in the maintenance and operator
guides. The User's Manual then describes the method of analysis of the
problem. Included next are guidelines for the user and program limitations.
The next section covers the meaning of the input parameters and how to prepare
the input. The solution of example problems using DYNASOR II are included
to further clarify the system for the user. A list of references to the
methods of analysis is given In case the user would like to study the techniques
in detail. A special restart feature of the DYNASOR II program is explained
in addition to a discussion on how to properly choose certain input parameters
(in this case loads and temperatures) for best results. Functional flowcharts
are included for the user interested in the structure of the programs, their
functions and how they work together.
The Maintenance Manual is designed to familiarize the maintenance pro-
grammer with the set of DYNASOR II programs and to serve as his reference when
modifying or correcting the programs. The maintenance manual is introduced
by the title page, abstract, system overview, system flowchart and environment
15
description. The next sections contain detailed descriptions of the computer
aspects of software being documented on system, global and local levels. On
the system level there is a subroutine connectivity diagram, a system flowchart,
and Job Control Language and deck setup descriptions. On the global level,
overlay maps, global flowcharts, global data descriptions, control card
descriptions and subroutine calls are included. On the local level, the
Maintenance Manual contains detailed, detail suppressed, and functional flow-
charts; local data descriptions; label cross references and individual program
listings. Also included are system test samples and evaluation criteria.
Other sections could be included here concerning such items as rules for program-
ming practices, naming conventions, mathematical symbols and the like.
The Operator's Manual is designed to be used by the person who is
responsible for running of the system on the computer. He is not required
to have a knowledge of the scientific problem or of computer programming.
Again the manualbegins with title page, abstract, system overview,
system flowchart, and environment page duplicated automatically by the doc-
umentation system. The next sections describe components of the operation
of the DYNASOR II runs. The purpose of each run is described along with its
relationship to other runs, set up and run instructions, run frequency, run
prerequisites, controls and schedules. Each data set is described along
with the file characteristics. The job control language and control formats
are detailed along with directions for setting up the deck.
Error messages are listed with explanations and actions to be taken.
There is a section on checkpoint, restart, error procedures, backup and
recovery procedures.
Any of the parts of any of the manuals in Appendix J can be produced
separately at any stage of development where appropriate data is available




Article II of NASA Contract NAS5-11911 requested the following deliverable
items:
a) Items of interest for documentation purposes that can be obtained
automatically by the use of specifically designed computer programs
and/or modifications to the operating system and associated software.
Output that can be obtained from commerical documentation aids is
described in Appendix B. Text editors are described in Appendix C
and program editors are described in Appendix F. No modifications
to operating systems or associated software are recommended. Items
of interest for documentation purposes that can be obtained auto-
matically by the proposed automatic documentation system are described
in Appendix I.
b) Sample formats of useful and alternate printouts applicable to pro-
gram documentation; derived from (a).
Sample outputs of the type of documentation that will be produced
by the automatic documentation system are included in Appendix J.
c) Methods by which the necessary data are obtained from source decks
and/or operating system components (compilers, loaders, etc.).
A detailed description of the methods by which the necessary data
are obtained from source decks and/or operating system components
is described in the Appendix I.
d) Programming disciplines, restrictions or coding requirements imposed
upon programmers in order to enable them to produce documentation by
using software recommended as a result of this effort.
15
The report should indicate what behavior may be expected if required
disciplines are not observed and obeyed. In establishing these
constraints, consideration must be given as to what may be reasonably
expected in the way of programmer cooperation.
The automatic documentation system will be as easy to use as the typical
program editor. For programmers who use text editors in developing
their program descriptions, additional restrictions will not be
necessary to the textual part of the documentation. A large part
of the documentation necessary to describe the program can be
produced with no programmer restrictions as described in Appendix I.
For such things as high quality functional flowcharts, the programmer
will be required to stylize his program comments. A program developed
outside the automatic documentation system can be retrofitted into
the documentation system. In the design of the automatic documentation
system, a major effort will be made to minimize restrictions on
programmers.
e) Certain of the outputs desirable for program documentation purposes
may be-obtained by modifying standard software components. Inasmuch
as'most compilers, loaders, etc., extract relevant information and
retain it internally, much of the program development needed to
produce this data in readable form may be avoided; however, two points
must be borne in mind. First, this effort is not directed toward
a specific type or model of computer or software system; hence, the
techniques employed must be more or less generally applicable.
Second,'it is most desirable that system modifications be kept to a
minimum; hence, it would be preferable to confine such modifications
to a few system modules as is practicable and to modularize any
proposed extensions to the fullest possible extent.
No standard software components will be modified.
f) If one or more specific operating systems are cited as illustrative
examples, or for purposes of investigation, the particular modules
or components of the system(s) requiring change, and the nature of
such changes, should be fully described to the extent that they
are penetrated by this study.
No modules or components ofoperating systems need be changed to
work with the proposed automatic documentation system.
g) While certain information may be extracted by altering system
components, certain independent programs may be required to complete
the nackage in order to supplement, broaden and/or organize meaning-
ful documentation elements. Such programs must be fully described,
including inputs required, functions performed, and outputs derived.
Programs required to complete the package in order to supplement,
broaden and/or organize meaningful documentation elements are Type 1
and Type 2 programs described in the proposal in Appendix I. Sample
output provided by the system is described in Appendix J.
h) As a separate document or separate section of the final report, there
will be a consolidation listing of all those techniques which could
be implemented without changes in hardware or operating systems.
As a subset of the above, there will be a designation of complexity
level for the incorporation into a working program. Those which
require little or no effort or change in style by the applications
programmer should be specifically defined.
16
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No changes will need to be made to program statements in a working
program for documentation purposes. Documentation systems might
make changes to the comment fields in a working program, but this
will be done in a manner that will not, in any way, affect the
other statements in operational programs. All noncomment program
statements will be fully protected during any mode in which the
program comments are being changed.
i) This section should be presented and recommended as an integrated,
usable package which could be implemented immediately to provide
a partial solution while further work is being done on the more
elaborate improvements.
Commercially available documentation aids that can be used immediately
are described in Appendix B. The initial phase of the automated
documentation system to be implemented is described in Appendix I.
Future elaborations and extensions to the system are also described
in the proposal in Appendix I.
j) The outputs produced by the automated methods devised should contribute
to final program documentation. Techniques should be recommended which
best present a format for future computer program documentation.
A sample output of the type that would be produced by the automated
system has been reproduced in Appendix J. This example demonstrates
the type of output that would be produced by the system. The specific
format of the manual desired by a project manager would be determined
by the project manager.
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AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION






Texas Engineering Experiment Station
ABSTRACT
This report is intended to acquaint the reader with features
supplied by proprietary automatic documentation software packages
currently on the market. A number of systems are listed with their
corresponding purchase and rental costs, description of outputs, source
languages processed, system environment, and in some cases sample out-






































Every data processing manager and programmer is familiar with the
problem posed by the requirements for accurate program documentation.
The preparation of this documentation has traditionally been time consuming
and, consequently, it has often been set aside in order to allow the
programmer to work on higher priority projects.
The major goal inherent in any good documentation procedure is
to construct a system for communicating a document's content to a
human being. A well documented computer program enables user personnel
to understand the program's objectives, its relationship to other
programs in the overall installation, and its position in the system
workflow.
To relieve the programmer of much of the responsibility of program
documentation many proprietary automatic documentation system have
developed over the past few years. Many of these are generalized
documentation packages which can accept source code as input and
generate routines for computer analysis of the program requiring
documentation as well as routines for producing reports on graphical
representation that describe the program.
To achieve a permanent record of the details of an existing
program, the following program feature require documenting:
1) Functional relation
2) Cross-reference
3) Furnish suitable cross-referencing facilities so that references
to and from a given data element can be adequately presented.
3-4
Each cross-reference can be indicated on the flowchart at the
place where the related element is mentioned, or a separate
listing can be printed. A separate list has the advantage of
furnishing all cross-references in a convenient format.
4) Allow flexibility in the level of detail. A chart can be
developed on a symbol-per-statement basis, or it can be presented
as an overall picture of the program's functions.
5) Convert comments in the source statements as well as other
explanatory remarks into annotative flowchart statements.
6) In the absence of explanatory remarks, generate the necessary
annotations.
7) Generate symbols that conform to accepted conventions or
adhere to documented standards such as the ANSI standards.
Some of the proprietary automatic documentation packages listed in
this report contain all of the above features and more, while some simply
give simple cross-references. The purchase and rental costs of these
documentation packages are a function of the number of output features
they list. Purchase price range from $175 for a simple cross-referencing
documentation package, FXREF, to $7,000 for the AUTOFLOW system which
contains possibly the greatest number of output features.
The information for this report was obtained from the various
software companies which produce proprietary automatic documentation
software packages and from the Auerbach Computer Technology Reports.
Letters requesting information on particular software packages were sent
out to thirty five software companies. Of these original thirty five
requests, about fifty percent of the companies responded.
A second letter was sent out to those companies who did not
respond to the first letter. Less than fifty percent of these companies
responded to the second letter.
Some of the information which could not be obtained from the software
companies which produced these automatic documentation packages was




The following charts present many characteristics of existing
documentation packages. These charts are intended as a guidance
for comparing available documentation packages. Quick comparisons
may be made through the use of the charts, and further information onw
a particular documentation package can then be found in the Package Reports
section of this report.




ACKAGE IAUTOCHART AUTODIAGRAMMER II AUTODOC
Beloit Computer Center Aires Corp. Data Instruments Co.
FEATURE 
FEAUR _ ____________any capable of
System IBM 360/25 IBM 36!30- UNIA 3 COBOL support
Main Storage 32K 52K 28-64K
a, ii i __
' Auxilarv Storace >Oik_31L-7l Disc _Magnetic tape or disc
_D~~ ~card reader/ Disc, Cardreader, line printer,card reader
Input/Output punch, printer Printer disc, taDe
D Cpar ting System DOS,OS-MVT DOS, OS any capable of COBOL
'i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~support
- Source innu (not available) Assembly Language COBOL and IBM assembly
Documentation Aid;Pc:.ac,2 T;,.e Program Documentation Program Documentation; Documentation Aid;ge,
detailed flowchart, detail flowchart,or highsource list
cross-reference listing level. error list,
of labels cross-reference lists,oflabels logi~c charts, report and record lay-'logic charts,
label .cross-reference, out,
unmatched label tables, cross-reference list,
record 'n r tlayout detall flowchart,r .o and rport laourec-r n' reort - 1 brief logic chartsource 1istin ....- 
Detail flowchart at sourc narrative aescription
Logic Flow Detail flowchart at code level; - from source comments,
Presenta.ion same level as source cod( variable 'syr.bols contain detail flowchart with
source'codes, ANSI or IBM symbols
same level of detail asflow is vertical and source code,
page formatting is depicts page, connector
available. no. of referenced stat
high-level logic chart ments and referencing
ill.par.relationships statements.locic chart eit
Cross References shows location of each Paragraph cross-reference s atements thot aw fectonly lo~qic flowlabel in the flowchart, in high-level logic listinq of data items,
location of each label chart ; procedure names ext.
that branches to that Label cross-reference nameslitera'ls, iuratiT
constants system araes
-,_.~~~~~~Alee statement tabe alDhanumeric orderinco
_ Altered Statements gives label type ,defin-
-z~~~~~~ ~~~Unmatched unreferenced ing and referencinglabels source code number
_- ~~~~~~~~~~~labels also on detail flowchart
'- i~an-I~iachineInput-cards ,disc,tape;
- ilan-Machine Input-card reader Input-card reader can input up to 99
.interface Output-printer Output- printer programs in batched mad
from ca r. reader or fro:.
system librarv
_os Output-printer
~Cost ~ Purchase - $950.00 Purchase - $3,200 printer
Rental - (none) Rental - (none) Purchase - $4,800
(3-yr lease)
Rental - (none)
Source Programs COBOL COBOL COBOL
Processcr FORTRAN optimal IBM assembly
BAL
, ·m . i . , m!i-i
Comnmnts wo phase system; flow- about 20-30 installations about 50 installations
charter, cross-referenc-
ing
ACKAGE AUTOFLOW (1964) COMCHART DYNACHART
Applied Data Research Compress Applications Programming
FEATURE Co.
IBM 360,1400;RCA Spectra 360370;RCASpectraanywith COBOL Compiler
7System 70;H200 c .17a C 
Main Storage Support for OS,DOS,TOS, 65K bytes 30K characterM:ain Storage TDOS
XL Auxilary Storace System residence device 14 sequential files I disc or 4 tapes
card reader,tape,disc, card reader,tape,disc, 1/0 - card reader,
' Input/Output Iline printer line printer printer disc,tape
E Operating System bOS,DOSTOS(IBM 360), OS,TOS,TDOS any with cobol compiler
.... I ..
u r LrU2Cue l!Basic Assenbly Lanquaae COBOL and Assemrbly COBOL
Package Type Documentation aid; Documentation aid;produ- Documentation aid which
generates a flowchart ces a flowchart,deck produces;flowchart,
used for debugging listing,a cross-refer- diagnostics,cross-
summarizing an existing ence index of element references
names;also a design
~system ~language for developing
·. ~ constructing a preimple programs
mentation flowchart
Logic Flow In form of text and flow Standard symbols used in Flowcharts at samelevel of detail as
Prese.-.tation charts; flowchart;built in cross seve o detal asrflowchart at same level references;detailedsource code;separate
as source code, page per subroutine;
distinct units for pro- analysis of each state- paragraph not split
cessing blocks, between logical pages
page source card,symbol
(box) nos.
on and off-page connect
Cross Table of contents and alphabetic index of all alphabecalTyreferences intex pre- el
ceeds flowchart and con- lements listed as are defining
tains cross-referencing outline of procedures, source code sequence
information listing all incoming number and all state-
Listing of COBOL data and outgoing references ments referencing label
names in alphanumeric
~-F~~ ~ order with .pags,flow-
chart ox r,an source
tU~~~ ~ sequence #.
. , 1;an-:: ci'iie Input- card reader nput card reader, tape Input- card,tape,disc
'.Interface Output- printer disc Output - printer
Output - line printer
Cost Purchase - $3,000-7,000 Purchase - (none) Purchase - $4,400
Rental. - per installatior Rental - $2,425 (1 yr); (lst yr)
basis $4,225 (10 yrs) Rental - $700/yr after
lst yr -
I
Source Programs COBOL COBOL, Assemble, COBOL
Processer PL/I Design Language
Assembly
FORTRAlaiNs Aot4inal
Corin, ts [.bout 1400 installations Jver 50 installations About 45 installations
_ S .
EZFLOW
IBM 360,CDC 6000 Series
I
S





a IOK bvtes (IBM), 32K 
-i Main Storage !Jo v b ot AvailableMain . So ag e , CDC v.ot ' le .o
o Auxvailarble 4ot Avaiable~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ltAvailablStae.
D7IptOtu card reader,tape, or Card reader,tape,printer card reader, CalComp
uI unput/Output disc, line printer taDe plotter
6 Operating System OS(IBM),SCOPE(CDC) Not Available ot Available
.... _ ... ....
S, i_-rce Lnrun.e FORTRAN IV Nn AvHillp , __ot Available
Package Type Documentation Aid that Documentation aid; Program Documentation






Logic Flow flowchart at same level None Detail Flowchart
Pr2senta':ion as source code; up and
down single-col flow;
Cross References Listing of statement Six reports are given; (none)labels and references common report,local
to show old and rese- report,format statement
quenced source code statement label report,
fJ-~~ )label numbers and recap, global report
source list line number
. _
.c~ Nn-;chine Input-card reader,tape, Input-card reader,tape Input-card reader,drum,ia-;ch i ne
_3 Int.rface or disc Output-printer,tape disc, or tape
Intarface Output-printer Output-CalComp Plotter
Cost Purchase - $1,750 Purchase-Not Available Not available
Rental - Not Available
Rental -(none)
Source Prograris FORTRAN FORTRAN FORTRAN
Processer
Cor:ments under 10 installations Not Available Not Available














CKAGE FORFLO FORTRAN VARIABLE NAME QUICK-DRAW
EAU i ii · DNA Systems, Inc. DOCUMENTER National Computer Analys
FEATURE Data fgr.Management
_, . ..Dlerisionn i i
SysteIBM 1130/1800 Designed for user's Any with COBOL compiler
-S______st______m_____ con.i urati on I ,
1130(8K core); 1800 Capable of. supporting 32K bytes(DOS,TOS);65K2 Main Storage (10K variable core) FORTRAN compiler bytes(OS
Auxiiarv Storace 1 disc I disc System residence devicecAuxilarv storave
Input/Output disc,card reader, line Card reader,line printer card reader,tape,disc,aM Input/Output 
____-__________I______ line printer
Operatinlg System , i onitor, TSX version, Specific system not any with COBOL compiler
e~~~~ Source L: > E ~TX Lai h Creuired OBOL complerAssemblerVSourco L F,-.,r' FORTRAN COBOL, Assembler
















Flowchart at same levelLogic Flow Flowchart at same level as source code 
Presentation as source code, source (none) uses symbols,text,flow-
statements within block connectors,reference
information
each element of chart
enltiQfiedCby.Rpa. Sign,lockQI)-R~-A g
source car sequence, &
statement nos.or tag
. double-oae format
Referencing described byCross References (none) equence number of all flowchart coordinates &
statements that referenc source code no.
each variable name Cross-reference tables
include data-defined
-U~~~~ RXl~~~~~phagetic listing of
tag names procedural
statements and al sub-




_ *n-!;.fInput-cards or disc nput-card reader




Cost Purchase - $480(cards); urchase-$350(object); urchase - none
$600(disc) $500(source) Rental - $1,400-3,100
(lyr); $1,900-
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ~ 6,300 (3yys)
Source Program.s FORTRAN ORTRAN OBOL
Processer ORTRAN
ssemb ly
_~~~~~ i _- .
Rcsequence listing
arranges source state-
ment label nos. by
fives.about 63 install.
bout 6 installations UICK-DRAW is being














7 1 \Mantech Corporation jJ. Toellner & Asso.
System CDC 600 series not Available
Main Storage Not Available Not Available 
_
,1I
Auxilar Storae Not Available Not AvailableAuxilary Storace
A Input/Output Card reader,printer Card reader/punch,printer
Operating System Not Available Not Available
S:rce Not Available Not Available 
_S::urce La ..... No Available Not Available
- _







Logic Flow (none) (none)
Presentation
Cross References Produces a comprehensive Variable name cross-
symbolic name reference.
Cross-reference dictiona)y
i;an-I ;achine Not Available Input - cardreader
Interface Output- printer, card
punch
Cost Not Available Not Available - Purchase
Not Available - Retail
Source Procr-ams FORTRAI FORTRAN
Processcr



















section contains information on documentation aids packages
available to the data processing market. Sample outputs
for a number of the packages.
report has two major sections:
GENERAL - In this section features such as package purpose,
system requirements, pricing, and source languages
processed are given.
PACKAGE OUTPUT - This section lists the various outputs
that the particular package gives. A description
of each output is also given.
-1 5
AUTOCHART
Beloit Computer Center, Inc.
GENERAL
AUTOCHART accepts COBOL source programs as input and produces a
detailed flowchart and a cross-reference listing of all labels used
in the program. These two phases can be run in one jobstream or they
canebe executed as separate programs.
The minimum configuration for using AUTOCHART is an IBM System
360 Model 25 on up with a 32K central processor, one disk storage file
(2311 or 2314), one card reader/punch, and a line printer. A magnetic
tape drive is optional if you wish to execute the two phases in one
jobstream. The system operates either under DOS or OS-MVT.
AUTOCHART is a low cost system with limited capabilities. The
purchase price for AUTOCHART is $950.00 complete.
PACKAGE OUTPUT
Flowchart - A detailed flowchart is given.
Cross-Reference - This listing shows the location of
each label in the flowchart as well as the
location of each label that branches to that
statement.




AUTODIAGRAMMER II is used as a documentation aid and as a debug
tool for COBOL source programs. Standard outputs are a detailed flow-
chart, a diagnostic listing, an altered statement cross-reference table,
a record layout, a source listing, and an unmatched label table.
The package can be implemented on any IBM System/360 configuration
capable of operating under DOS (Model 30 and up) with 64K bytes or OS
(Model 40 and up) with 128K bytes. DOS requires a 2111 or 2314 disc;
OS requires any direct access device. Additional requirements are one
card reader and one printer. AUTODIAGRAMMER II is written in 360
assembly language.
Purchase price of the package is $3,200.
PACKAGE OUTPUT
The detailed flowchart is given in which each statement is displayed
with a separate logic block. User can select one or two logical pages
per physical page, margin size, and six or eight line-per-inch printing
density. All symbols are of variable size. Processing comments associated
with each source code are included within its corresponding flowchart
symbol. Narrative source code comments are printed in-line and are not
enclosed within symbols.
The diagnostic table lists all error the diagnostic error codes,
the statements in error, the location of each statement in the detailed
3-17
flowchart and the error code associated with each mistake.
The altered Statement Cross Reference listing displays the paragraph
names and flowchart locations of the statements being altered, the
location of each altering statement, and the name and flowchart
location of each destination.
The high level logic chart displays the relationships between
paragraphs in the program.
The input/output chart shows each file name, unit assigned, record
name, and input or output relationship to the program.
The label cross-reference table displays each label by name, location,
and sequence number and gives the flowchart location of each reference
to the label by statements in the program.
The record layout graphically displays each record defined in the
program with its field and sub-field name, length, and type specifications.
The sample report page displays a sample printed page that would
result from the Report Definition Section of the user's program.
The source listing shows all the source statements and remarks as they
appear in the source deck.
The unmatched label table displays each label which is defined
but never referenced, and each label which is referenced but never defined.
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Figure 4. Diagnostic Table and Error Codes
L High Level Logic Chart.
The High Level Logic Chart illustrates the rela-
ionships between the paragraphs in a COBOL program. By
jortraying the linkage of process blocks, this chart assists
the programmer in visualizing control transfer patterns and
reviewing them for accuracy.
Each paragraph in the source program is shown
with its name and flowchart location in a processing block.
O*e/gd 
- £e....-...... &llts CORP. ON 1
iAet&ls II
&MPL6I A
The processing blocks are listed in the order of appearance
in the source program. They are connected by vertical lines
whenever the preceding paragraph is not an EXIT or GO
TO paragraph. To the left of each block are listed any
paragraphs which transfer control into the block. To the
right of each block are listed any paragraphs to which the
block may transfer control. Figure S. illustrates the format
of the High Level Logic Chart.
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Figure 5. The High Level Logic Chart for the
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Continuation of Figure 5.
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Figure 7 shows the Label Cross-Reference Table
rI'duced by AUTODIAGRAMMIER 11 using the source
I )gram in Appendix "A".
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Figure 7. Label Cross-Reference Table
The use of the Label Cross-Reference Table in
hecking transfer instructions is shown in Figure 7a. This
kind of step by step analysis is applicable to labels which
are referenced in the source program.
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g. Sample Report Page.
When a program has been written using the
COBOL Report Writer Feature, the programmer may re-
quest that AUTODIAGRAMNIMER II produce a sample
printed page of the report. This output would show the
report exactly as it is established in the Report Defin
Section of the User's Program.
A sample report is given below.
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Figure 9. Unmatched Label Table.
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AUTOFLOr CHARY SET - SAMPLE
IRMRTPEF USE OF RESERVED WORD - START
UNDEFINtn - 'EQ0OR0 EXTfPNAL REFEREPCE
IIPROPfR USE OF TESETVEO 3WfD - NOTE
Nf E4TRANCE TO TllS STATERENT
IJUNOFFINEO DOCFEDU7E REFETENCE - E(qOR-I
ALTFkirD LINE NGT O T0 - END-OF-JOe
UNODFINED PROCEOURE REFERENCE - fROR-2
NO ENTRANCE. Tn T1mS STATEPENT







AUTODOC accepts COBOL source code and, when implemented on an
IBM 360, will also accept assembly language source code. AUTODOC
generages a cover page, a source program listing, and an error list.
At the user's option it can also generate a document for describing
report (COBOL only) and record layouts, for listing Data and Procedure
cross references, and for creating both a detailed flowchart and a logic
chart. AUTODOC can process programs individually, or it can process up
to 99 source programs in the batch mode.
AUTODOC can operate on the following systems: Honeywell 200
central processor with 28K characters of core, IBM System 360 (model 25
and up) configured with a 48K problem program partition and capable of
operating in a DOS or OS environment, CDC Series 3304 or 3504 central
processor with 32K words of core, and NCR century 100 or 200 with 32K
core, and a Burroughs B 5500 with 64 K core. AUTODOC is written in
COBOL.
Cost for AUTODOC is $4,800 for a 3-year license agreement for the
first customer installation. Each additional installation of the same
language costs $2,500. Separate AUTODOC packages for processing COBOL
and assembly language can be purchased and the package for processing
the second language costs $1,800.
'M-29
PACKAGE OUTPUT
The cover page gives the name and author of the program. It also
gives information describing the program's hardware environment,
security status, and origination date. The remarks section can give a
complete narrative description of the program.
The source program list lists the statements processed along with their
sequence number. Thus number can be used as a reference number late
by autodoc.
The error list gives certain syntax errors found. It lists the
statement in error and the sequence number of this statement.
The report layout (COBOL only) is provided for all reports defined
in the Report Section.
The data reference list (COBOL only) lists all data items used in
the program along with information pertaining to each of them.
The procedure reference list (COBOL only) lists alphabetically all
procedure names used in the program along with its associated source
sequence number. Also given are the page connector number of the flow-
chart connector symbol generated by the procedure name and the
source sequence numbers of statements which reference it.
The special reference list (COBOL only) lists all source sequence numbers
referencing an external name, a literal, figurative constants, and system
names.
The label reference list (assembly only) gives an alphabetical listing
of all labels defined within the CSECT or DSECT bring processed.
Their associated sequence number is also given. Additional entries
include the page and connector symbol generated by the label, and the
$-30
source sequence numbers of all statements that reference that label name.
The detail flowchart provides a two-dimensional representation of
the logic flow. It constructs a symbol for each source statement and its
related text. The user can select ANSI Standard or IBM flowchart symbols.
Each flowchart logical page is divided vertically into four position
segments, with flow direction from top to bottom. The flowchart can be
printed as one or two physical pages per logical page. Both offpage and
onpage connectors are generated.
The logic chart (COBOL only) charts only statements which affect
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AUTOFLOW translates source language programs, written in COBOL,
FORTRAN, PL/1, assembly language or numerous autocode languages, into
flowchart documents in various levels of detail. This includes statement
analysis, page allocation, line drawing, and rearrangement of source in-
put as necessary.
The package runs on IBM 360 Series (under OS, DOS, TOS), IBM 1400
Series, IBM 7090 Series, RCA Spectra 70 Series (under TDOS), Honeywell
200 Series; requires one tape or disc and printer, microfilm, or plotter.
AUTOFLOW is a single, multiphase program written in BAL.
A permanent license costs $3,000 to $7,000 depending on the language
features required.
An unlimited monthly usage license is priced at a flat monthly rate
depending on the language features required.
PACKAGE OUTPUT
The AUTOFLOW chart set is produced which includes:
Title Sheet - This listing contains the program name, date,
and other pertinent information.
Input Listing - This printout contains a complete 80/80
listing of the input program.
Procedural Statement Label Index - This listing specifies
appropriate section and paragraph names,
labels, or statement numbers in alphabetic order
and provides a quick reference between the source
program and the flowchart.
-- 43
Table of Contents and References - This cross-reference table
provides indexing information for locating transfers
of control, both within the flowchart and the
source program, whether the references are
explicit or implicit.
Table of Diagnostics - This listing contains a record of logical-
flow errors, incomplete paths, missing references,
and other programming errors.
Flowchart - Each flowchart covers two consecutive printer
sheets and can contain up to four columns of flow
paths. The symbols on each page are numbered
consecutively.
SPECIAL LISTINGS FOR COBOL:
COBOL Diagnostic Analysis - Analysis of the COBOL program is
performed identifying logical flow errors,
as well as syntax errors.
Procedure Division Analysis - Provides a summary of the various
vital activities which take place in the Procedure
Division.
Data Division Analysis - (Data Cross Reference) shows the
flowchart locations and source sequence numbers
for each data name reference in the program.
Data Record Map - Presents a descriptive layout of all group and
elementary items in the records within all sections
of the Data Division.
9-44
Data Division index - Contains all data and mnemonic name
items sequenced alphanumerically, as well
as pertinent information for each item.
High Level Flowchart - The COMPRESS facility of Autoflow system
enables a user to control the level of flowchart
detail.
SPECIAL LISTINGS FOR ASSEMBLY:
EQU Statements - A chronological collection of special symbols
to represent all EQU statements used in the
source program.
Constants and Storage Areas Listings - A listing of all constants
and storage areas.
Modified Tag Summary - A listing of all modified tag references,
as well as their location.
Literal Summary - A listing of all literals used in the source
program as well as the sequence number in which
each literal appears.
Macro Usage Summary - A listing of all macros used in the program,
of where they were invoked, and of where the
applicable definition is located.
SPECIAL LISTINGS FOR PL/I:
On-Unit Action Blocks - Statements which comprises interrupt
condition specifications are flowcharted as
separate units.
Called Procedures Cross Reference - This chart provides a
summary display of all CALLED entry points in the
source input.
Qg-45
Signalled On-Unit Action Blocks - This chart graphically
represents all signalled interrupt conditions and
their points of reference.
Label Assignment Cross Reference - This is a chart to illustrate
the effect of label variables used in GO TO
statements on the logical flow of a program.
Duplicate Declaration Map - Multiple declaration of an
identifier are listed.
Condition Prefix Map - This illustrates the physical placement of
condition prefixes within the nested procedures
and BEGIN blocks in the source input.
Declaration Statements - This listing displays non-procedural
declaration statements in the order of their
appearance in the source input.
GET/PUT, FORMAT Statements -These type statements are printed
in this listing.
Note: Each language has the CHART option which enables the user to control
the level of detail in the flowchart.
Comment: Autoflow seems to be the most complete and successful proprietary
automative documentation package on the market today. It by far has
the most installations of any of the documentation packages, and




































































































AUTOFLOW CHART SET - SAMPLE STAOLq'D COROL
~L 13(1 .tlaHSO.P&R N
· eee CON TENTS
Q)PTION (3TRIr.YFy PeaP.YFS 0D5·P.VES.CI NDE -WES
0OT IOr I, r,ti- ~al -- Ir A~ - NI I, IS.N000,'0 .T4M-IZ'. 30N-'I:ANPLF.
701'lOP A,~l'0'. NICK.
C.21-1 .0 %6 TALLATl 1I. PUT NETIN ItI[RCH CENTER.
aJ3067 6'. qlt C'MILL ). TOPAY.
000.ot U[MAq4S. AN IUTO1L-L E(.ART PR-.')ICED FROT COqq0 L SnURCP INPUT
,RI . 02 C ' C, I',T TI FIV( POaTS. THE LISTI'.; T ( 1 ( SOON C ouq
004.03 I%"UT. THIf '61 I 1W ( IIIf &% ') dOSS OIOERENCE LISTING
000O64 TIC T84 (I OF 2lAGNeTSi CS. A XI.adKS' PO#TIO0 £ND THE0079b03 CHART Iy TI UCI O (VI'S THE PROCEDURE 0151S0N9 OF THE SOURCE
00O 04~O PO:IGRAS.
03. I AA07
000(bR THE LISTING NC F THF SCtN( E INS'IT IS OPTIONAL. SELECTED BY
400b09 49E ,SF4 IN Ill PARAVFTF. 4 CAVl). THE INPUT LIST OPTION
000610 HaS N-T 0FEN INVOKED F( Il AUf TOLOW CHAT NG OF THIS
OOO IO PROGAAH.
00061 1
000612 THF TARLI OF COINTFNTS INDICATES IHF CHANT LOCATIOIN OFp
000 II EACH SIC'ICN '1; PAR AC.APO WITHIN THE CPRO. PANAS WELL AS
000614 ALL PEFE PNCr% Tn TTE SC:T ON rR PA&AGIAPH P1001)(11D FROM
00063S 1HN .- 1T, PCERFIlP ALTFP, AN, PenCESS VVRfi. IT aLSOF
000616 INDICATES TH E STOICS CARD NUMBERq (IN THE NAME E ICLD) OP
000617 ALTER STATE'4EANTS LI]N r W ITH THE CHART LOCATION (OF TU E
000'11R STATC£'ET 6[(4N ALTF 0 I'. CROCS REFERENCES PN70DCF. BY
000610 TNLOCAL rOP-ISIIINS. THITSE D ECI S ONS WHIISE PATHS ,COE
O000O' TOGF 'HO, A1 *NEXT SENTENCE , 160 INDICATED WITH A BLANK
000621 NAME FIELD.
000',22
0(0t62? WHENI PRESENT. THE *RtMAqKS e STATFEENT IN THE
00042? IOENTIOTCATIOT OIVISInTN WILL LIP AR AS INTRODUCTORY
000624 NARRATIVE. IN THE rERT FO'MAT OF A0 A'JTInFLO FLOW CHART.
000923 IF N) If2ARRSI STATnRENT IS PI SIENT. THIS NARRATIVE
0009'6 CHART IS NOT PRFS-NT. THE ATE RIAL CURRENTLY 5E1NG
0006?? PRINTED IS AN EXAHILC OF THF RLAARKS e STATEMENT NARRATIVE
00025q CMaRT
00097500042q FACH PaRCEDUCE DIVISI0 N 'SECTION' PRODUCES A CHAST WHOSE
000630 CHART TITLE IS THE SrCTlIq 1 ,VHC. THIS CHANT TITLE A PPEAR S
(300411 IN THE HEAD ING OF EACH FLGW CHAOT PAGE PROoucED FOR THIS
000632 SECTIONIS PS.CFDU3ES. AS LOCH SECT 104 bE£.MES A CAART.
000(13 TilE FLnW CHARTS TFR ANY SECTION MAY 56 LUCATED PRO M THE
000b"'4 TABLE OF CONTENTS*
0006 5
000616 WHFN A PROGRAM IMPLIES A ERANCH FROM ONE SECT ION TO THE
000631 NEXT, a SRANCH SYMB OL IS GENE-ATEO IN THE FLOW CHART.
000938
0009 45
0007O0 THIS PSOONaM 1 IS INTENDED ONLY AS A SAPLE OF A PROGRAM
000600 WHICH MINHT I F RUN UND46 AIUTnFL1,qW IT POROABLY IS NOT




00130I 0 SOU4CE-C,'IPJTER. INItb60 F O.
001l00 'RJCCT-CUMPUTE9. 154-360 P30.
DO900 INP'T-OUTPUT SfCTION.
001T00  I t-CONTOl .
001300 SELECT TRANS-IN ASNIG N TO SSOI 11
001200 SELECT MASTEN-IN ·SSIGN TO 'SVSOIO'.




00I200 60 8A4T 3-I N002O00 611CK CONTAINS 2000 CHARACTERS
002670 REC'ln CfiNTAIN 100 CHARACTERS
0O270T IC LAIL M'C'OS Pr STANDARD
0O0R9I DATA uEC3P3) S ARE MASTIN.
Oq2o0 II1 MASTIN.
001030 02 0AST1I-5(RY.
.0310 03 ITNACCT PICTURE IS 81101.
00 3 )00 05 130001 P C T'R l I1 1
003100 03 INOFI PI C TIJNE I1 XS J65.
003400 0 INCo'nE PICTIONE IS X.
00 0O0 02 OZ STI N-NA`4E-AODIE S.
003600 03 INNAME PICTURE IS 01261.
U00700 03 1 41'DAESS PICTURE IS I1231.
00"1J0 O INCITY PICT'O: IS 11151.
005000 03 INSTATE PICTU;C IS 1121.
0 04030 03 I1 1iP PICTURE IS TIll.
004100 Ft STE0TO.!T
004230 6LOCK CrNTAINS 2030 CHARACTERS
004303 RECORD CCNTAI/S lO0 CHARACTERS
004400 LA;CEL RECT'WOS ARE STANDARD
004600 D ATA rECORDS ARE HASTOUT.
004600. 31 -ASTNO IT.
004700 02 MASTInUT-MEVT
00'9.00 0 ouITUACCT PICT'JUE IS XfO01.0045(0 03 nUTYP0 PICTURE IS {121.
000D00 03 DITPEF PICTJRE ISX11,
00 100 03 O'(TCODE PICTUI' IS X.
003700 02 5ASTO'IT-NA4E-A0DPCESS.
0052300 03 r1JINA('E PICTIu:E IS 0281.'
005%00 03 IEUTAUrIJtS S PICTURE IS 01031.
0054.00 01 ('UTCITY PICT'JRT IS X0151.
005700 03 MIUVSTAT, PICTURE IS R171.
003030 03 0UIII I PICTURE IS X111.
004500 FO TqaNSi-IN
00T'COO SLC K CIINTAINS 2000 CHARACTERS
006100 0C8RD CONTAINS 100 CHARACTERS
006200 DATA PECER S ATE TRANSIN
OOb')O L EASEL RFECIt'JS ARE STANDARD.
006400 01 T"ANSIN.
OO6OO 02 TOANSIN-VEY,
0096OO 300TRACT P T I
C06700 0PICTU RE IS 112O.
0061Sun 03 TRE PICTIR I 111.0OOFID0 03 TRCEE PIClIET~a IS l0.006700 02 TCNSE PIACT YTE IS X.
DO ?000 O? IANS-PIAME-4 OC"E $S.(301100 03 T N .A RF PICTiIRE I IS 01 26 1.
007200 03 00P0A CT UR IS 1
007A07 03 IRCITY PICTURE IS R1131.
007400 03 T9STATE PlCICU' IS 1121.
007300 0D TROIP PICTURE IS Rs).
DO?T0..RtN'. - T RF r 1T0~t007700 ? EN-HSTIW SECTI
0070 7 - ASTIN PICT E I 01 10700 77 P"r-?V: TTIT 'IC T iF 11 3- .
0DR000 'T ¥-TRANS7 33 ICIP[ 1 81361.
1041o0 T7 E.CO-S3 PICTUqF IS X VALUe IS SPACE.
00n, 77 T 00 rTniTR A-S. 'IC 7000 IS R VALUE IS SPACE.
01040777 .I'R:0-TVPC PICTURE IS (401.
0300 01oJ ulq CU33A I %.
0)5500 02 C 14R-'aST[N- EY.
O0'100 03 (U H....AVTIN- AC0T eICT:I'EI 01101 V.LEIP IS 53035
,ITOARO U 0j CE O."ASTIN YP-- IPICTUIF IS I21 VALUE IS SPACES.DOPHOO 02 CHAK RT 1EF INES CUlR-MASTI'I-KEV PICTUREJ IS U 121.
00Ra00 02 Cup"-faSTTINPEr-tE PCTIE IS 0116 VALUE IS SPACES.
O~q~q3 02 'I~I -PaSIIN-CCnqc00S2' 02 CIAR- OSIIA CCTT PIC T(Ja F IS X V ALUE IS SPACE.0002100 1 CUSO-aPSTO1IFT.
009100 03 CVP'-SAST'TlT-AECT PICTtJQE IS X11101 vatUE Is SPACS.000400 03 CWA '(D[F IT_ S C(JR-.aST .IT-aCCT P ICTOYF IS I 101.
003300 01 CrP-HaaT)LIT-TYPE PJICOF IS S121 03VI ' - IS SPACES.
0044600 02 C(4 K 3"[+tFI'4S CJNT-qASTI)I/TREO PICTORE IS 1lJ.1210707T00 07J CL~q.H-RSTflUT-Frr-EI PICT{Jr[ IS 01161 SALlJE IS SPACE3e
004600'J 02 C!)l'0-'*AS'T1T-CLO0F PlCTJ0a6 IS X VALUE IS SPACE.
CF°WOO 02 CHO. 010FFI6.ES C'JVS-WASTOUToCOSE PlC ORE IS 6.
010N00 0 PWaIV- uASTIAXT.
R IO ' T 0 2 CC p iSR (lTl (PT- P ' V
01GI10 3 DO P R'Vl RA TCT' AC (:T PlC 1V-Ma IS 01 0 JVA TL IS SPACE .0 10"400 0 F 3 f PT C U I 8 2 V S A
I 1~ 2II 0 0 7 'FR I V M S I ( T E E I, I 1 8 0 2 1 I P C S
101 7010 02 I PP FIYWW .STT UT-C CCTE PICTURE IS 0 D VALU - S S A E0I 9113 J" IP VMASHRTV-F.UT E ICC0~~~~~~~~~~~lO  SLUEIUI J":0 j{u 0I~ VALIIE SPREE 
V1C.1)27) AZ TAN] -SfV-aEO.
01!)RJo JS03 T -AScTUI G71w ) n )0 T. R 'l A CCT' T E .01 10 305 I C T N C  I oI0 .
n1120O 03, TAN R E-DIN T ICV I'ICT U RIS0112 0 OS TAN REDEFI FS CC,-C SlTNE] X4IOI.
:-46
04/77~3 I' INPUT 1l. I 'S AUTOfLOIW CHART SET - SA4PLE SIANOAqn CFISL7
CAP or *... CONTENTS
194 011103 05 1F'CT-TUPE PlCTlF° IS OF?).
15 0I1 CL' 7- 10.. 07 :0;%I $ T:0'N-0(CT-419 'IC'U'T IS 01121.I S I17 F .0 IF . 51PCIII 111
IS? IIl5.2 0' TAI(T-C 7' PICT.I. IE A.
Is% OllR0C 01 TA)A( '/!;: IS.E S TICC-(Ilty i *[C7U° IS I.Iq 0I1I.o 02TS. '((FI NS F0 A%-'SFOK-V f'(ICURE IS xii9.
1"0 01lq0u 02 7'ANS-CVŽF.
1b1 01 19I0 01 TC1 PICTCIIT S 9
IE 012002 03 1C2 PICTUR I
107 0II "00 02 TA"T PICTUi; IS 19151099.
16- 01Z100
I1s 01240)n PQOCFOUPE DIVISION.
I66 0150(1O SIA lI
TSP 0 O1dlo OOFN INPUT "ASVER-IN.
1SM 012'00 TPfI INPUT T'ASS-IN.
ISO l0lno~ ¢:P7% PUTPUT MASliF-OOT. -
ITo 012q50 Ft./~r.F .[-0 I-ASTLF-RCUIINS THROUGH GET-MA$TER-ExIT.
I11 01 1000 etaS-NT-TMANS.
172 I 0 1i30 ;F L TRANS-IN
i7) 0 1 3F'[)0 %T Ft':6 rA TO TRANS-EOF.
I7 01 '170 qU0V r T-KF I,7 TAN-Sr IT-RFY N
170 01340O0 IF T7AN-S'FT-KR T IS NOT LESS THAN PREv-TRANSIN
it, 01300 GIl TO M0V0-KfY. 1LSF
177 01'oOO CISPLAY *10NSACTInN-FILF CUT-OF-SFO' UPON CUNSOLE.
iTA 011700 STOP UNS.
0 -0 2 101t0 TNAN S - T 0.
IMo 013400 CL(0S TlANS-IN WITN LOCK*
I I 01 400 1 F '.F-S IS NOT EQUAL To SPACFS
1R2 014100 .O Ti ENO-CF-JER,
II3 014700 OLOF 300M *TE TO EOF-SW.
i14 014-70 7OVE HIGH-VALUE TO TRAN-SfRT-RtFY.
F5t. 01457O "J 0r THAN-SO, T-KEY TO P0EV-TRANSIN.
1R7 0140o0 TEST-OUT:E0.
1F9 014700 IF nUT00EA-SR IS EQUAL TO SPACES
10 014~0,(, G01TO COMPA0F-iNPUTSt190 014q90O IF CU R-MASTUUT IS 00011 TO TRAN-SFQ-KEY
101 015000 .GU IT TEST-TRANS-COtFE.192 015100
IO3 019Ž00 07 NOTE MTRANSACTION IS HIGH TO OUTPUT MASTER RECORD.
19o 015.300
1q5 015400 PEaFUOM PUT-MASTF3 THOUGH PUT-MASTER-EXIT UNTIL OUTACCT I
196 015500 S N(T LESS THAN TRACCT.19I OISQO0
19 i 015700 COOARE-0FINPUTS.
110 0 O199 IF TI0S-SE0-KEY IS LESS THAN CURR-MASTIN 0O 10 TRANS-LOW.
200 0 -C000 ILSF PFFFOe6 PUT-MESTIEI 100HR006 P IT-MASTCU-FOIT.
201 0I0000 IF I54 IS E311AL TO CMX GO TO TEST-TRRNS-CnOE.
702 016100O GO TO TESI-OUIAREA.
Ž03 016700 TRANS-LOW.
734 016300
700 016400 NOTE *eTPANSACTION IS LOW TO INPUT MASTER RECORD.
POt 016500
207 016600 ITAANS-LnW.
.236 Olo170 IF TAN IS NOT E0UAL TC COA20q 010000 ALt AN'-C'F-ACCT-EXIT TO PROCEED TO TEST-TSANS-COOE.210 010000 (? Ti ENO-CF-ACCT-ROUTIENE.
211 017707 1(0.0 IF TIC IS NOT EQUAL TO C C212 01710 S A T TF T-TSANS-COO4 ELSE213 010200 Al TEE Eod-OF-COEF-TXIT TO PPnCfEn TO IEST-TRRNS-COOE.
214 017300 I NOO-FC-C F SW-OIJTIN·
215 017400 IF f'1A~TA-SW IS NOT 1O0(A1 TI SPACES. T01TE 1ASTER-3UT.
2lb 017500 30' CSACE T571: aLTAgRA-S. 0051.UT-NAOF-ASOAVS.
?I T 017, UI A -IOE 0FF60~p'-IPIT 017.,00 Ur ICI IS ETLIAL 1i I 0flgE BE0nin0 001E07 RCOR0 e TO
2IP 01700 QTOAI.A-T0E F AND ALTER ENO-rO-COOE-E1IT 0 PROCAED TO ERROR-PRO
001000- C.
2Ž0 0170e00 'Nn-OF-C7)O-FXIT.
70I 01#000 GO 0.
227 O10100
27' 010700 TcST-lNA'S-CO0E.
274 010100 I1 q'FTAREA-SW IS EOUAL TO SPACES
725 0I1'100 Pflr MASTE0-IN TO 0AS TEP-UT
226 019500 P0VV C'-J00-&STIN-(F7 00 CFRR-MASTOUT-RKo
227 010600 PTTFWIO GET-MASTE*R UTINE 700OUG0 GET-POSTER-E0IT.
270 .01nD0 GOC '0 9FLFT0-TFPANS. AOD-T0ANSS CHANGE-NANE. CHANGE-AOORESS 00
220 OlG 00- PON0 ING ON TC,.
210 OI000
231 019000 NOTF ATRANSACTION CODE IN ERROR.232 01i1i00
Ž31 019Ž00 TRANSICTIFN-COOE-FPRR.
21& 019O00 03V0 'T;ANSACTlnr0 C1!E SR9O0 e TO ERROR-TPPE.
Ž35 "nVE HIGH-VALUE TO TRANS-CODE.
236 010Oo ~EOt"-PROC.
037 01D500 E091R I L91000.
273 O 0l0'O CALL 'FF600' USING TPANS-SfnRT-REY. ERROR-TYPE.
270 019700 ENTT COqOL.
Ž40 0100O. GI i0 READ-NEXT-TRANS.
241 017100 CHANGE-A'D0E0SS.
42 020070 IF CU TASE0-SW TS EQUAL TO SPACES GO TO CHANGF-ERROR.
43 020105 TF TC? FOIFALS 2 GO T0 CHANGE-ZIP.
244 020300 Fr 772 IS LESS 7601 4 G. TO (HANGE- A RISE
245 020400 IF 'TE EUU'L TO F GO TO TVANSACTIGFN-CbOE-ERPOR.
I46 020500 IF 000UAL 70 GO TO CHANGE-CITY.
247 020,00 "OCE TPSTATE 10 EUTSTATF.240 020700 CHANGE-C ITY.
?74 020000 vqV0 TRCIT¥ TO OUTCITY.
250 027900 GO T) CHANGE-LA.
021000 CHANGE-7A.
?S? 021100 1 0VE TRZIP TO OUTLIP.
* 57 .021300 "00V IRAODESS TO OUTADORESS.
274 021400 I0 TO REAC-NEXT-TkANS.
2s5 021300 CHAnCE-ZIP.
256 011000 -"V0 TORP TO OUTFIP.
2T0 071700 ' T'7 REI O-tNEXTTRANS.
259 021100 RUT-MASTER.
25 021000 WI170 MASTFI-iTUT. MVE SPACES TO OUTARFA-SW.
760 022000 1I TNK IS LESS THAN CMAR
761 077100 U 1 TO PUT-6ASTEO-EXIT.
202 07T200 1LMO 6007FF-IN TO 00 -OUT MOVE CURP-MASTIN
261 022300 T CFO- UTF V:0 ' TO FOUTARiI-SW M
764 .00VF hIGH-VAL TE 70 CUoR-MASTIUT-Kf¥.
269 022'00 IF EOV-Sw IS NOT EQUAL T0 '6' GEl TO GET-MASTCR-ROUTINC.
75h 022c00 PU7-ORSTE. 5 -EXII.
26.7 027/,00 EXIl.
2h0 023100 0ET-MASTFR-ROUTINP.
26, 7J23J00 90.7EMT-ET ERREAD ROUTINE.770 073430 GFT-'ASTE-IFT IN-I
?Il 001,30 NEAl' IASlE9-IN.
212 023700 AT 1NO 00 00 RASTFP-EOF.Ž1) 020730 6(1Vf MASTIN-KEY 10 CIIPO-MASI0 N.
74 M0y(3 0101'-VALUE TO JURv-ARSTIN-CnTE.
774 073000 I ' CqlFI--ASTIN IS LES5 THAN PaEV-MASTIN DISPLAY 'MASTER PILE
2 7 o 023000 -O JOT (i0 SEre F1PON Er"%OLF. STOP IUN.




741 024400 .G0 TI PT T*MRSIE9-EXIT.
707 374900 "S$TFO-R'F.
213 024030 RiVE '6' TO EOF-Sw. TIOVE HIGH-VALUI TO CUST-MASTIR.
204 024700 -1VF 7 00 INT CI, GU TO GFT-MASTER-EXET.
205 724O00 ENr-TFI-FiJ2.
206 074030 ALTEI ENI-OF-ACCT-EXIT TO PROCFEr TO CNO-TO-E'1J2-ERIT.
27T 025000 NCF-R'-A0cT-qOUTINP
2R0 025100 ] ! CII T APFA-SW IS NOT OQUAL TJ SPACOSj AwITE 9ASTEE-OUT
790 02S700 "JOE SPACES TO GUTRRFA-SW. MASTOUJT -KT. MASIOUT-NAME-ADDRESS.
2q9 025300 C0 0 '--AS'OUT.201 025400 IF 1C[ IS NOT FOIJAL TV 2 M0V0 'NON HATCHIN G TRANSACTION'
70' 079300 TO OFFAT-TOPE ANO ALTER TNO-lF-ACCT-EX6 T TO PROCEE0 TO
29g 070600 E0qaN*PRO's ELS OVE ACES Ti fiqUt-TY
79' 025TO ENFO-OP-ACCT-EMITS29S 029000 Go in.




100 020300 "V' TR" NSIN TO MASTOIUT.301 25400 IF TIC IS F:)20L 70 2 095 OU TCOOE IS EQUAL TO 2. MVE '1 TO
)00 00*500 100(oo! TCU IMITO ASTTR-OUT. MOVE 2 TO QUTCOOE.
301 0205,0 : TO 700R -NEXT-TRANS.
10& 076700
509 02R800 CHANGE-NA"E.
lO6 026q00 [ 0 F')T1JElA-SW IS 00Ual TO SPACE GO TO CHANGE-E5609.
307 027000 '~07 106A00 TO OUTORRE.
300 0)IVE HIG'I-VRLUE TO PCV-'4ASTOUT-KEY.
009 027100 G0 Ti READ-NEXT-lRANS.
PRTCEr'IJ4L STATFMCNT LAEL INDUEX
*.-.u NAME
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016000 2.25 017000 5.01 017900 3.09

















012600 1.13 024700 4.1S








041OZTtO AUTOFLOW CHART SET - SAMPLE STANDARD COBOL PAGe oi
CHAST TITLE - REMARKS
REMARKS. AN AUTOFLP CHART PaOfUJCFeD FROM COROL SnURCE INPUT
.. Ay CONTAIN UP TO FIVE PARTS. THE LISTING OF THE SOURCE
INPUT. THE TARLE OF CONTENTS AND CROSS REFERENCE LISTING.
THE TARLE OF DIAGNOSTICS. A eREMARKS e PIRTIID AND THE ELOV
CHART PROPLUCED FROM THE PRnCEDURE DIVISION nF THE SOURCE
PROGRAM.
THE LISTING OF THE SOURCE INPUT IS OPTIONAL. SELECTED BY
THE USER IN HIS PARAMETER CARO. THE INPUT LIST OPTION
HAS NWT BEEN INVOKED ECR THE AUTOFLOW CHARTING OF THIS
PROGRAM.
THF TABLE OF CONTENTS INDICATES TIE CHART LOCATION OF
EACH SECTION OR PARAGRAPH WITHIN THF PROGRAM AS WELL AS
ALL REFERENCES TO THE SFCTION OR PARAGRAPH RRODUCFO FRO!
THE GO TO. PEAFORM. ALTER. AND PROCESS VEQrS. IT ALSO
INOICATES THE SOURCE CARD NUMBER IIN THE NA4E FIELDI OF
ALTER STATENE'TS ALONG WITH THE CHART LOCATION OF THE
STATEMENT BEING ALTERED. CRCSS REFERENCES PROCUCED BY
LOCAL DECISIONS, THOSE DECISInNS WHOSE PATHS COME
TOGETHER AT 'NEXT SENTENCE'. ARf INDICATED WITH A BLANK
NARE FIELD.
WHEN PRESENT, THE *REARKS' STATFENT IN THE
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION WILL APPEAR AS INTRODUCTORY
NARRATIVE, IN THE TEXT FORMAT OF AN AUTOFLOd FLOW CHART.
IF NO 'REMARKS' STATEMENT IS PRESENT. THIS NARRATIVE
CHART IS NOT PRESENT. THE MATERIAL CURRENTLY BEING
PRINTED IS AN EXANPLE OF THE AREMARKS STATEMENT NARRATIVE
CHART
EACH PROCEDURE DIVISION 'SECTION' PROUCES A CHART, WHOSE
CHART TITLE IS THE SECTION NAVE. THIS CHART TITLE APPEARS
IN THE HEADING OF EACH FLOW CHART PAGE PRODUCfD FOR THIS
SFCTION'S PROCEDURES. AS EACP SECTION BECOMES A CHART.
THE FLOW CHARTS FOR ANY SECTION MAY BE LOCATED FRtM THE
TABLE OF CONTENTS.
WHEN A PROGRAM IMPLIES A BRANCH FPRO ONE SECTION TO THE
NEXT. A BRANCH SYMBOL IS GENERATED IN THE FLOW CHART.
THIS PROXGRAM IS INTENDED ONLY AS'A SAimPLE nP A PROGRAM
WHICH NIGHT RE AUN UNOE' AUTOFLOQ. IT PROBABLY 1I NOT
SUBJECT TO CLOSE SCRUTINY FOR LOGICAL PROGRAM CAPABILITIES.
. I 4
04A2I/TO
CRA'& TITLE - PRIlCEOUPE OIVISIGl
I 0-2-00;
AUIOFLOV CHALIt SET - SAMPLE STANDOARO COOL P&I of51PAGE 02
START PARAGR APH
013200 g 01













0130 2 0o O
II TQA% -rlr 
I p,-.~'P 
,O ...... E; 7
03.10 Iee--A
%qq K1 I*YES





t -EA O I




* tRAM- ~t *
'=. Up'.
Si-' sf IS YE
* ROT- ---- !.... ------
* 93V YS
01 100 10
0 U.... .___ 






F ',tQA $ATt IQIN- I
I FILF OUT-tiP- I
I $ O' UPf~4 I
I C~NS~L E I
013700 1 10
* HALT I·
rtl qP tF UN
TRAIS-SOF PARAdGRA·
013900 1 11
I hRasIo WITHI! jLOCK 
___________ ........ 02.1~0-->-
01,-s4*000 11 .END-OF-JO PARAGRAPH
,* '0770 ' ' 1 20
* * . I _2T_______
* EOF-59 IS * YES AL.T.EO ro TO
* NOT EOUAL TO - -- ST-ATE -E-T
* SPaCES ._ __ _ __-
· * BY PROCEFO TO
014200 1 027R00| 021
I 1-TOjiM 0-,W,, S
',~To'*0Ef-sU' *OUTTAREA-S: * Nl
n. -VLUO To * IS. OFA O -U .




P5F9-TRANSIY 1 PERFS P" *II IPOVE-KEYPARGH P
01400 I s- co it
014900 16 COKP027900E
OI TSA-O F TO IS EOJI
*OMAST3UT IS Y SAT 
* I 55EOU0 O *o_- -ol
OZ.ZA --) I1 ! ~~PUT-MATTEl- I71
*. *
_ .$T--.u,.. ................ >
·O1UTAEA-sW ·ys
* CURC- * FR CUR AS
* EO S n _ 
· ISET2UTO
e
I S * YE
01520* P TG *-O 17 YO
* ToALSEC-S U S I
* KEY S 1 0UI0 *A I
* . !!!-- .II E
* ACI .... .--0 T -- -
* 1 * o LES THANUG 5-i
0*4-00 #OTE I7 140
.. 4 I
03 tO0 0359000 24
Olz.O0 1 ' * * ' I
· I UT-TiT * * I * 
1. T1 P iS' · 9 1$ . 1 PT-AST .T - I ·
1 0II THOUH I 01·1
TPA4TL-SETH- · IIXI 
t* T I l | *f~t!RAM-- …
le * ' . e E- 5S·V
_j----- . .·LES HA2 0-
eCIST-o#ASTIN
ISE O0 016000E 2T
TRANSACTIO N ~ ~ ~ * ISEq
HIGH ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * I IS E)UlUA *-
UT-ASTV' EIITR tM&
.... :.:.:.:.:,] .. ....
0TESTOUT RE
!0_(



































































0U I 0 I0
It Exit TOI O ' 
H Rn-O-Cl -OW -- --
IS EOT E JAL0
M FITANS- II
*-- I 0 EO 0
* 
_ ___. .._......
rYES Ge -IO0F~c~¢nT Ne l I NE -'"UI; . ....
017400 * .°!
ClSOFIA OT
03 t 'M^uTAWEA-- 01S I
IS NOT AL
017t00o S 0AC *S * 0 0 -
o TO SPICF. S. · 





T FU , ,
I /(O OT?
/__ ,S_ ,-,__,,_1..... 01 C%!
/w917Y ~~~~~I rAoOTOiqI HATSfU & P4. -I CA
OF 7900 09~ ~~~0
.FdAW~~~~~- I * *o-A
oZo--- *---I --
017600 . . .CAo
.. . _ . e T ER




·1L1 I #SorE PA0C ' P
9
07. 0Q--EXI TITGv




I*olifil° fwwiELET I eo I PO 
N aO1 1. 1 I 
: .14:
*--- . ·
0317,00 I : · 3.0IKA
I,,?5 bIG. l I,
-OCO T I...
L IIT 70re' · PA0'NEo
3.0 , "-.: I~ I
03 .. 0--..... o-.
'0-0 * 3.e - )I[lef

















1 TC2 FOUalS 7 -
12M 
IN *n 1T-nUT 1
I S*oo I E
14 0q 304*00 22
YES~~~~E
.__·_e T HAN 
…IN S E I
:'! . 01 . 20400* * S 2}
OU STE
t *.27 1 * *20 0 ^6
1NOT IS l
Owe~~~~~~~e
AMMMM~ ~ ~ ~~~~
OH (rrlt |1. I 
MS...':°. 
020900 * 24b
YeS ' *t* 
..QU.. TKAL '0 *
e ·




)AA AGAAPO# I ViTSTAT I TO
Is …… S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·
40tF 171? 
: ----- I IOVE
N I~~~ TMl~ty T3 CUTCITV I

















I IShtP TO . lIl l I
I .... .
6 EAO-NEXT-T AAS
04177710 o PRCiTLtwF 0DVISIOS SU-MARY AUTOFLOW CHART SET - SAMPLE STANDARD COEOL
ALTRFO PAGArNAPHS










2.0 IN cN":-1L0J1S.0 I ,END -OF -CCT-RIITITE
1.n1 ENfn-OF-CDE-EXI T
3.02 1 T*IAA4S-LJW3.08 114 EN-OF-CODE-ROUTINE
2.70 rNn-cF-JOnR6.01 IN NOTE
4NTITALLY
0o PROCE D TO 001200
o00 19400











- - -- - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
FI8FMqIE0 PE OCEIIB'ES
rFF-TI1-E1J2
PEFO8RMFD AT 002200 2.2? I4 EO PERFORM 1 4 NTRY 00248o0 U 0025900 15 F.DNO-TO-E0J2-EXIT
GCFT-ASTEP-ROUT!AE
Pfqfl%9fD AT 0012900 2.04 14 START PEoR N 4TqY 0023200 . o
0HPU 024100 44o I G*FT-MASTEI-EXIT
* 0018600 3.13 IN TEST-TRANS-COOE ETAY 0023200 4.08HRU 0024100 4.17 GET-XASTER-EXIT
PUT-t4STEt
PlIfRTOED AT 001!400 2.19 14 TFST-OUTARFA PERFORM T4AY 0021j00 4.0
NU 002Z500 4.0B PUT-1ASTER-ElrT
001· 900 2.24 IN CO#PARE-IPPUTS NT 002218600 40 PuT-sER-x
THRU 0022500 * or PUT-M4ASTEII-EXIT
@027900 2.72 IN ENo-CV-Jas ¶4YTt 00fl800 4.01
K 0022500 4.07 PUT-#ASTER-ERIT
_ _---- - - ---- - - ----- ---- _-- -- --- ----- - ----- -- ----- - --- -- _---------__-- -- - --- ----- -- ---- ---- -- ------ - --- - --- _--_-
!/t FIL ACTIVITY
WASItR-IN
0012600 2.01 14 START OPEN INPUT NASTER-Il0023100 4.09 IN GET-MASTER-ROUt Ibf-I READO ASTER-IN
"A STE 8-'JT
0012X00 2.01 IN STArT OPEN OUTPUT MASTER-OUT
001400 1.04 IN FD-OnF-CoOI-ROUT2IE WRITE MASTER-OUT0021900 4.01 IN 1PTT-4ASTR YSW TO MASTE-OIT
00251 00 US I EN-OF-CCT-ROUTINE RItE "AIER-OUT
0076 100 5.2?r 129 AD-TRANS URITE 7CYE -ouT
0028400 2.28 I4 EOJ2 CLOSE 45AtEk-OUT WIT4 LOCK
tll#9-!m
0032700 2.0? I'l sxTOPEN 4INPUT TRAS-IN
0013100 2.0o5 S'-xT-T1s REAO TIANS-II001340 2.11 1h TRANS-COF CLOSE IRANS-1N WITH LOCK
STOP SUMMAPY
0011700 2.10 14 RFAO-NT-TRTA491 STOP RUN0023900 4.14 I4 3ET-IASTP8-ROUTINE_3 IP8U
002R100 2 9 24 E0.2 STOP RUN
_- - - - - - - -- -- - -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- - -- -- - -- - - -;--- - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- - - -- -- -- - -- - - _ 
flISP LAY SUM4MRY
0013600 209 IN RCAD-4EXT-TIANS DISPLAY *TRA4ACTIO4-FILE OUT-OF-SO* P04 E ONSnLESf00o23100 4.*1 4 G'T- A TA-aUTI 4E-1 OISPLAY eASTE FILE oUI OF SEO UPON ChNSOLE
...... .- - - r ...................................- ---- '----
CALLED PROCEDURES-
CALLED PROCEDU 9S 0




C04Aj27O 06 crATh 4RF&4F
C.'0 IT OTAz *A,,R
PAGEAtIilltn CHATI SFt - SAMPif STANDAPDO cORt













































































O8oA'0 n .21 07o200 5 404046o00 4.15_ 024000 4:16





022300 4.04-A 025300 S.05-A
OL8500 3.12-A 10002641 4.00-N
014000 2.12 014200 2.1 3- 022400 6.06 024600 4.1s-A
011100 00'9-" 014000 0.16-A 019600 3.ol-U 025500 S.01-#206 o . 0 A 20 0 o o 4
012600 2.01 018400 3.12 022200 4.0' 023500 4.09-A




011SOO 3.00-9 025200 s.0-OS
01S400 2.23
021000 3.28-A
0141008 2.5 ol 8001800 58 82t988 4:0 01158230S * 8S
S025 0700 3 0252 00 026900 5.20 0 A 220 5.22-
020800 3.26-A





















018000 3.14 02S400 9.06
020000 3.22 026400 5.14
019800 2. 23
013400 2.04 014300 2.13-- 014S00 2.14










































































041?/70 DATA IFCt)T mAP
FILF SECTION
to vLL DATA NAN[
002400 FD WHSTEl-IN
002eoo 0 MAST 907130 02 "ASTIq I-KFYOCJlO0 01 IN&CCT
on0r"o 01 Il"Pf00'.00 O INftFl
oc .n n) w r)Fln








0 3o 03 nulCIrri
005.'00 02 PASTCUT-NAE-ADORSS'
00530 03 U?"E005530 'n) CUTAD.mESS
0s 160o 03 oUT STo005100 o0 out 14T1T
005900 03 OUTZIP
005900 FD TREANS-IN
004400 o l TIANSIN
006100 D? 1T9N$1-fKEY





007200 03 TRMADDO SS
007300 o ,. , ,001400 0 T T0I
007300 0 TRIP
AUIOrLOW CHAOT SET - SAMPLE STANDAMD COBOL
OFFSFT LENGTH B DEC nCCURs CLASS USAGE Ms VALUE
LABEL R[CROD IS STAPDAO. BLOCK CONTAINS 2000 CHARACITERS. RECnO CONTAINS 100
"HARACTERS
O-9 IA/N Dt tA
2s°2r 16 14 olsn 10-tI5 S~ 2S~I AIN DSISPLA
32-I2 1 A/N DISPLAY~ 34 26 * q
93-9 2 A/4 O3 SPuAVff-99 I /N DISPL Yt  -, 0 NUT
29-29 A N OISPLAt
29-IA 24 *14 0 D SPLAY55-77 2S /N ISPLAY
799 i3 /N DISPLAY
93-94 2 AiN DI SPLAY




I~~~~ii A~~~~/N DISPLAYl~:tl~ ~ A/N a,. LA
2-20 A/N 0 SPLAY
g-316 AIN IFS~a
s:??77 AI  Or 'SI PLLAA
93- is AI/N D ISPLAY
)- " a/N 0 iPLAY
LIBEL ljRECORD IS STANDARD, BLOCK CONT AINS 2000 CHARACTE/SN RELOAD CONTAINS 1CH4ARACTER
A/ I
- AIN DISP~~~:4 LAY/of ,PLAW
7 '92 A/N 0 DPL.AY.Nd &/ IN P AT,99 AIN R
'- 55
PAGE I
O_ ;T;TU 1"~ ~l t7.2?*.*. 4'- 
Ic LVL 9AA NAO.
O":t-110, 0 nA, r- qL
CC-e )s 11 (*'-? 1 -CC
O0c .'o A '2 T COC~-qJ nl ('Jb~--A~T I
uCuO ; C"O 4-#11 I-Cq)rC;'p-a 0 1 T f :-F.14%tM 11)'O;)"',.n O? ¢ al* : ' v a 2l I-(<tV
OCq'I . 01 C )u.-4A0 -T. *JrrT uO,-^J; n1 U -- f .I.s TI' K-1YP
c'.)l O0 CU -. ASIOUT- TPF
01)0, 32 77 *- -N&TRP--E r;OtlPIO0 71 f1q_-Sk
OC3IJ 01 I.ACCT
OC'O' 0' &Nd"ESS
OV JJ Oq I-( It lnOU~a ~ ~Cnt'ss
31*51J (A IN0% AF
003.5 03 I219EOClqIO A01 INATCT
00n3.0 O0 IITAPt
0)4'53O 0 a I4IIp
ITJo C MAslr*-i*
oUo nu Fo ASTF!- UT
OJ3'U 01 8T 2T%
00'030 I n2 T Ij-IFV
U01 10 02 -A TIN-446AE-ADU0 ESL
CCa'70 02 vl$1nu .cc,- 1  nl -A I Ul
OJ?73 GU *STrhIT-KfV
01o )3 02 sL ST IT-NAc-ArOrss
O3.&,U C, I : JTACCT
0:'5Z00 0' f nuA3 0 S
o Ieln 77 TUTAREA-.W
OOSO0C 03 UlCI1T
O)~ldO O~ ~JICPnF(.31"" 03 OJTN&#E
00C Jo 01 uTirTP
Ce J3 0a DJTZ I
O07?'o 77 PIFV-WA$11N
0 00OJ 02 PQI V-qI STOUT
O7CrT1 77 PV-PAs Iru)UT
0103 0n PkLV-AS Tru1-&CeT
0l]t0 t 02 PvEv-A $rTtII-COrE





i I103 01 TACCVoC~I-C
C1iloo 09 14t0-4N"
011300 OS ?ACCT-TVPF
ollJs0 04 ?JK017201  . TA&L
017200 0 TANT
0a I2 0 0




Cln' 80 O IA4 t-ACCT-KE
olO2no 02 TqAN-sEo-KET
OlOn'n 02 70 R&N'ST-KRFY
01I0O 07 ilANk -noFo l l no n, " "' S-'no$
OCS°00 F1t IAN S-I40u703n 02 lAdSAI-N"AE-£AOOqSS
CO4OO0 0 1ANISIN00' 0uO O TRANSI2-REV
0n7')0 03 TOtIlt
Co 00 01 TROFDE0TI0 - Io,
001400 03 ITRFRF C
007100 01 7RNA#f
00700 01 TITYFA
011700 0 7 IT07kfl0 3 TrflE0237IJ0 0, IS





































































































O411fTO INPUT LISTING AUTOPL(O CHART SET - SAMPLE CHART COBOL FACILITIES
CHART/COBOL - ILISIZIt
CARD NO eee CONTENTS ' ee
I PRfOCEDURE DIVISION.
NOTE
* A THE MATCHING OF SOTS S GIRLS FOR HIGH SCHOOL DlANCE..
* START.
A NOTE
· I READ FIRST SOT AND FIRST GIRL.
? T GIRL-COUNTER IS A COUNTER USED TO CONTROL THE LOOPING
* THRU THE GIRLS INPUT FILE.
· PRI MARY.
10 NOTE
1I or ISECONDAhD I PTIMARY MATCH EQUAL?.
12 I .PUiCH PUNCH D4TE-MNAE CARD.
Is READ-A-ROY.
14 NOTE
IS I READ ANOTHER BOY.
I1 DY IPFIMARlY anP?.
IT I CLOSE ALL FILES.
s H fNO nw JOe.
IA SECONDARY.
20 NOTE
21 f ADO I TO GIRL-COUNPTEIR.
22 ON IPREPAREI ENTIRE GIRLS FILE SEARCHED?.
Is READ-GIRLI.
24 NOTE
2s I READ ANOTHER GIRL.
26 ON IEOF-GILSl EOFt?.
27 f IPRIMARNY GO TD PRIMARY MATCHING PRocEDURE.
2R PREPARE.
31 NOTE
30 T PREPARE FOR SECONOARY'ATCHING PROCFOURE.
*1 P CLEAR GIL-COUNTER.
*2 READ-GIRLt.
I) NOTE
IA I READ ANOTHER GIRL.
SS ON tEfO-GIRLSI EIF?.
36 DON IPUNCHI SECONDARY MATCH FQUAL?.
*7 ADO0 I TO GIRL-COUNTER.
3 -oY (iREAD-GIRL21 ENTIRE GIRLS FILE SEARCHED?.




4] I CLOSE GIRLS TARE FILF.
AA I OPEN GIRLS TaPE FILE.
4A 0 IPRIM.SFC-fEAD-GIRL21 WHICH MATCHING PROCEDURE?.
4A f IREaO-GIRLII PRIMARY.
3-58 04 f, /To AUTOFLt CHART SET - SAMPLF CHART CnBOT. FACILITIFS
CI4Aq TITLE - THL MATCHIING fF qnYS C GIqLS FOR HICH SCHOOL DANCE.
-- STRT --
! !
IDfa. FIRST 'y /
AiND FIDST GIRL !
---------- I------
,lqt-COJNTFR IS A
C.uNTr ~ USer1 ?'
C NYT;rL THEF L"U ',PI
T'.kRt I HF lRLS INPUT
FILE




A r E I R A RT R O T C-N E








! !Ol~lq--- >JI , ! _:2.1 .. .... o











· HAl T A
ERI COF JOB
--__-___ ____-_------ ->
PRtPARE FOR SFCONDARYI qbC-INC PROCEDURE
SfCONOARY I o08
ACO I TO I
I GIR-COUNT ER 
L)99










°' .. ..-- 0 1< …-…-…-…-
REA D-GI I 21


















R ENTIRE * NO
* GIRLS FILE A…A-




















W HICH * SEC











AUTOFLOW CHART SET - SARPLE ASSEPSLY PROGRAM
ASSEPSLY MODULE ILISTI.NA"SOI
CAR0 NO *E, CONTENTS
I OPTION MODACR-YES.DCS-YES.MACPAPTYES.LITSUM'YES
2 LPAT I EE IV0PT V
3 D IIERN 0N 0 1VO0100
IVO TITLE 'VERIFY INVENTORY SYSTEM UPDATES e IV1O0160
I MACRO jIO 0110
A CRANE LPRT EIECPDC.caCV.tCLENGTH V010180
1 LCLC &EUOG ITVE1090
a OFUOGE STIC 'L-CO
9 &NAIE NVI P.RUF*I.C' CLEAR PRINT SUFFER IV010210
to ST 15,SYSEEGI5
II NVC PIOUF+2( LFUDGE. PANUF. 2I.PRBuFI. IVO10220
12 A I TF ELL[PAGTE E O.) A (VO.02L1
13 'VC PPRUF.1ILLENGTHI ERECCRD PCVE I OF RYTES SPECIFIED IVCIC240
I4 AAO .*ADV IVOIZ050
.MLA ANCOP . IV1010260
IVC PRRUFEIICFUDGELRECORDOI.ERECORO NOVE ACCORDING TO L' VO02D01! AiCV ANOP VO]O2980
AIF I'CACDV EC .AOV 1010
19 'IP iLAC)V EQ 21.ACVZ I1300
70 lIP (r. AOV E CO *3.&CV3 I V01310
21 AiF I't£AV EQ MEIICVEJ
Z2 Ali EleCAV 10 EJICTeIACVEJ IVD103
2NTE 255. 3'INVA 10 P.1 INTER ADVANCE SPECIFIED- 340
2. OL 01MEtI ! VD10350
26 HGV01 ~~~~~PF RIlE ·X ',.q m IV1O)01t
26 A GO .CdI.AC IV010370
27 *85 AD N'~l PRNUF.8'11e IV0103dl0
2R -GO .CC-MON IV010390
29 .ADV3 VII PRRULF.W19 e 040
30 AGO .C CNSCN U1V041
31 *ADVEJ VI A P 9UEX09 lV010020
32 CON/dON ANOP V1010430
I3 3 ..A(SAVEAREAI V010440




38 ENAME RES CVAR V1010490
39 &NAME NVIl VAR.XO00 IV1010500
40 MEkO 11010300
41 MaCPC IVD0O030
42 - NAME SET CEVAR 1V10140
43 &NAME NVI EVAR.XPFF IV010530
44 MEND IV010560
45 NACRO 3V0 0180
46 &NAME IFERA OEST 1V00590
47 &NAME CLI IPERRPRt.XtFFI 10100
48 IE I DEST ,VO,06]O
49 MEND COO
10 PACRC VO 0640
I8 CNAVE CIEPR V100630
12 I81ANE CLI IPERRPR.XeFF e
13 nRE aSYSNOX
4 LLPRT INA. EAPR. 1120 1010680
S SETICRT IP RRIPV010690
36 A&SYSNDX DS 0H 1VO10700
97 MEND V01010
38 EJECT 1V101020
59 IV¥IPJR CSEC T 1V3OT30
60 USING IVOlPJR.I1 IV0N0?40
61 MAIN GET INPUT INAREA 11010160
62 PES IIEVSPO
61 3 CLEAR OUTPUT RECORD IoleOT80
64 'VC OUTPCCCE.SPACES IV108700
69 RES OUTNCODE IV0 800
66 SF uTOCOOR IROID0510
67 RES OUTyCCGE IV010820
68 MVC GUTNAME.SPACES' 1V010840ZAP CUTVDL.POV
CLI IACorE .CV 8
~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 RL, ERR lVO OE?BE ADDELl 5050 '1 0878171.1 IACCOE.C2 I
T6 ~ ~ ~~8 N&NCH~ 10o09009NV0IN011 IN V 'N 
CLI ACO .C' 4'
18 QEL~~~~~~~~~~V Iv 9looTs ~ ~~~ I DEL [VO10948
79 RCERRCR LEST INAREAP.1.120 1V010950
aO LP.T AE $0. 10090
EI INERRCG LP7T SPA E S 0.09
82 P RVO 098
83 EJECT
R6 INVINC DS OH
RSI· P',CFSSING FOR INVENTCRY INCREASE/CECREASE




90 LA I4.11E 10
CNOP .4
eg BAL ,1q~1 DC lPJ
94 DC AI VOLDC
93 IINCO7 L 15*-V(DE~CVTI
96 INCID ZAP VCLDFC.sPo0 e97 SR I 
9R C I99 RL IINC20
100 8R NINC30
101 CLi IAC(toEI. C -J
102 PE IINC160
103 AP OUTVfLL.VOLDEC
I O4 IINC5O AP HASHTOT.aPe1)
3 00.1
106 -LA 3.RI TI
lET SR 3




is I1INC60 SP OL.TVOL.VOLDEC
!16 5 lN~ 50
337 INVOEC EOU I NVINC
IIR EJECT
119 DEL DS OH1120 * POOCESSINCFOR GELSTE PRODUCT COOS
1231 CLC IPNA'E.SPAC ES
122I R II 
119 5 OfR 6EL IS V Ii
130 CI Q WES J
1301 0110 LPKT l1.-FV9so1- C v aI
I~~~~~~I13; . I WSE133 DE0L0 LEST MES IV
137 SR 11
,O, SC 13.SRITI 8011100
3 fJFCT P1 E O17
319 SEI CUTNCCQE 11011o
140 ~~~~ ~~~CLC IPNAME.SPA ES 3vII9
141 8.1 830010178
342 £03133.ICECCII 11 015301143 HA.LL 1.IVEC.OLOECI (VlI80
344 C 1510.P* 1 V011181400
341 R E WRITE
146 OHPE IVO11T60
143 A SrtO LEST NME SS .IV)t
145 CLC I PNAME. SPACE 4
141 R.F A17o
144 CP ISF'' slIVO 0lb
3  R E s ITE 1034
is? ADDEo ClPRT ESR lVO11
lit A C010 LER 111..I1810 -39 000 LEOT Nf550b*1 31011880O
09/OR/TO INPUT LISTING
S 60 Cq/Cs/TO INPUT LISTING AUTOFLCW CHART SET - SAMPLE ASSEMBLY PROGRAM
CARD No l.e* CONTENTS 8888
19A EJECT Iv1lI230
1I6 NAMCOD S OH 601 1960
1ST 0 PCESSING F0R NAME CHANGE IVC 170
158 CLC IPNANE.SPACES [VOIRIO0
IS9 SI T DO'JECCODI IV011990
160 RNE NAMIO IVCI2000
CIFPR
162 NARDS IR" T MISSO.,I I161 NAPlO It !S'VIOECCVTi jV012038




168 Nim30 LPRT PESSIO.1 V 1 1210
16q C 15 eFta
170 OF WRITE
171 LPRT MESS06. JIV101208
172 8 VRITEO
173 EJECT IV0120so
I7. WRITE "VC CUTNAPE.IPkANE IV01I?3O
IT7 MVC OUTPCCDE.IPCCDE 011 1240
176 · RA-(GE TEST PVCDUCT CODE IV011260
177 LEAA I A - I IV011270
176 8 CHAR 2 NUMERIC IVCEzs80
I79 ·CH.A a 0 - 16011290
1AO · CHAR 6 - 7 NUMERIC 1VC1I300
IRI · CHAR 8 ALPHA IVOII3IO
12 CLI IPCODE.XeCI* IV011 330
IN3 IC 4.ARITEOI IVOI 360
I9' CLI IPCODE*0XC9 16011350
1a9 SC 2.WRITVOI 103
186 L* 3.5.!AIIPCCOE,1.1,IPCDCE#3I IOII03TOto1678161 011. IF0'IP WRITEIO CLI OI3I*ReF0 IVOII380
18R R. £617801 16011390
3gq CLI 0131 69 * I 6VC 1100
190 AH WI01EO6l1 VO 014l
191 POLE L 3,l R ITEIO V6011620
a9? CLI IPCC'DE4.C'0O 18011440
193 8L WRITEAR
IN4 CLI IPCODEA6.Ce' e 160I6195 !VH R.TA1*9 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 66 ITFjI 106
196 CLI IPCEOE5*.X*FO e 'VolI'80
197 RL II1160i 101190
Iq CLI IPCCDE.S tF9.'9 l6011500
199 ANH **8
700 8WRITE33
201 CLI IPCODOe66.SFO IV011520?02 RL ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~WRITI IV1lS30702 PII IPC 4 F01 1011130
203 C oI IPCGOEe6.Xt9 t 1V011960





209 WRITE20 IFRI' IERRCR IACR 7*0
210 8*1E 0ECS.SPF.IUTPUT.CUTAREA.100 V100io30
211 CHECK DECB IVC10735
212 8 MAIN 1!0o1740
213 WRITE01 IFfRR WRITE02 I61V1680
21A LPRT INAREAPR.I.120 IVO169qO
215 SET IRE6aPe IV.I,1O0216 WRITE02 LPRT MESS03.1 voll?1
217 A MAIN
21R WqITE44 FOU WR11F26
119 WRI8 Fi1 EQU WRITEOI IVO!1220
220 EJECT
221 INAPEAPR CC CL40' * 1V012160
222 9NARFA OS OCL80 1VOI*I/ O
220 ICOOE DC CLI' * ACTIVITY CODE IVOI2 80
226 IPCODE DC CLS* ' PRODUCT CODE IV012190
22S IPKAME DC CLNO. * PROCUCT NAME IVOI00
226 IpVOL DC CLIO' PODUCT ACT VITY VOLUME IV011110
27 OR INARIAeS0 I6012220
228 OUTAREA DS OCLIOO IVCI2240
229 OUTPC1DE OS CLIOO'* PRfOUCT CCDE IV012250CO i* D SET TO XFF' F nit NEW PRODUCT 1012260
230 CIICO OR) DCE CLI'T 70 FF I FOR PRODUCT DELETE 0 Z 0231 OUTUCOTE VCLI' 923 UTCCODC CL' E TO 'F' FOR NAME CHANGE 1V012280
233 OUTVOL DC P"0000000000 * 6VC12290
724 DU NAME DC CLSO' 1IV0I300
239 71G OUTAREA.100 IVO131 0
736 SPACES DC LV'12330
217 SPACE 63U SPACEO
23' RLANO E6O SPACES
?39 HASITOT DC P'OOOO00
260 IPFIR DC X000' IV012340
241 SYS~EIT15 DS IF
242 VOLCIC CC P'CCOOOCODOOO IV012360
249 PRBUF DC CLI21
244 E J ECT IV601T80
245 MESSOI DC C':::::::- INVALID ACTIVITY CODE ' IV012390
296 RFSS OC DC C . PI7CCUCT NLtE NIT SPECIFIED FCR DELETE IV 8i1400
247 66SS3 DC C'.'...... P.C. UCT C1CE NJT ACCEPTABLE' 16012410
248 MESSDo DC C' e e e e' e PIOCUC I 0)1ATI I7 EU A VALID NUMB ER- vC12A2
249 MESS.ls CC C:''* l:::: PA .uCT UU7:,T 7 0 VALID WITH DELETE' 1V012430
750 "FS676 DC C'e*e'e* PfLV(C1 ClANTIlTy FlILD IS INCORRECTC7SI~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ R- ITI,, Y I1 kETVCtJ4O29E 665S77 DC C'*'***** Pk)LCT NUv( NCT SPECIPIED FCR ATO' 1V01450
292 MSS08 DC C......... PUCT 1IITY NIT VALIEU 11H AnD V01460
293 MESSOQ CC C......... Pg'CLUCT NA.i ICT SPECIFI£O FL6R NA96 CHANGE'
294 P'SS10 CC C'' e * e * PROECCC :LIANLIT7 N'T VAL ID WITH NAME CHANGEe
29 MESSI DC C....... PPPGLUCT aE NUT VALID POR IO N INC/DEC'
256 m*SSI DC C'........ PRCDLCT CUANTITY ZERO FUR I6V INC/DEC'
297 LT.RG 1¥012470
2se PJECT 1VO02480
259 PRINT N'GEN IVO 2490
260 INPUT OCR CSCR=.PSMACR F=DM*EODAD.EOJ:LRECLB0O.DDNARE;SYSIN IVCIC200
261 ERROR DCV CSC 'Os.PACRP PL06CL=I21, RECF6.PP *CCNARE'ERRPRNT V1012520262 OUTPUT I'LC CSO;G.PS.PACRF-I.Pl,8LKR$51ZE6.10.RECFW.U.DODAM OP V6012540
263 PklNT GUN 1VO01260
264 EJECT 1v012070
269 ENTR6 IVOIEP V 012980
266 IV0IEP 6 S On INITIALIZATION 1V612500
*267 SAVE (14,121 0Vol2600
266 D0r7P 11 11210269 RELA 2.0 0VO126*0
270 U'ING '-2 IV61630
71l ST 13.SYSREG13 IV801246272 L I,..AISAVEARFAI CI6IT1 ~ ~ ~ ~1 tV~t66SS279 L II'AIIVOIPJRI LOAD COVER REGISTER N0 677& DROP 2
279 U SING IVOIPJB, TI
276 P066 (IPT7. (.IBINPUTIOUTPUT.(OUTPUTIEkROR.ICUTPUTII 1I012680
277 USING I AnC8.6
276 L 3.'AICUIPETI?7gI , I"TT TW DCe~FLGSR*10*
2?C 9 117TO1281 870 'UNScCCESSFULL CUTPUT OPEN'282 A0END 4.7UMP
283 INITOI L 3,-A( I6PU1T
284 TM DCbUOGS.0X10'
a9 C NITOZ
8~6 *ICo UNtUCCESSFULL INPUT CPEN'
287 ASENC 8.D0MP
288 INIT02 L 3,-AF1 0RR1O
289 TM DCVOPLGS.*X10'
290 RC MAIN
291 WT8 UNSUCCESSFULL ERROR PRINT OPEN'
292 ASEND 12.DUMP
293 0O294 £ INPUT 790 CF FILE RCUTINE
2199 CLOSE INPUT
296 CLCSE OUTPUT
267 CLO SE ERRO R





506 END 160188 16012790
PCFJL STF LAPEL INL
CS/rA/7C Pk nCFOJi^L STAIF-ENI LAPEL INLf X





























































REFERENCES ISOURCE SEUINClE NO. AND PAGE/501X
AISEIM LY MODULE SSF1NALY P3 OGRA0




















10001111 2.10 1000116 2.*11
10001311 2.21
iV012000 3.C3
IV0119850 1.23 10001481 1.26 IV011940 1.27 (COOT107 2.08 IVOIIZ011200 2.23
10001651 3.08 (0001691 3.11 IV012140 3.12
IV011420 3.19
IV01330 3.14 IV011350 3.15 IV011380 3.17 IVOI1400 3 18 IV011480 3.26






CHA4RT TITLE - EOU 1STATEENTS
IOCOIllI 5.01 INVOEC IV010920 1.15
10002181 5.02 wRITE44 IV011440 3.20
IV011220 5.03 8RITEII IV011460 3.21
10002371 5.04 SPACE
10002381 9.05 8LANK
CHART TITLE - CONSTANTS 8NC STORAGE AREAS
SS188Y MHOOULE ASSEPtLY SU8RCUTINE
















d~3-62 _3 P G/0 - -0



























































































AUTOFLOW CHART SET - SARPLE ASSENSLY PROGRAM PA"id GI
: . . isicl ,·.
O1. Ite--)l#AI1N ! 09






{ IV010840& 1 12










_!2UAL 'tc t ' LOW 
IIVO1T840~1
ELSE.3.'---- -





* LO IV0118501/IUAP CLI ._. IRoViOE
· ,,C OE.C.'.' 
·1O061 I?---
X 23 01~ ~~~V~le0ELE I:' C 'C :
iCE 33 --- >





/ · / ......
I ? U
.......... /
* ... .......01381 
03.33---) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ____
"3-64 C91C,.,o

















<---------- + Ls ~ T E50.
____1____,.























IOOOR6 lu . 01




t O 0891 03
ILPRT #FSSII.I
------- --------
I 14 14.11NCIC I
IS. _ ._ C ____..._...
I OAL 1* *.tZ 1
e-----o- ----------...
O:
.. !!~t!% .! 1 AL..
is
: ..
· .. RfGC. V4LUF
8R IS
C9/cWA70
CHART TITLE - 'VEkIFY INVENTCZY SYSTFE UPCATE.*
AUTOFLDOW CHART SET - SAMPLE ASSEPOLY PROGRAM
/ 000039ESE /
* 03
HIGh * * LOW
· < ..............,,NcSO _ _ _ 5 CS 4 , * IINj ZO I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*…*
I CIEPR I * S I CISPA
* … S------ .----------
l f~~~ ~ ~~~~~LSE I
10001131 1 02 100011011
i~~~~~~~~~~~
/,PR? Mis sob. 1/I I0001011 04 IP 
- - - ---- j* * E0UAL
______--- - *- tO0f C-3' *-
2.06.
1UEECL . . l. ilNt5
.(0001033 cs
|I CUT90L. VCLCEC .
ionoil.~~~~~~ __I_______
--- …-----02.02--> <----------* INC1D0 IIINCS O 06----_---
……S________________* SP
| MAShTO?.A P' ' - OUTVtLVOLOtt
o.~ o o .o__ __
10001051 0
* * OVFLU
* ED *510 *--.-*
* S
10001061 CIOVF
*… …O!*!--------* HALtY 














































































AUTOFLOW CHART SET - SAMPLE ASSEMBLY PROGRAM
INVOCATIONS ISOUPCE SEOUEKCE NO.l
10001081 40002R23 10002871 10002921
viio90 o IVOII640 IV01200
IVO]073S





ICC00891 30001101 (0001I) IVOlOlMO IVOl801 I V0106


















-P. CV. 3p  1
-VIOECCYT!
AUTOFLOW CHART SET - SAMPLE ASSEPOLY PROGRAM








00OC986 4000131) 30001486 30001691
3000096) IVO10050
(0001043
0000G951 VI01100 IVOlI1830 IV01O20O30
C9/Co/70 !VDIFIED TAG SUPARY
TAG CPERANDO
AUTOFLOW CHART SET - SAMPCE ASSEMBLY PROGRAM




















AUTOFLOW CHART SET - SAMPLE ASSENSLY WITH CHART CODESINPUT LISTING
ILISTI)






L 3,5,.S A(iNVALUEtA INVALUE+LINVALUE-1I
LA 6 INVALC
CHKOO CLI 0131Xe409 VALIDITY CHICK
8E CHKO1 ANO LEADING ZE
CLI 0(31 X'FO '
S1 CHKO2
CLI 0131,X'F9f
SNH CHKO3 ALL DIGITS VAI





CHK04 LA 6.161,0t(3)SXLE 3,4,CHKOO
* DATA HAS NvW BEEN VALIDOITY CHECKED




SR 15,15 SET PC - 0
AD OUTVALD,-P*O' IS VALUE ZERO
BZ EXIT
















































































10o7r AUTOFLOW CHART SET - SAMPLE ASSEPBLY WITH CHART cnnE$ . PAGE O












*ALL DIGITS * YES
* VALID DECIMAL *----------------------- >*
* * CHKO3 I NOTE 05
* * * * * a a a * * * 
* · * DATA HAS NOW qREN *
* * VALIDITY CHECKED ·
NO
O 6
ICONVERT VALUE TO I
CHK02 03 I DECIMAL
'1 SET RC = 8 
I Io,07



























* CHAR 2 - 4
· CHAR 5













A. 2 I RITEO9
IITEIO X3, X,-AIFIPfCOOEeIilPCODE+3IW'RITEI0 ELI O(3*i~oODe. I*PCD
CL 0131 O XFO PRntRH 1461 TGO NUMILE 34.w.RITE1
CLI I RC~DE*4 eC'O
El .WRIt E44CLI 0IPCOER4,C'D



























































































































CHANT TITLE - YERIFY INVENTORY SYSTEN UPDATES'
3-70






HAf i A- ICHAR ? 4 NUMERIC




* PRODUCT * NO




YES· .. FERR ¥RITEOI 
WRITEIO * 17 NO
*PPnOUCTI
* NUM#ER NO* SURFIELO *- --.
* NUMERIC? * I 09401 25




1006I · 8 09SO1l 2610000661' 1i. 
. -. .…----- --…..
* A SET IPERRPR 1











A PLANT P* NO































































































AUTnFLON CHART SET - SA#PLE '1/i P10nl0*A
cNTfENTS
OPTION PA] N01Ilf)CLfTEXT-(fI e II1EAGO: PFOCEDUAFR I$ PILF OFCLAIATIONS*I
DECLARE PINIt I FFILE INPUT mtrfar) [NVISO4FNT
I n F CA t UM I LSTnlC, P7i XI I IPr I I I It T
DErL LAn I%%r ItT P ILE IM0el? NilPEEPED SPOUEN'IAL fN¥1AtJNENET
OECLAAC C, pLi Al L HiP, 'U! I ri POG SFOUENXIAL f'¥t4r]4'NfkT
I~"Il'.If SYS) 2'I I If III&I;:
DECLAEIF rX* I' FILE r I iIP I, L"PFt'PD SEQUENTIAL ENVIItON4ENT
I HID l;J*l ~YSOsr 1 ;&iO1F)I liF>lqO .ts^ q ~ vnllFlDECLAPF PXt'.T'X GIA OUTPUT P01411 $TIEAP F NVIPqNNI
I uIDIU SiVSLST, 1401 ) II 011:
I* FATEANIL DFCLAPATIONS.I
DECLANE
IftFRUG,SKIPI E114JIr'NIIN SlXCO DECINALIO2.0lI FXTEANAL$
LOCAL DECLt ATI OINS./
DECtAqE
IF'PPN? 417 R1 .




2 SI~ FIXED) DECJ"ALl?, O1
2 "NF FIxE r) ECI'ALII.OI,
2 SRT F IxE, INARYI8 01
2 CN' FIIED nlFC? C INAL(, 8
2 N1q FIXED DECIA "I," oIl









2E ULOP FIXE C ON n ALI2Oi,
2 INAFtC C MAI
0 PVI'NAD 01SRTI~ SX
DECL ARE
I CHN.
2SZ FIXED De CI4AL(2.01.
2N1U FIIOX O C IAL Is 2?TYP FIXED BINARY(63Ot INITIALI'1I1I1IIIIo4.
2 FILL CHA(S I.
2D OST
3 ROL HAREU I e
3 TUM Y C A O11
DECI A...
OUNNYD5 ** 





CLF SE F IL ; I INSF ILFI I
ClnSE FILEICHG PILFI'
CLOSE FILFEIPi',FPLEI .
DISPLAY iVEND O mErAGE II
/. EXTFINAL PROCEDUES el
CnALL SORTI
ALL F RNA IT
CAL , QILEASEl
t n T5 f tai l
ON ENDfIEI INSFILEI%FF. I NIIF INS.SRT i  00000000I THEN
TDO
DISPLAY ItN0 INSEPTIONS It
DO.SUG · DEBUG IOOOIO[0000sl
FNO:
TNS.SiZ · O;
INL.ON g ' 01
I* SET END OF FILE FLA1e1I~%ST- FT 1111l
INS CNT · 01
I N S .AC -IN~eNU. · O




IF CHG.TYP · '!lITII!'PR THEN
O0;
DIS LAY ('NO CHANGE Se '1
OEFRUG OE PUG I 00OIODO N R'l
END:
IF IDERUS c *oOODOOORI -. 0 &





Ir SETAIN CHG.TYP · *Illill l *e
:CNT : ' .I
FNol
IFPPNT " "RUJI
04140J8 · l.GNUPPI I
MA NU" · TINNdUN*.SIIDCL NOR APLUMiII
F0'2PNUMPIQcnN q · OCLNU.*1I
LANA I N · GETtINs
'LARINS · SCTCHGI
LAPCHG" NERGOI
OPEN GFtTlf41NP tI PIEINSFILEI. EILE(CHCFILEI. FILFIRRrFILPIIGETMAINS ApEA' FILEIEAIN IL El INTO MAIN;
SO TO LAI4AINI
GETtNS: I ~GEDI IF INSSaT -. 11 JIII NT;n THINPFAO l LEIINS ILF N INSt
O DTq LAR INS
GETCHG: IF CHO.-TYP -q 'J1 111V P THEN
.EDO FlEIC"GlL NI 4100 CHG,GO TO LARHGS
NEROOl IF MAIN.SqT -' 'O1tDLIOt1R THEN GO TO #EDG?;
IF: "AIN.APC · :N ITHFN
PENT - PACNT AI
ELSE
PCNT · NAIN.lIJN · $ I
4NlJ1 · PCNTI
CNT ' PAIN. CNTI




r,O Tl OF NG II
ENAD:''
NFEIIAI I*t AI IIF.I I
MIRG?! IP PdAIN AEC · too THEN 5n TO HE#G1t
IF MAINeAI .* 'I ' THEN
IP PAN.APC qm 'P 4 THENIF MAIN.PINFq. I THEN
Ont
O.n TO -E. nI
ENf'qI
3!71
05I27T70 INPUT LI I'11I AuTnFtLq CHAQN sET -
CARD NO .e. CnlNTFNT
Sg~~~~~~~~~LS,S-72 s F ts
·ON NI)NI,7D~ ~ ~ ~~~~~r TIU ." 4F.1: 
.4.4 FNII :L
5i ftL~
6 n~~~~~~~~4.4104 * FORlIKN1-
DS~~~~~~~~F( n n mro,A!;~ eDC31 t4W;C64 4 ~ fl .4 3
~ ~ ~ ~ : ! NITnL 1 .411 483
T QPAtIN7 IF iLTSF
E
14 N L IHE I 0 N 1
:
is| D II T F t I F I i *II ; V . 14 jH1 *
^2 tFDRNT . ISDQ4T | rolon ~~oln l:60 PUT ILFIIPINTE41 FOIT 4 3: T T.
PAI N.Ol* *
ID5 I F PIA~r*CN? 4H.CN cTTHEN 644 To *PCI9351
C iG IL
|s| P Gil t QII oZ) ·ID^I OO~W 7HN oToD^
i97I *AI..&FC * 5 STQ;^N PN z~u lTC
186 II leIN0IN -0 · TOi st
IS? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P/ IAIL.TS? *fTQ ¢0IT (W&NTCT:uI.TT
IQZ Vi" ~~PTO LA OPI S:O T T Pl ~ I I )34) FPA"I',IN': Ii '-TET 'A In000 THEN or TO PN&IN 4:
1t44~ DIF PAI*1eit · L c CD E I
I1 6 IL A! eT TI * ·
203 ~~~~ft$ :
190 CHO.'41 * SUFSTOePAIN.GR, c ·, TINH
zoo ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ TO CH * &R 4AAIN:
173 P#IN4 lo D. eOOOC I S THEN Go TO Pu-ltd4b104 IRF X CA r -
209 7T FC~Il0 A IN.R6P * oR S·
e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ LRH ·~ PuTAIlsl
*209 C0.T" GFTC"GT
2I{ DUTINSI I I 3 SU . nS TN-? A ~~~~~¥nlSlA1 5T0S*U*oI
7~t r ~ TDP .A & PtTINSI
05FA IO I sH .n * T 44 0 FI
DS ; A~~WITI rl5 L DiBqfi 45F lLEFI gqn" I#*|GR'JG t
1000' F,,r.CG Tf n G ETC-G:
PJiqX& GLARP4AIN T PPIN K!:
EN 0 O.41 cT C& It. FC . '*'
06 17 I I'UF r.T.1
7qIN) 2&L PUSC4T~ cStv(Xc.$IXnTD
210 PMAIMAI:L4APDAfN · PAi NKII
PfLL U Tn PU* 1Ui5
S;AIX1, IIP UTINI r qK"·O HS,
. ,ISNLAY I'INST ITION iN ' ·n 
P7IT IILEIPTI.TE7I [IT! I*I5$eTXT *.LNS.TITT6 " IC'1II'NIL0! AI9IK(iI.AEIOII
:11joti Dl". FO Ft' UlqtFito~tt |t.~
OUT FIC IP7IN* KIP?
72Se1P F41 I'ppT I IFb Fd00 1
31 "I GRU~~~~F I.."
S&VEi - -P$.&CCs
1. LnATN'r.V;TP-,,T.CN'#o iiU .IL I'll ; 1. N. C I3
Gfi TI' OFT 355
PUTINS7 INS.AFC · -C t THIN
' ~&fi~~~44 INI.AF( · AVFIS
IN$.CNT · $AV(,.
P 4i Ie C'LLFCT ALL -C iS AM) nUTPUT *l
G4' T PI) 14SIs
14%P-J 'I4Sl I F INS.*kFC * 1 * ?HFN
48 TA: "AR1,5-PUTIN13:49 IT I I. I I P. E'IT 1.11 T lT *-.lNS.TXT1
OlT Ir/LFIPRINT.Q S.KP4 71t
7 FIK4 L S F In
J55 F MrI 
21 ' IE TIIqNI
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AUTOFLOW CHAPT SET - SAMPLE PLII PRnGRA# PAGE
FORMAT (COLUMN 178,AX 181tP 'ZZZ',X 151,P 'YYY'etX
FOrmAT (SKIP i2l,COLUMN 123),A,COLUMN (411,P COLUMN 1611
*GFT/PUT 001 PUT FILE IPRINTFtI EDIT (lMAI4.TXTI*,MAIN.TXTl (COLUMN 101,A (ql#X `51,A t10)
.GET/PUJT 002 PUT FILE IPRINTEQI SKIP (21
.GET/PUT 003 PUT FILE (PRINTERI EDIT I'INS.TXT t'.INS.TXTI (C"LUMN (101,A (iq,X '53,A t10II
.GET/PUT 004 PUT FILE (PRINTER) SKIP (21
.GET/PUT 005 PUT FILE (PRINTER) EOIT ('INS.TXT s',INS.TXTI iCOLUMN (llh4 (9el.X ISlA 11011
.GET/PUT 006 PUT FILE (PRINTER SKIP (tP
OSfZ7f?0 INPUT LISTING AUJTjOFLOw CHARt SET - SIMPLE SA"PLE CHAR? PL/I FACILITIFS
CHART/PLI MODULE ILISt21
CAtRO NO .. $ CONTENTS
I TH _MATCHING_OFFlYSAND_GIRLSEON _A_.HIGSC4nL..DANCEi PROCEnUREI
2 START 
3 e1 RFAD FIRST lT ANI FIRST I GIRL 
4 /T GIRL-COUNTER IS A COUNTER USED TO CONTROL THE LOOPING
5 THRU THE GIRLS INPUT FILE 
6 PRIMARYS
7 MOY ISECONDAPYI PRIMARY NMATCH EQUAL? s
11 /*1 .PUNCH PUNCH DATE-NAME CARD f
9 READO_A_OnY:
10 1MI REAO ANOTHER BOY -*
lt /eDY IPRIMARYI EnF? ,
12 -- Il CLOSE ALL FILES 
E13 /H END OF JO. l
14 SECONDARY:
IS /RP ADD I TO GIRL-COUNTER *7
16 I*DN IPPEPARE) ENTIRE GIRLS FILE SEARCHED? *f
17 READ_GIRLI:
IE l e1 READ ANOTHER GIRL *f
19 /*DN IEtlFGIRLSI EOF? s1
20 /-R IPRIMARYI GO TO PRIMARY MATCHING PRnCEOURE of
21 PREPARE.
22 /iT PREPARE FOR SECODOARY ATCH4ING PPOCEDURE e*
23 /*P CLEAR GIRL-COUNTER e
24 READ_GIRL2t
25 /IR READ ANOTHER GIRL *2
26 I*ON IEOFGI9LSI OEF? Sl
2? le ON IPUNCHI SECONDARY MATCH EOUALt f
7R /*P ADD I TO GIRL-COUNTER ol
.79 lDY IREADGCIRL21 FNTIRPf GIRLS FILE SEARCHD? -
30 /:1 PRINT NO-MATCH MESSAGE SORRY FELLA- f
31 /*3 IREAO_A_DAOYI R
32 EOFGIRLS:
3) /-I CLOSF GIRLS TAPE FILE */
34 /I1 OPFN GIRLS TAPE FILE *f
35 lRD IPRIH.SEC-READ_GIRL21 WHICH MATCHING PROCEDURE? Ol
36 /* IREAOnGIRLII PRIMARY of
137 END THE_#ATCHINGOPFROTSAND_(.ILSFOR_AHIGH_SCHOOL._DANCE
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COMCHART accepts source programs written in assembly language and
COBOL. The package can also take a designer's specifications and produce
flowcharts, using a special Design Language that involves a coding
technique similar to that of most assembly languages. A listing of the
source deck plus a cross-reference listing of all element and procedure
names are also generated, but can be suppressed at the user's option.
The package runs on a IBM 360 (OS) with a minimum of 65K bytes
of main core storage and 4 sequential files on any devices, IBM 360
(DOS) with a minimum of 65K bytes of core storage and 4 sequential work
files (a 2311, a 2314, or 4 tapes), RCA Spectra 70 (TDOS) with a min-
imum of 65K bytes of main storage and 4 tapes or 1 disc.
The package consists of 3 flowcharter subsystems. The source language
is a combination of assembly language and Cobol.
PACKAGE OUTPUT
Flowcharts - Detailer flowchart where each line of source
code is represented by a symbol. Each flowchart
bears a page number, a user-furnished identification
of the program, and the name of the user's organizatior
Element Index - (COBOL only) an alphabetical cross-reference
index of element names is given. Each index contains.
each name in the program, its type (e.g. data level,
paragraph name, file name), and the name of the
procedure which references it.
'- 87
Procedure Skeleton - This lists each procedure name in the procedure
division, together with all procedures referenced
by and refering to that procedure.
Source Deck Listing - An 80/80 list of the soruce deck is printed.
Diagnostics - This report follows the deck listing for a
Design Language program, and given a narrative
description of errors in the Design Language
definition.
3-88
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PICK UP ADR. OF PREVIOUS ENTRY.
ADD FOR (HIS AOR.
IABLE EXHAUSTED ?
IF NOT. STORE CURRENT ENTRY ADR.
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I ... To SImPLIrvY I
IDATE-ClIMPARIS1Nh. I
I MVC CNAME, I
I ANAMHF I
I. L RIb, I





..-- 0 ~9.--- fblk
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* RALR RI.. ·
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------- 040---(69)*
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COMPANY MANI
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SAMPLE TO DEMONSTRATE COMCHART FOR COBOL
- _ 
C H A R T / C
1 000000 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
2000100 PROGRAM-ID, 'SAMPLE'.
3 000250 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
4 000300 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
5 000350 FILE-CONTROL.
6 000450 SELECT FILE-A ASSIGN 1FILEA' UTILITY,
7 000500 SELECT FILE-B ASSIGN IFILEB' UTILITY,
e 000550 SELECT FILE-C ASSIGN 'FILEC' UTILITY,
9 000700 DATA DIVISION.
10 000750 FILE SECTION.
11 010050 FD FILE-A BLOCK 5 RECORUS RECORDING F LABEL
12 010100 DATA RECORD REC-A.
13 010200 01 REC-A,
14 010250 02 CODE-TEST PICTURE X.
15 010300 02 NAME-FIELD PICTURE A(20).
16 010350 02 DATE-FIELD.
17 010400 03 MONTH-FIELD PICTURE 99.
lB 010450 03 DAY-FIELD PICTURE 99.
19 010500 03 YEAR-FIELD PICTURE 99.
20 020050 FO FILE-B BLOCK I RECORDS RECORDING F LABEL
21 020100 DATA RECORD REC-B.
22 020200 01 REC-B PICTURE X(7).
23 030050 FD FILE-C BLOCK 5 RECURDS RECORDING F LABEL
24 030100 OATA RECORD REC-C.
25 030200 01 REC-C.
26 030250 02 DATE-TEST.
27 030300 03 YEAR-FIELD PICTURE 99.
23 030350 03 MnNTH-FIELD PICTURE 99.
29 030400 03 DAY-FIELD PICTURE 99.
30 030450 02 NAME-FIELD PICTURE X(20).
31 050050 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
32 050100 77 QUALIFY-SWITCH PICTURE S9 COMPUTATIONAL-!
33 050150 77 TABLE-LIMIT PICTURE 59(5) COMPUTATIONAL
34 050200 77 TABLE-USED PICTURE b9(5) COHPUTATIONAL.
35 050250 77 TABLE-X PICTURE 59(5) COMPUI
36 050350 01 THE-TABLE.
37 050400 02 TABLE-ENTRY OCCURS 100.
38 050450 03 TABLE-CODE PICTURE X.



























! LI I C t
THIS PROGRAM USES A DECK OF SELECTOR CARDS IN THE PARTI
COPYING OF AN INPUT TO AN OUTPUT REEL OF TAPE.
THE PROCESSING PPOCEEDS BY CHECKING EACH INPUT RECORD
AGAINST EACH SELECTOR CARD, AND WRITING THE QUALIFYING




MOVE 0 TO TABLE-USED.
READ-IN.
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A O 01 
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I0*0 Go I I I O O I II010 (33) 1 1 I I I ------------}*99999.9.9..e . I I …*----- o -U S ED Go AE I 1I
REA.-IN I I I GO TO UsE-REAB I A 1 T AL0-5P1 .
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I oel~llelloeelleel ] III
I 1 I 1. II
… -----011---(34I I I *, . 6O TO el.…. I I
* 9 I I t'C ABOXXO I2 
, REA0 FILE-B * I I I
* 9 I I I I ALIEN STOPREA0 I
** I I 9999 COME FROM 9999----- I TO PROCEE Tn I
*----- I I PC AA5SX 02Z I REAI(-IN II I I I ,
· I · l I .
.012. (34) I I … 02B-· ... 
....
8-*-1 1
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* AT END ------- I 
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*. .* I I 0TABLE-USED I UPGA B^NO8X 01
I TRUE I *----- --- *----
PAABX Oi t. .I l, . I
…----01)--- t *. I * 
I C1 TO FINISH OF I I 9999 COME FROM ,__ 9999… 
_____**,* GO TO 9*s*I THE-FIRST I I VG AL BOX 027 PG *LA BOX 0)0! I I
01DI ( 0·...-30---(64)*
9999 GO TO 9999 I I GO TO READ-IN I
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!C I 
·O ... 1 . *-- -
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COMPANY NAKE
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C H A.R T / C
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(SEE DUPLICATE NAME BELOW)


























































S A M P L E TO DEMONSTRATE CONCHART FOR COboL CHAR T /c
PRO C E D U R E
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TO DEMONSTRATE COMCHART fOR LOPJ.C-DF.JGN C H A
'THIS PROGRAM USES A SET OF SELECTOR CARDS'V
'TO CHOOSE SPECIFIED RECORDS FROM A REEL' V
IOF MAGNETIC TAPE AND COPY THEM TO Al V
'SECOND TAPE, REFORMATTING THEM FOR A SORT'V
tIN THE PROCESS,'
tEDIT.FILE PURPOSE' V
'EOIT. A....INPUT TAPE ' V
'EDIT. B ....SELECTORS ' V
'EDIT. C ....OUTPUT TAPE'
'READ THE SELECTORS INTO A TABLE.'
THE-SECOND NO YES 'WERE THERE TOO MANY FOR CORE ?'
DISPLAY ''TOO MANY ... ' To OPERATOR.'
'BY-PASS THE REMAINING SELECTORS.'
~I ·~'OPEN THE INPUT AND OUTPUT TAPES.'
~I ~ ~'READ AN INPUT RECORD.'
FINISH ENO MORE END-OF-FILE ?'
QUALIFIER 'USE SUBROUTINE TO SET QUALIFY-SWITCH.'
EACH-INPUT NO YES IDOES THE RECORD QUALIFY?'
'FORMAT THE OUTPUT RECnRD. 












'THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES WHETHER THE' V
'CURRENr RECORD IS SPECIFIED BY THE' V
'SELECTION DECK., -
'SET SUBSCRIPT * 0.' 'SET SWITCH OFF'.
'SET SUBSCRIPT + 1.'
YES MORE 'IS TABLE EXHAUSTED ?'
4-0 'USE SUBROUTINE TO MAKE ACTUAL TESTS.t
YES NO 'DID RECnRD QUALIFY WITH CURRENT SELECTOR?'
Q-A lCONTINUE.'
'IF THE RECORD QUALIFIED BY ANY SELECTOR I V
'THE SWITCH HAS BEEN SET ON.' 'nTHERWISE IV
T IS STILL OFF.'
~r l'EXIT.'
ITO CHANGE SELECTION RULES, JUST CHANGE' V
THIS ROUTINE.'
IF THE CODE OF THE CURRENT RECORD' V
'MATCHES THE CODE OF THE CURRENT' V
SELECTOR ENTRY,' V
'AND 1HE DATE ON THE RECORD IS ON OR AFTER'V
THE DATE IN THE ENTRYI V
'OR IF IHE CODE IN THE RECORD IS BLANK,' V
'TURN THE QUALIFY-SWITCH ON.'
G EXIT
' -95















































































* READ THE C







------- WERE THERE TOO C
NO e. MANY FOR .C





I …-- -._ _D007--- 112)·
I e DISPLAY 'TO0 C
I eANY . .. TO '
I * 2PERATOR. 
I . C




* By-PASS THE ·




........es* COHE FROM *se*
I PC AA Box Oil
I .--- 012 --- I1I*
I .










* END-OF-FILE ? *7








* TO SET QUALIFY- 
SWITCH. C
C S




- OOES ·TH X~tORe
….... DOES THE RECORD C
I! ~~~I I NO *. QUALIFY? .
I II .,
-***o COME FRoM *el I I
PG AA ROX 006I e *
I!~~ II ~~~~I YES
I!II I
009 (14) 1 1 - - 016---(19)·
· Ce$esge08gegeg ~I I IFORMAT THE OUTPUTI
TNE-SECOND I I I RECORD. I
Cggeggg* **egees geee I I +__---------
!~~~~~~ !
!~~~~~~ !
* ..... I----- (14) I I … .017---(20)*
* OPEN THE INPUT · I I s e
AND OUTPuT I I RITE THE 
C TAPES. e I I OUTPUT C
C * ~~I I RECOROD .
I ___ ._II I ____ 
. II I!~~~~~~ !
e**eG COE rPOM $…e$--….. .eeC GO TO e**C
PG AL ROK 015 I PG AL OX O01
PG LA 10K 01 Io
0l1 1Eft-I hPTI
I .II
,,,, r.o T1 ee.---…
.**** COME FROMH e**e














…o l---3 z1 |.
I RETURN Tn I









DYNACHART accepts COBOL programs as input and produces a flowchart
and diagnostic messages as well as optional individual listings of the
source program, and cross references within the source program's Data
Division only on both the Data and Procedure Divisions.
DYNACHART can be implemented on any computer system capable of
supporting a COBOL compiler and configured with at least 30K characters
of core, one disc or four tape units, one card reader, and one line
printer. DYNACHART is written in a minimum subset of COBOL.
It leases for $4,400 the first year. Maintenance use charge for
subsequent years is $700 annually.
Package Output
Source Program Listing - Each line consists of an 80-80 image
of the source card preceded by a generated line
number.
Flowchart - Detailed flowchart in same logical order as the
program source code. Many features under user's
control.
Label Cross Reference - Labels are alphabetically listed as
are defining source code sequence number and all
statements referencing label.
Note: DYNACHART is one of the most expensive documentation packages.





EZFLOW accepts FORTRAN source programs, reformats and renumbers
statements, derives a cross-reference list between statement labels and
references of original and new program versions, produces a statement
number reference table that shows use and location of numbers on
restored flowcharts, and produces a new source deck listing. The package
uses a default option control card when none of the option control cards
are needed.
The package runs on IBM 360/30 and up (OS), with llOK bytes of core
storage; CDC 6000 Series (SCOPE), with 32K bytes of core storage.
Peripherals include a card reader and line printer, and optionally a
disc or tape. The source language of this package is FORTRAN IV.
EZFLOW is available in two versions off-the-shelf: for the CDC
6000 series and for the IBM 360 or 370 series. The price is $3,500 for
a three-year use license as a one-time charge.
PACKAGE OUTPUT
Flowchart - This is a logic flowchart of the restored
deck. This is a single column chart of rectangular
blocks and diamond-shaped boxes, one source code
statement is equal to one block on the chart.
Input and Output Source Deck - The package punches and prints
a copy of the output source deck and prints a
listing of the input deck.
Cross-Reference List - This listing of statement labels and
references shows the old and resequenced source
code label numbers and the source list line
number.
Statement Reference Table - This table summarizes the program
flow by giving the use and location of numbers
that are in parentheses in the flowchart.
Note: EZFLOW has automatic conversion to and from the BCD and
EBCDIC character sets.
* - * E Z F L O W * - * - * PROCESSING ROUTINE - - MAIN
SUBROUTINE SAMPLE I A , B ,CC ,C,* , · , D I
C s _ _ _ e s _ s _ = = = = = = = = = =; = _ _ -; w = w *- -a=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~= s m
C THIS IS AN EXAMPLE TO DEMONSTRAITE SOME OF THE FEATURES
C OFEZFLOW
C........s.===m..==m=l.... s a:a.....u.....=-.........==.-..-......
C NOTE THAT STATEMENTS OF THE SAME TYPE ARE ALL GROUPED TOGETHER
DIMENSION A (110 1 Z( 5), X X Y Z (1000 1 ,WXYZI 3 1
DIMENSION QISOI ,LABE L 110), ENDO 01 2 0 I
DOUBLE PRECISION B(201
COMPLEX * 16 C 1 20 I
REAL * 80RO
DATALABEL/ * THIS IS A SAMPLE OF A ODATA STATEMENT 
EQUIVALENCE I A .0 ) , IC , D I
C THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A MULTIPLE RETURN ROUTINE
95 CALL SUS2 I A,B , t2 , C20,INDEX)
CALL SUB8 I A,B, 6HLABEL , LABEL 2 , C2)
C EXAMPLE OF A COMPUTED GO TO STATEMENT
GOTO (51.63,2,4,2,84.95,841, INDEX
C EXAMPLE OF 00DO LOOP PROCESSING
51 0 0 152 1 - M , NOFO0
A (I) - Z( I)
WXYZ(I I)- I
152 ENDDO I 11=1 1* I)*AI I)
C EXAMPLE OF ARITHMETIC IF STATEMENT
84 I F I ENODO I 10)-123456*SINI FLOATI INDEX)111000,2000,4000
C EXAMPLE OF READ STATEMENT
20 READI 5, 5000,END-2.ERRaI-00I A
5000 FORMAT I 0IOE8.2)
4 W RITE 16 , 8041 1 A
8041 FOR MAT I 1 INPUT OATA A o/i I IOEB.2))
2 RETURN I
C/ THIS COMMENT CARD WILL START A NEW PAGE (SLASH IN COLUMN 2)
C EXAMPLE OF A 00 LOOP TERMINATING IN A LOGICAL IF STATEMENT
63 00D 7 7 K a I 50
A I K I -K * K*A I K I
77 IF (MOO (K,101 .EQ . 0 I REAO(S,SOOO,5000 END .2,ERR- 4000) CeD
GOT 0 8
C EXAMPLE OF ANOTHER TYPE OF MULTIPLE RETURN STATEMENT
4000 CALL SUR31A, B),RETURNS[2. 20)
GOT050
2000 CONTI NUE
8 0 7J - M , N
7 A 1J1) J
1000 R ETURN 2
50 WRITE I 6,78 1 A




* - * - * E Z F LO W * - * - *









































ROUTINE - - SAMPLE


























































































* - * - * E Z F L 0 H * - * - * PROCESSING ROUTINE - - SAMPLE
SUBROUTINE SAMPLE IA,B,CC.C.*,*,DI SAMP 10
C...====3===='=x=SSaa..aSS..=z=S==.a.asa .. =a......=..a.s.aaa. . SAMP 20
C THIS IS AN EXAMPLE TO DEMONSTRATE SOME OF THE FEATURES SAMP. 30
C OF E Z F L O W SAMP 40
C. ..===: :=sU=n==S=l====S=x=S.S.=...S .s..sl.xm..em.smza.S SAMP 50
C NOTE THAT STATEMENTS OF THE SAME TYPE ARE ALL GROUPED TOGETHER SAMP 60
DIMENSION A(10).Z(5).XXYZ(1000),WXYZ(3) SAMP 70
DIMENSION O(50),LABEL(IOihENDOOI(20) SAMP 80
DOUBLE PRECISION B(20) SAMP 90
COMPLEX*16 C120) SAMP 100
REAL*8 0 SAMP 110
DATA LABEL/* THIS IS A SAMPLE OF A OATA STATEMENT */ SAMP 120
EQUIVALENCE (A,81.1C,DI SAMP 130
C THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A HULTIPLE RETURN ROUTINE SAMP 140
10 CALL SUB2 (A,BC70.C50.SOINOEXI SAMP 15O
CALL SUBI IA,B,6HLABEL , LABEL 2 .C70) SAMP 160
C EXAMPLE OF A COMPUTED GO TO STATEMENT SAMP 170
CGO TO 120,80,70.60.70,40.10,40), INDEX SAMP 180
C EXAMPLE OF DO LOOP PROCESSING SAMP 190
20 DO 30 I=MNOFDO SAMP 200
AI1=-1(1ZI SAMP 210
WXYZIII=I SAMP 220
30 ENDDOIII=(III)*A(I) SAMP 230
C EXAMPLE OF ARITHMETIC IF STATEMENT SAMP 240
40 IF (ENDOO(IO)-123456*SIN(FLOAT(INDEXI)) 140,110,100 SAMP 250
C EXAMPLE OF READ STATEMENT SAMP 260
SO READ (5,160,ENDT70,ERRI140) A SAMP 270
60 WRITE-(6,170) A SAMP 280
70 RETURN I SAMP 290
C/ THIS COMMENT CARD WILL START A NEW PAGE (SLASH IN COLUMN 2) SAMP 300
C EXAMPLE OF A 00 LOOP TERMINATING IN A LOGICAL IF STATEMENT SAMP 310
bo DO 90 K-l,SO SAMP 320
A1KI=K*K*A(K) SAMP 330
90 IF (MOD(K,IO).EQ.0) READ (S,160OEND-70,ERR-1001 C.D SAMP 340
GO TO 120 SAMP 350
C EXAMPLE OF ANOTHER TYPE OF MULTIPLE RETURN STATEMENT SAMP 360
100 CALL SUB3 IA.B),RETURNS(70,50) SAMP 370
GO TO 150 SAMP 380
110 CONTINUE SAMP 390
120 DO 130 J-M,N SAMP 400
130 AIJI-J SAMP 410
140 RETURN 2 SAMP 420
150 WRITE (6,180) A SAMP 430
RETURN SAMP 440
C SAMP 450
160 FORMAT (1OE8.21 SAMP 460
170 FORMAT ('11 INPUT DATA A //(IOES.211 SAMP 470
180 FORMAT (lA-·E18.5) SAMP 480
END SAMP 490
S * - * E 2 F L O W * - . - * PROCESSING ROUTINE - - SAMPLE
---------------------------------------------------.------.--.------. --. e
SU8RUU[INE SAMPLE (A.A,CCCt*,*,D)
--- --- --- --- --- --- -- --- --- --- --- --- -----------s w ~ ~ ss s su s s------ -----
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
THIS IS'AN EXAMPLE TO DEMONSTRATE SOME OF THE FEATURES
I
OF E Z F L 0 W
.................................. ..... a--.-.----.j------..... -.
NOTE THAT STATEMENTS OF THE SAME TYPE ARE ALL GROUPED TOGETHER
I
----- ---- - ---- ---- ----- ---- ----- ---- ---- ----- - --- ----
------------------------------- -------------- - T----- ---- ------
I DIMENSION A(IOhZIS),XXYZlIOO0),WXYZI3)
I DIMENSION Q(0S),LABEL(10),ENDDO O21 1
I DOUBLE PRECISION 8(201 )
.................................... . .. . . . . . . ....................... ___
I CCMPLEX*16 CIt20O
REAL8 Q I
--------------------------- _-------_-F----------------------------------+4--.... _ _______..... ....._ ......................... ___________
DATA LABEL/$ THIS IS A SAMPLE OF A DATA STATEMENT ' I
.---------------------- . ... +--------------------- ---4
I EQUIVALENCE IA.BI,(C.D)
I
THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A MULTIPLE RETURN ROUTINE
I
4----… … … … ………… ---------------------------.
10 ------- >1 CALL SUBZ (A,B9.70,SO,INOEXI Jill
· ....R-....~-.........+-................----+
I I F SUBROUTINE RETURNS II11
I RETURN *I 92 I
I GO TO 70 ,50 I
.__________________________ _----______.---
I CALL SUBI IAB,6HLABEL , LABEL 2 ',&7TO) 121
----- -...------ ----------------------------------------------------------...
+ .................... + .........----------.--.
I I F SUBROUTINE RETURNS 112)
RETURN -I I
GO TO 70 |
EXAMPLE OF A COMPUTED GO TO STATEMENT
I
I IF COMPUTED GO TO ON INDEX I331
I INDEX - 1 ,2 .3 .4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 I
IGO TO 20 ,80 ,70  60 ,70 ,40 ,10 .40 I
- - ------------------------------ _-- ---- - _--- ------
EXAMPLE OF DO LOOP PROCESSING
....... ............ ............
20 ----- >. . (4)
*----<'---. 30 ..... ............. IM,NOFOO .
| ........................ ...... .......... 
~I ~I A(IlZl(I I
~I ~I WNcYZ(I=I I
*-- .--> 30 ------- >I ENDDOOIl-II1+14A1I) I
EXAMPLE OF ARITHMETIC IF STATEMENT
I
40 > ----> ...>-...>_...>....>----> . . >---
(5) . 4.
· .. ...... IF - … .. .....
I (ENDDOOIOI-12345645SN(FLOAT(INOEX)I) I
I _.. . ........ * ,* .......... I
I * . * I
! I I
MINUSI lEROI PLUSI
IGO TOI IGO TOI IGO TOI
I 140 I I 110 I I 100 1
+ _ _… __4 … ____ _ _
'1-03
EXAMPLE OF READ STATEMENT
50 ------>) READ 15160,ENOD-70.ERR140)l A 1(61
I
(63 * · * .
. * I F * . TRUE
. ENO OF FILE .-----.
. I . I
FALSE I 1161
I I GO TO 70 I
I - -.














' GO---TO- ___ 
.1 GO TO 140 1
1I71
70 ---- >1
* - * - * E Z F LO * - * - PROCESSING ROUTINE - - SAMPLE
I
/ THIS COMMENT CARD WILL START A NEW PAGE ISLASH IN COLUMN 21
I
EXAMPLE OF A 00 LOOP TERMINATING IN A LOGICAL IF STATEMENT
I
*....*.... 
80----). 00 .(8I .
-- < - -. 90 ..................................... KL,SO .
I . ...... ...........
.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -----
I AIKI-K*K*AfK! I
- - - -- - _ - _ - - ---------
I
491 . * * .
*--* I F * -. TRUE
I (MOD(K.lO).EQ.O) I------





READ (5,160.END=70,EAR-100) C.D I
*I
…-- - --------------- …
193 . * .
. * IF * . TRUE
- END OF FILE .- ….
*, , I
FALSE I 1(9)
I ._ _… _ __ … _ 
I I GO TO 70 1
------. i-------
(9) . * * .
. * I F * . TRUE
* 1/O ERROR .------ 
* .. * I
FALSE I 1(9)
I I GO TO 100 
------------- _. 
*0---> go . . . ->---> -- -- >"-->-- >.-...)…-+->
I GO TO 120 10)





EXAMPLE OF ANOTHER TYPF OF MULTIPLE RETURN STATEMENT
100 ------->1 CALL SUB3 (A,RB),RETURNS?70,50) Jill)
…------------ -- ---- ~---…
I I F SUBROUTINE RETURNS 1I11)
I RETURN =1 ,2 I
I GO TO 70 ,50 I
4--------… 4-
I GO TO 150 Ill21
+-- - - - - 4
110 ------->1 CONTINUE
..... ........... . . 
120 ----. 00 .1131 . .
(----<----. 130 ... oooN... ..... ... ...... J-MN .
I ........ ......…..… I 30- ------------------------- ----- - -
-- -> 130 -- -- >1 A(JI-J
140 ------->1 RETURN 2
WRITE 16,18O) A 1114)
-------- - -- - ---------------- - -- E-.-------- - ------------------------









FORMAT 'tI INPUT DATA A /tilOE8.21)
FORMAT ('A-'E18.5)
I E NO !
+-------- ---- - - ______ - _______________________ - --------------- - -
* - * - * E Z F L O W -
STATEMENT * - i -
NUMBER TYPE
10 - 3 GO
20 - 3 GO
30 - 400
40 - 3 GO




80 - 3 GO
90 - 8 00
o10o - S IF
t10 - S IF
120 - 10 GO
130 - 13 00
140 - SIF
150 - 12 GO
160 - 6 10a
170 - 7 1/0
180 - 14 1/0
- · - * PROCESSING ROUTINE - - SAMPLE
* BLOCK IS R E F E R E N C I N C - - -


















Bonner and Moore Associates, Incorporated
GENERAL
FACTS accepts FORTRAN source programs as input, analyzes programs
and subroutines, and produces cross-referenced information according
to the option selection by the programmer.
The package runs on the Sigma 7 computer.
PACKAGE OUTPUT
Source Listing - Source statements of the
automatically listed.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FLOWGEN/F accepts FORTRAN source cards and produces ink-on-page
flowcharts. It generates plot commands to drive a CalComp Plotter.
It gives no other listings about the program than the flowchart.
PACKAGE OUTPUT
Flowchart - This is a detailed flowchart that is given on
a ink-on-paper CalComp Plotter. Comments are
enclosed in boxes.
'8-1 13?LOWGEN/F SAMPLE 
-3
PROGRAM
* THIS IS A SAMPLE PROGRAM TO DISPLAY
* FEATURES OF THE CALCOMP - FORTRAN - FLOWCHART GENERATOR
DIMENSION DATA (1024)
EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS ARE SEPARATED FROM COMMENTS
* UNNUMBERED NON-BRANCHING STATEMENTS ARE STACKED UP TO
8 IN A BOX AS FOLLOWS
AN = 0.1
RF = AN * 0.01745
XC = COS (RF)
Y = AY +XC





'LOGICAL -IF- STATEMENTS ARE AS FOLLOWS
1 IF (A.NE.B) RETURN
GO TO 5
THE PREVIOUS STATEMENT REPRESENTS A -GO TO- STATEMENT
CALLS TO SUBROUTINES ARE AS FOLLOWS - CONTINUATION CARD SHOWN ALSO
CALL SUB (P1,P2,P3
1 P4,P5,P6)
A -DO LOOP- IS SHOWN IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER




AN ARITHMETIC -IF- WAS SHOWN IN THE ABOVE -DO LOOP-
COMPUTED A.ND ASSIGNED -GO TO - ARE REFLECTED AS FOLLOWS
7 GO TO (10,5,1),K
' NUMBERED ,STATEMENTS ARE PLACED IN SEPARATE BOXES
10 K= 1





THIS IS AN OFF-PAGE DO-LOOP EXAMPLE
DO 13 I =0, 1
X = X+1.0
13 CONTINUE
RETURN AND STOP AND END ARE AS FOLLOWS
RETURN
STOP
AFTER THE FOLLOWING END STATEMENT IS DRAWN AN -UNFULFILLED
REFERENCE- STATEMENT IS LISTED ON THE PRINTER. ANY
STATEMENT NUMBERS OR THE WORD NONE WILL THEN BE LISTED.
END
NT IT 3 .t
I 7051u is0' 11.1.1,5110 O. M
rc t t S,10.I a- 1. , T
aC a. t.i "I ' olf,
C IPOc u0RC0 STAl Coot. f "IFCICO 3 131 5000 502.
T * mY .XC
I E . 2.0 a
; 3 rof s038IOAIO .Pt1,001. ,ll.ilJl-h olal
....... I
I c UIN>.ISI cO l rffl o ,ll M [ $ " IN T c S I





ru S~t flr iW f Nb U"C: OIIIO~lb. 00 I 10Ufl130r.s 
Ic R M [%nnrL 00 * clloM if-6 I .
.................. .1 .
I* C cophlpc 0r N PO Ir ITNrl
Er I0-.3..
:~~~~~~~~C I
- ~ ~ ~ ~~,TiP -'d~~ ' ,
I
C 111 t6 f of rolCMo orr-PA Irrrltk I






-jq4dpw J I ~
I~ . [ArLZ or F~ Of-rr ru o llt "l l ' j
W2[h _ . * D s
t r sor t^ cI t *r-- l 
,. I





FORFLOW accepts FORTRAN source decks as input. It is a two-program
system which consists of two distinct programs: FLOWA produces a flowchart
of the source program and SEQ generates a source listing containing re-
sequenced FORTRAN statement numbers in ascending order by fives, and changes
all branch and formatted input/output statement numbers to agree with the
new statement numbers.
The package can operate on an IBM 1130 computer under control of the
monitor system or on an IBM 1800 under TSX version 3 or MTX. Minimum
machine requirements for the 1130 include 8K bytes of core, 1 card reader,
1 line printer, and 1 disc. For 1800 a minimum of lOK bytes of variable
core is required. The package itself is written in FORTRAN and includes
some assembler subroutines.
The package costs $480.00 for the card system and $600.00 for disc
system.
PACKAGE OUTPUT
Flowchart - at some level of detail as the source program. All flow-
chart blocks are rectangular.
Resequenced listing - this can be a printed listing of the resequenced
source deck, or it can be of punched cards.
MB-116
FORTRAN VARIABLE NAME DOCUMENTER
Data for Management Decision
GENERAL
The FORTRAN Variable Name Documenter accepts FORTRAN source code as
input. The package generates a sequenced listing of a FORTRAN program,
a numerical list of the statement numbers used in that program, and an
alphabetical list of variable names in the program.
The package is designed for any user's configuration that is capable
of supporting a FORTRAN compiler. Auxiliary storage is provided by one
disc. The package consists of two programs and a sort. Source language
is FORTRAN.
Purchase price is $350 for the object deck or $500 for the source
deck.
PACKAGE OUTPUT
Source Listing - a listing of the FORTRAN source code.
Statement Number Listing - a numeric listing of the program
statement numbers.




National Computer Analysts, Incorporated
GENERAL
QUICK-DRAW translates source programs written in Assembler,
AUTOCODER, COBOL, PL/I, and FORTRAN into flowcharts and related cross-
references. It also provides a diagnostic check list and modified
instruction list to aid with debugging.
The system runs on IBM 360; Burroughs 25/35/55; HIS 200, 400, 600,
800; ICL 1900; RCA Spectra 70 or 3301; and Univac 9400/1100. System
supervision may be OS, TOS, DOS, MCP, DAPS, MODZ, TDOS, or EXEC 8.
Minimum core storage is 32K bytes for DOS and TOS and 65K bytes for OS.
Leases are $1,900 to $6,300 depending on version (3-year lease)
and $1,400 to $2,100 a year depending on version.
PACKAGE OUTPUT
Listings for Assembly:
Flowchart - This is a detailed flowchart of the program. It
contains all the ASSEMBLY statements in logical
groups placed in boxes whose shape is determined
by the type of statement.
Cross-Reference by Term - This listing contains entries for
all terms used within the program.
3-118
Cross-Reference to Equator - This listing repeats the definition
and references to equated tags in same format as
in the cross-reference by term.
Source Program Listing - Shows the contents of each card read.
Supplementary Listing - This list consists of the following:
(1) Diagnostic Check List
(2) Unrecognized Op-Codes
(3) Assembler Directing Op-Codes
(4) Input-Output Type of-Codes
(5) Perform Type Instruction
(6) Path Terminations
(7) Privileged Instructions




User Macros and Macro Calls
Program Segmentation Op-Codes
Listings for FORTRAN:
Source Program Listing - Shows contents of each card.
Flowchart - This is a two-dimentional flowchart. Flowcharts
may be in a double-page format.
Statement Label Cross-Reference - This listing contains all
statement numbers belonging to procedural
statements or referenced by procedural statements.
3-119.
Data Name Cross Reference - This contains all data field
names, subroutine names, and labels used in the program
and lists, by card number, references made to
those names.
Diagnostic Check List - This provides a number of diagnostic
printouts for those statements with error.
Listing for COBOL:
Source Statement Listing - Shown five digit card number used
for card identification, plus the card contents.
Flowchart - A detailed flowchart of the program is given.
Cross-Reference by Term - This listing contains entries for
data-names, procedure-names, literals, figurative
constants. Each entry contains the term and all
references to that term.
Diagnostic Flow Summary - This is a graphic summary of the
structure of the program in flowchart form. It
contains all paragraph and section names together
with the range of card numbers comprising each
paragraph, their locations on the flowchart and notes
and diagnostic pertaining to each paragraph.
Note: All versions of the flowcharts are at the same level of detail as
the source code. The COBOL flowchart only, gives the option of
compressing the level of detail to achieve a higher level flowchart.
3-120
QUICK-DRAW is designed to select a convenient branch point
whenever possible to end a page.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SAMPLE CROSS REFERENCE BY TERM
02106122 CROS$ RYDERINCE 6v TEaM OF S[D PlIST TILESART 08 CEECT P0B $TANOAIO PAGlIS&
. .......e......*eeS. * $ * .M$ .*** .~e .Se~* . .. S $.eleeeeeeeeeee.m~eflelt.**..8®eee 0ll
* LITERAL 0l ?&G AND IN£1E#ENI · LINE * N0ERD4FCING LINE ODEMANO NUMBER ANO0 D-C00E 
* WOLCA Do lOCLI]5 · 7~19 · 0378 ] Mvc 0180 1 #¥C 0?53 1 #NC 00b ] N¥C OIlS I m¥Y 9t 9 V 
·~~~~~~~ ·37 ·~ 5 MV IIOZY IHVaI : 
·~~~~~3 * 0·' · V 0 18 ?I *4V 0390£
* ~ ~ ~ JZ . . . .I3 t '031 I 5t M VC 0780 I "NC O]''  NYC !'06 1 NYC 23"0 I "V 11 2NC'
· 11 · ·2)7831V ODRI'C I~ Y
· .14 * · 07o7o I .v4 0.39 I .vC I590 2 NvC ·
· *1 · · 0 90 MV
· 6ill · · ~~~~~~0? I V il VC 2377 Z #C ' 7 0
· *· · · 3" MV~ ? VC 0184 INC Ilj N C 8l #V ·~ i
· · · 2047 LA Oil? 2 #¥C 0976 NYCv 0983 2 Nv )!~#C 1311 a #VC 
,6)9 · . o76 Ii uv! 0820 NY#C
· ·q6~~*40 · 1319 Z MV, .
· *1l? · · IIZI ) fV. 1190 1 NVC 21881 NYCV 0318 2 NYC 1802 2 #¥C 2110 2 N¥C ·
* · ·2 71S 
*~~~~~~~~~~o6 ! .. oi 012 Iv NY
· *6q6 · I 1320 2 V .0
· *?61 · * IS21 1 MV. 1091 I MVC 2119 I NYC 0317 2 NYC 1103 2 #VC Ifil 2 NYC ·
· N · '2)72 NV~ ·
· *1 · · ·03N~ tV 2)78 Z I 'N#c 1997 ZCD 22372Z CD 1213 2 NYC 031!2 UID SMK
· 6 · 0708 Z Ii4P 0989 2 UNDK 2101 Z UNDK 2213 2 UNPE ·
· .9· 21?1 1 CD 022 2 CP 0282 2 CP 0311 2 CD 061& 2 CD 12J5 2 Cl ·
* · · 1722 2 CD 2919! CD ·
· .996 · ·O270U I MVC 0820 NY#C ·
: .912 : : IIIz .VC
· ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 27 oLO0342 1? 8 0820 1 ~Z I 09165 ! 2091 I 4,1 8 3 ~I ! I·
·L~N · · 2263 I 0224 1014 02871I IN 0321188 l# 321 I Ix I14 ! JL ·
· · 22482 LA 
·06 Olde D 1 .238' * SI 06(8Z 139? Z8 1401 2 i 1408 2 6 16002 Z 1010 2 8 ·
· · 1613 2A 143328 14 R  25 10 2 8 ]8bZ 
* 018DMN Of M'4I 2478 · 0592 2 £14 '*.
·ONEp DC DIl · 2328 0·3 AD6Z6 O5 i 039~ AD 2lO? p 09 f& 6~!
· · ·~2~~~~~~5 138 ZAP 010 Z3P 2 2 I 8792& 66Z6 18!6 
· · ·~~~~~ ~~~09o P 90 2 AD 92 o S iP 4816
· · * ?34G 2 CD 2)4] L CP 13 P 10 P -1!Z¢ 1 7 I 5 
· · · 7~ 2 VCP l;ql 2 VCP 22 N' 1C2 225 NY 114S ZP I~O~C
· · $ I229 2 MV· 1333 2 VC· 03]) Z#re 0565 NVC 27101 NYC 2148 Z V 
· : ·: 1433 2 #VL 1438 2 "NlO l~ 0 ] 2$· 0100 2 SD ·
· . ·
*·ONLYCIA · 2284 · I170 1 BE 2·01I 
·SONLYCI · · 038.·201418 21130f21£t6 
· · * .
· ONLYCN? *238{) · ?221 1 BE 2588 IRE - '
·DONLYNAI · 2241 · 21481 RE 234I$ I 9i 
· . · · *
·* O 00· 0191 · 0190 1 RL ..
· 6R · · Ord C #V 233
· 071&80 · 18*· 72 N090 I 111 2 IC '
·C? 0'748 - 23q61 * 2012 I 86 ·
· ·O~ . Z~DTT 00** I - ,V ·
· .DATTN 0 · 02832Z NV C 01082! NYC 08332 NYCv 094 NYC 10 Z. N- e! V
* * m ~~~~~~1891 2 Y 1973 lT -I NYC 1910 2 NYC 20672 NN £331 · N 
· P&TT# Or i · 2401 · 28600 (0[U ., 
*·Pt&NR · 1938 * 1923 1 IL·
· PL&IEP 8 05 ¢'.N&YDAII.. * 233 Z5l 1931 2 NYC·
· PIP VYX 92 50 IE'.'I
:2- 24
_ROSS REFERENCE TO EQUATES
rhis listing repeats the definition and references to equated tags in the same format as in the CROSS REFERENCE
BY TERM.
6/72 CROSS REFERENCE Tn EQUATES fir 5FF FIRST TITLEJSTART OR CSECT FOR STANDARD 
**t**~.v4**te*4***4v4*4 *'''4t:*4**t***.****4********4-,********************s
TEPAL OR t1(, AND INCREHENT 4 LINE * REFERFNCIN6 LINE OPERANOD NUMBER AND OP-CODE
· ·
* ·
CKSTAF EOW eKSTAF * 2655 4
TRKSTAF * * 0560 1 BNL
AMVT :T EC. WAMVTo * 2659 *
=WAMVT * * 1771 1 BE
* *_
LSHT EC- FF;JE-8 2650 4 
LSSILE 4T 651AP 080uS 1 AP 0812 0758 1 MVr 0761 1 MVC 080
- * 1304 1 MVC 1305 1 MVC 1306 1 MVC 139 MVC 131
· ....
4 EOU 14 * 0043 0116 1 BR. 0114 1 LM 0064 1 sTM
5 EOU 15 0044 0065 2 LR
EQU 2' 0031 0102 1 SAL 0109 1 SAL 0112 1 BAL 0144 1 BR 
EO'J 3 0032 * UNREFERENCEOD
EOU 4: 0033 0108 1 BASE 0111 1 LA 0094 1 LM 0107 2 BASE 0
EOU 5: 0034 0096 1 BASE 0146 1 BASE 0094 2 LM
EOU 6 0035 UNREFERENCED
EOU'J 7 0036 UNREFERENCED
EQU 8 * 0037 0065 1 LR 0063 2 USING
EOU 9 * 0038 * UNREFERENCED
;PECIAL CROSS REFERENCE
his listing repeats entries from the CROSS REFERENCE BY TERM if they are one of the following:
Non-Branch References to Instruction Tags. This will call attention to modified instructions, such as
switches and also serve as a check for the "UNENTERED STATEMENT" diagnostic, where in fact, the statement
was entered by means of a load address and a branch register.
Branches to Data.
Anything unusual that we feel should be highlighted, such as ENTRY and EXTRN references.
6/72 SPECIAL CROSS REFERENCES FOR QUICK-DRAW SAMPLE PROGRAM A-12 FOR ASSEMBLY
TERAL OR TAG AND INCREMENT * LINE * REFERENCING LINE OPERAND NUMBER AND OP-CODE
******g**tF*3t* *:'t*tXt*^*t***t***~*** *e'****t************ *
· *
RSTIME 0072 *
+1 * * 0073 1 MVI
LOW 0146 0138 3 PRTOV
INTER * 0153 * 0136 1 CNTRL 0130 1 PRToV 0142 1 PUT
*22 * 0074 1'MVI
&~~~~~~~~~~~~ <
4 EOU 14 *0043 * 0116 1 BR
· *
EOU 2 0031 * 0144 1 BR
LOWSW 0098 *
* ** +1 · * 0087 1 MVI 0090 1 MV! /
' -125
PROGRAM SEGMENTATION OP-CODES
CSECT and START are in this section.
SAMPLE SUPPLEMENTARY LISTING
SUPPLEMENTARY LISTINGS FOR QUICK-DRAW SAMPLE PROGRAM A-12 FOR ASSEMBLY
DIAGNOSTIC CHECK LIST *00146 UNENTERED STATEMENT
*00162 UNENTERED STATEMENT
PROGRAM LINKAGE OP-CODES *00061 ENTRY 81095
-FOR ACCESS By COBOL.












INPUTOUTPUT TYPE OP-CODES *00136 CNTRL PRINTERSP,
ADVA t E IE IMMEDIATELY,
*00138 pRTOV PRI ERR, 2,OLUWTES FOR OVERFLOW
*00142 PUT PRINTER,(R4 W
ADDRESS OF CoBoL-LINE IN GPR4
*00153 DTFPR 6EVADDR=SYSLST,
PRNTER ON SYSTEM LOGICALUNIT
IOAREA1xALINElJIOAREA23ALINE 2DWoRKAY 'SpEFIZ 'IN GCoR
BLK 1 E=32;PRIANTOVuYESsTEST FOR CHANNEL-12.
CO NTROL:YES
FUlSCOTROL.F LSID ~FOR
*00162 PRMOD JOAREA24:YE SWORK AYEStPRI NT V=¥ S CON TRO~2YES
PERFORM TYPE INSTRUCTIONS *00102 BAL R2,PRINT
*..PRINT AS SET UP BY COBOL-
ADVANCE 1o
*00109 BAL R2,PRINT
02 AL ADPRIyNT CAPPEO COBOL LINE.
00112 PRINT UDERLINE.PRINT UNDERLINE,
i
S-126
Reference Format Listing (Source Program Listing)
The entire source program is listed as QUICK-DRAW reads it for
processing.
The complete contents of each card is printed, including the card
sequence number found in columns 73-80. In addition, a four-digit
statement sequence number, assigned by QUICK-DRAW, is printed to
the left of the card image. This sequence number will appear on
the flowchart above the top left corner of the corresponding symbol.
The heading of each page is labeled "Reference Format Listing." The






*0048* J = (JHIGH- 1)/8+ 1
*0049* DO 54 I= 1 J
*0050* D053 L: 1,8
*0051* NTII (L)=0
*0052* 53 NTJI (L)=0
*0053* 54 WRITE'INDEX20) (NTII(M),NTJI(M),M= 1,8)
*0054* WRITE (3,501)JHIGH




*0059* IF(NODI - 9999)7,11,7
*0060* 7 INDEX8= (NODI -1)/8+ 1
*0061* READ 8'I NDEX8 20) (NTII(M),NTJI(M),M= 1,8)
*0062* INDEX8= INDEX8-1
*0063* M= 8- (INDEX8*8 - NODI)
*0064* NTII (M)= 1
*0065* WRITE(8'INDEX8,20) (NTII(M),NTJI(M),M= 1,8)
*0066* INDEX8= (NODJ -1)/8+ 1
*0067* READ (8'INDEX8 20) (NTIJ(N),NTJJ(N),N= 1,8)
*0068* INDEX8= INDEX8- 1
*0069* N = 8- (INDEX8*8- NODJ)
*0070* NTJJ N)= 1
*00710 WRITE(8'INDEX8,20) (NTIJ(N),NTJJ(N),N= 1,8)
*0072* TCOST=TCOST+ COST
*0073* MOST= MOST+ ITIME
*0074* K= K+ 1
*0075* I F(NODI - IBIG)9,9,8
*0076* 8 IBIG=NODI
*0077* 9 IF(NODJ -IBIG)6,6,10
*0078* 10 IBIG= NODJ
*0079* GO TO 6
*0080* 11 KLAST= K
*0081* WRITE(3,502)




*0086* 55 INDEX8= (K -1)/8+1
*0087* READ(8'INDEX8,20)-(NTII(M),NTJI(M),M= 1,8)
*0088* M 8-((INDEX8 - 1)*8-K
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Figure 1 - Sample Portion of Flowchart
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Statement Label Cross Reference Listing
The first mn of this listing contains_allstatement-number.s _belonging
to procedural statements_pr_referenced by procedural statements. These
statement numbers are listed in numeric order. In addition, Column 1
contains the names of any subroutines referenced by the program.
The second column lists the page and sym boL_hx numbers where each_ state-
ment number or subroutine appears on the fJowraL. These location refer-
ences are-in the form "pp.bb',rwhere pp is the flowchart page number and
bb is the symbol box number on that page. If a statement number is un-
defined, Column 2 contains the entry "UNDEF". If a referenced subroutine
is not included in the source program, Column 2 contains the entry "EXTRN".
Format statement labels will have the entry "FORMAT" in this column.
The third holumnllsts all rfeexcesto the statement number or subroutine
name. These references are also in the form "pp.bb". If a statement
nuiber is not referenced, it is so indicated.
Each subprogram included in the source deck has its own cross-reference
listing, beginning on a separate page. If any statement number appears
more than once in the main program or in the same subprogram, it is flagged
as MULTIPLY-DEFINED.


































































3.4 Data Name Cross Reference Listing
This table contains all data field names, subroutine names, and labels
used in the program and lists the card numbers in which references are
made to those names or labels.
This listing is not available from the FORTRAN compiler and offers a
distinct advantage to programmers for debugging, maintenance and doc-
umentation purposes. Very often a quick glance through this listing
is sufficient to detect keypunching errors or incorrect references.
NCA P 0 H T B A N QUICK DRAW SAMPLE























































































0* ;Av"-s * 2 -------- a
* H
90a66 V 04.0*
a J0- - ----------
---------- L-04 .02
... ............ ........................ os.....
* -_ ..._ ..... __!__.....
|------- --- --- ------
0¢049 V 04.00
i ; tW sU ^T C0 0)-- S 2) 11
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______.__..e l,..~ ., .-.......C?.N __ ·
" 31 · IGH-ITi-IATC#
I IE I TD SU, 2 I
-O '.I'04.1
00496 I 04 .06 0
* C a ------M * "UH-SICH a
/SOQI~~~~~~
/t,~~~~ 0U 3/ a___ VIItC-~t 
IW-* aI 2--04
, /, ... .... ...;-- .....
!•/W~~ i
·/-oo--o-
- -- Ttt -F *-2----------
_0__...... .......
........... ;-
tl tt's '* T-e.- .|.5
.__ ...o._._ __ ... _.______
44 ISU Oa-TC44-SUiN [
-- o----------o1 ....-° o-oo-
i,~ Ii O a~&~ 0#~f- -?







TIe-#l%'-¢Oi I -. 0E-Or.J) E-OI.$II i-06.OI






· 44 04¢. O8 
E&O-DIESK |00 
00310 04.1o. . .. ........ o .......... __...___._____
a a
EN …NO · 
OOSIO V r*.Os




* 044 … 0
. * ' ....
S S
*S S
0 T0l.CO * 'I 0 *- 4
* a
00104 04O.04
....... ... ...... :!* **
44 *t 04.034…14 0. .494 al
*aS..Baa-a*a-ba. B.............. *;B.B
901)1 V 04.) I
·* HOvE TSPI-I~-IIC T
SS6 . . .. ------..i:- ....... !
O V - . .. ... " -
0ovl OJI ILLA Uq TO IIll *l·0, a-h- L--.b-- TO 0 .................. 04.1'D-l I L L-.A -g !EiOOa T1 4HOVE D3-IL T O O-TC a 0
II .:- I T Da-' "OVI II-Or! i-ISOCN-t TO I
tlO-EIT-E I TZ 10 * }
I 0-04.24 a a
A 0-- 20 V ":'-----ctlTA bC4 l 1_ T/ … 041111814(: ......... 0
B0 -101 ) | 0-04.19 v Ita *t a DEa aIl)aa-- ------- a---;t---.--
---- ------ I-N~#-C To !
#av MO V-T TO 0tO N - 5.l P-TC- 1 C 1 
Co0) I I C4D ------ ....... .
------- *_______._--__---- 1 0l0 0 
I ------------------------ @ I I o~~-----_i-----t- 0:0 I|1 OOS21lVi?.6631. -600 40Ei 0
POSITIO- BILL-S0 I
xxl~eD'~el' | 1-03.!) i *° ?SI-61
00 00) 9 0 ) I L-04i.27
'_ 31 _ _356 O°.x UT-0 00)4 9 OS 04.43
.......... a;I...:. |, * 440*
oosTel 0r a Ra1* I-toE . , * _ 
ST END411L -SW 6690 --- 9I.
* *.I " Ex^07" totr~xo~Sl.ol WI
9Yi-IN0-Sii B 0.I- … ...... . -!0.49 *:
a a 4 j aB~~~aiiaaa4.Aaaa~~0a3 aa..aaaaaa0 - I .------------ _ _ _ S00s10 V 04.26 I 49iP0 Z jTt iN-ti0 I
aa
* a V 0(e 
leelloo-ole.leeeee!l.,.l| oo l S o
oo,,I; .... .....;;: ; '
*01.0N0S * p 9 … Ia 00¢ 00 V 04.44
S ¥ELOIt-HU-$ Jl I · .a................A 
001)1 4. 0-X9 I .°.4. °
------ *; i --- I H- ... D~I"#b -~ 
* a' 0014 04.41
* a 0s **
aIa T -c o B 4 _ _ _____________ 9
_ ._. *.__________________ ................................... ·.:&.._
E-a ai i E a3t a a-4; a-X* o ; l"Elo 
Ulatl-Ol0T*110 ~ a1-00.'0
I ( … …___ _ _.  a 
0 1 3 0 . ) 0 9 .. . a a a a . B . S a l a a . a a . ............. 4o*
r I3LLNATCN,0-Saa …01 a a, oo,, ii';o:;; .......| . . . aav
S,__....... -.---- __--- - 9014--- ..
-ooo,,,004 0¢.,-T04.-46
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OAMYI'Lt CROSS REFERENCE BY TERM
- ------ … -- LITERAL S T 0162-00:.61
'i,, ' LITERAL S T 0/~5-004.45
HICH-VALUES FIG-CON1 1 o -0.1
NUMERIC FIG-CON · 067-,001.1, -
RUN -......... : - -- FIG-CON : 0636-006.I1
: SPACE FIG-CON * S 033-001.8* ·
a SPACES G08-0 30
EIG-CON i 8Z91:$81:11 1 8$iS:88:iO s o~ooo.01 s o,,-oo,.,, s o,)..oo,.a
* S S. S~~. * ZERO FIG-CON . 0421z-002.24 T 0'.s-a01.'1 S 0696-600.17 
Zito$.* PG : 8:N - 8- -: -:- - -- :881::1 I F::: 5 20-00i.68 S 0621-0 .48 T 06 7-0 ?.35 
0 LITERAL S 0631-00A.0b T 06l-O06.12 T 0672-006.2)
* S ~ ~~~~~~~~~~ S aj-ooiT06&-O.ZTOT-o S
* 01 * LITERAL T 0I36-001.03 T 0340-001.0S T 034J-001.13 T 0369-001.I1
Oa 02 * LITERAL * T 0)37-001.0) T 061l-001.10 T 03)-001.1S 7 030.-001.20
85,02-0 'S. .2 3EA
90d'- OAi 016 V I 6_ ~0S6.2j T 1
89-00.. A 6900. . 6 6. 6. 6 ' A9R00 6.36 1i 3 02-., 6. .
LITERAL 8:8 !ZT Stj:884:jj T 89j8:j 8111:08!: Il j !j:8 :l
2 LITERAL T 048,2-003.05
-* -- -- * LITERAL A 0 6 8-002.6A T 0692-006.01 T 0671-006.2) T 0601.006.36 T 0701..20A.36 
** 9ITRA 5060-003.:) T 06100006.2*
9* …A LITERAL T 6802A 1 069-006.36 T 0696-006.36 T 0701-006.36 T 0700.106.36*
* - --9 -- LITERAL S 070630001.0*T0,0062
A UNDEPINED T OS53~.-00.2
* S * LITERAL36-00.2 S 0393-00l.31503 7101
AC~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~-~: . .- o.. . o~-o. ..... aN6I
' S
· 30 * R0 1A-00J
S : 04e9-oolL. 6 0 6gJ-006.32 T 0991-00.)96 - 0616-006.466,
*3 ' LITEREL : A 0)27-00.o 0 0010 a T Sl T0 -0061 a 061-006.°.
I UNDESINEI T 0531-001.12
*A~cw~ S SCC-0'.'' ? 039190 NO.T9 T 0 0?01-00°''0
·CE TI. S 0)79 -00 0 0702-00t.1I 0
:AC-.A. 029 S:6)06
* ATCN * - -- -RD 1 8T"101 4116 9 0H I 1:8: 004,0:088l:? ATl~:8~
A~~~~~~~~ ·
: , : T 0 089:01:.:20 0"l-00'.0 I 0'0-000.1 T 0o,-oa*.13 T a503*106.1:
..... ? ............ .. L.....I........T...E.......................
*~~~~~~~~~~~~ S OJeOlS
: AST.[So.PAV-CT0 · 0]1-03 *01,2?00.  S·)R 5 19 )6 6A016 
* S * UN~~~~)?oEPNE0*J 0)3-012
*#-~ol-Y S:.~STAE.0 *I 039 O6-0026 ~9-0.06 * 0~JO~J 0)061-00l.61
: *- OI-? ll :tOZ-O.S~O XOi~ S 5SI0S) 6 6ZOS~ 
* *AVC4-CTSS 5 0319 5~~ NOT RE6E&ENC&Io 
* RA-Nu-TOETAL.- ]- - - ~-0301 .* : E 0)1-001.ls
*~~ ~ ~~~~~ 0)1·S
: °*C-CA : NoSEEEC
: SICN-..E&O-J · 0299 * S 0670-006.23
* RAtC4-..EAO-3 * 029? * 5 0i?)-006.E$
*AlTC-m.lS o] …: 0Z11 * S 397,-002 3 1 R0b:: . 9$ *
* * S~~~~~~~~~~ T 06i9-00602*OZ T Gk0-004,.0 1 0)01-006.12 I 0g~2-O0k.13 T 0003.706.165
* SACN-?T-Ot.-k.00 * V~l1-003.) SP06-0.40*07903
*~~~~~~~~~~~~ a6-o.o i o,9oJo
eeoceel** ·!$®··e* ··ieoee®®l® eeeeee·ooeeeeeeeelo.eoeeelooe†eeeeeeeoe. ee
SAMPLE DIAGNOSTIC FLOW SUMMARY





E 0402 ……… ------>*-----------.---------.* E 0436 E 0409 E 0420 E 043
* (TEST-GO-nEP)  E 0453 E 0505 0509 O 8
* (ACCEPT-NUM-TAPES-300) * E 0436 E 0453 0495 0 0
ALTER 0409 TO GO TO 0420 3 521 51 E 052
-------- -----------------… - - t u43
I
0378 RESERVED WnRD MARGIN A
0388 0393 V 01,47E 0372 E 0367 ----- >-
t(INVALIO-OATE-305 *
-...*… . ........- … ................. . ..... >)E UNDF E 0453 E 0361
I
0390 NO LITERAL CLOSING QUOTE
0392 UNDEF INEO mEFE R NCE
8392 NESTEDC OND ITI ONAL
I
0394 0402 V 02,04
E 0383 …… ...... a*..............._-_;_i_...........
a (8AD-NUM-TAPFS-306) $
…---------------------------------…*------ )E 0453 E 0436 E 0379
I
0396 NON-ANSI CHARACTER SEQ.
8393 NEJS EBC80 i8o -I - 0597E 0480 E 0466 E 0N 0 
E 0480 E 0466 X 0387
X 0378 E 0414 E 0370
A 0378 E 0414 E 0370
0403 0408 02,12




* ALTER 0492 TO GD TO 0436 *
a…-…________.__I
o519 86087 .P 05
0554 E 0467 6 057
0378 - 0420 E 0409
4 10 STATEMENT UNALTERABLEPOSSIBLE LoOP
4 3 NESTED CONDITIONAL
0420 PARAGRAPW ENDS BADLY
0420 0427 02.24
E0371 A 0378 - 0409 - >---- 2 J -- 
a (CHECK-ZERO-320) 
a (EXIT) a
a…… a …...........--------------)------E 0428 E 0453 X 0444
I
0427 EXIT AFTER GO
I
E 0421 >*0428 0435 V 02,28E 0421 …....,.....................
* (CHECK-LESS-321) a
a…a*… ----- . . ...------------------ - >E 0437.E 0453
E 0372 A 0420 0436 0436 V 02,31- 0492 ------ >*---------------------------------*
E 0401 * (TOTAL-OUT) a
* NULL PARAGRAPH a
1*0----------------------------------
I
0437 NO VERB IN PARAGRAPH
X 0420 E 0429 E 0371
I0437 0445 V 02,32
a (CHECK-EQUAL-322) a
*0446 0.................--------.*------ .. >E
0446 0452 02.36
0446 P 0420 E 0453
E 0438 ------… > .... ---- :- ---- .- _:::
* (IT-IS-GREATER-323) a






SUPEREF accepts FORTRAN coded source programs and produces a
comprehensive symbolic name cross reference dictionary.
SUPEREF is operational on any CDC 6000 series computer whose
software capability has been updated to include the Random access
(mass storage) File Routines OPENMS, STINDX, READMS, and WRITMS.
PACKAGE OUTPUT
Variable Name Dictionary - This listing includes the variable
name being used, the routine that it is located in,
and various other information.
Note: A note of interest is that Mantech Corporation was awarded two
contracts from the U. S. Naval Ordinance Laboratory in Silver












2 0, 5. lb 25, 65, 66, .106,










S READ (5100) siAME
100 FORMAT (Ah)
IF (NAME.EQO.6HENDTNP) GO TO 30
DO 10 I=lt,
IF (NAME .EO.ITPTRL(ItI)) GO TO IS
10 CONTINUE
wRITE (60?00) NAME
200 FORMAT (IHOvAA,26H IS NOT IN TRANSFER TARLE.,,/




20 READ (59300) (LOADR(Jtl)LOADR(J,2)tLOAOR(J.3),VALUE(J),J=I,3!
300 FORMAT (3(314,F10.3))
DO 25 K=1,3
IF (LOADO(Kl).EO.9999) GO TO S
IF (LOADU(K9l).EO.O) GO TO 20
IF (LOADR(Kll).LE.IDr4TBL(Il)).AND.
I (LOADR(K,2).LE.IDMT8L(Ie2))eAND.
2 (LOAD)R(K3).LF.lnMT3L(I13)) I GO TO 23
WRITE (69360) LOADRP(Ktl)LOADR(IK2)oLOADR(Ke3),VALUE(K),NAMEt
I IDMTRL(IIl) *IDMTBL(ie2) IOMTHLII3)
360 FORMAT (IH tMH*INDEX (,I4,1Hl,,I4,1H,,l4,QqH), VALUE ,F10,3,





I LOADP(Ktl)tLOADR(K2),LOADR(K.3)) * INCRM
E(II)=VALUE(K)}
WRITE (7t350} NAMELOADR(Ktl).LOADR(K2)ILOAOR(K.3),VALUEgK)




30 IF IISW*.E.0) 6O TO 35
wRITE (6,3n5)
CALL LINi- (1)
305 FORMAT (IHO,3qHNO DIAGNOSTICS FOR THIS RUN OF ITEST2 
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FORDOC
J. Toellner and Associates
GENERAL
FORDOC accepts Fortran source program as input and produces a
restructured source deck along with a variable name cross-reference.
The system is composed of six modules that can be run separately or
as an entire series.
PACKAGE OUTPUT
Restructured source deck - the original source deck is "cleaned
up" by FORDOC giving an easier to read source deck.
Cross-Reference - this listing is a variable name cross-reference





The need for adequately documented computer programs is an essential
element common to all data processing centers. This need for documentation
can be efficiently accomplished through the use of automatic documentation
software packages. The use of these packages saves both time and money
as well as establishing a standardized documentation presentation for each
program written.
This report has shown most of the better proprietary automatic docu-
mentation systems along with their output features. RPG documentors have
been excluded intentionally.
It is evident that there is much room for improvement in this area of
program documentation. The door is open for an automatic documentation
system which does a better job of presenting a program structure. Better
automatically produced flowcharts and descriptions of data structures are
two areas in which work needs to be done to develop new modes of presen-
tation.
There also is a total lack of any aids to produce global or system-
wide documentation in the software packages reviewed here.
Perhaps through the combinations of certain features found in auto-
matic documentation packages existing today, and by utilizing new ideas to
supplement these features, an ideal system could be developed.
APPENDIX C
COMPARISON OF OPERATING SYSTEMS, IBM S/360 OS, UNIVAC EXEC 8, CDC SCOPE 3
C -/
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
Working Paper No. 5
July 14, 1972




Texas Engineering Experiment Station
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ABSTRACT
The various options available to the user through compilers (PL/I,
FORTRAN, and COBOL), assemblers and linkage editors/loaders are listed.
Conclusions are then drawn as to which of these options would be useful
in the development of an automatic documentation system.
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The purpose of this paper is to describe the interaction between
a user program and the operating system of a computer. The motivation
for this study (also the main objective of the study) was 1.) to de-
termine those options available to the user without modification of the
operating system which would be of significant importance to the devel-
opment of an automatic program documentation system and 2.) to determine
what difficulties might be encountered at the operating system level in
developing an automatic documentation system to be used on many different
manufacturers' computers. As the basis for the discussion of this topic,
the following three operating systems will be considered:
1. IBM's OS/360
2. UNIVAC's EXEC 8
3. CDC's SCOPE 3
To explain the medium by which this interaction takes place, and
also the extent to which it can take place, the compiler and linkage
editor/loader options available to the user through the control language
for these systems will be discussed. As it would be impossible in the
allotted time to examine all existing higher level languages and their
compiler options (just as it would also be impossible to study all
operating systems in existence), the following three languages have been
chosen for study as being representative of all higher level languages:
PL/I, FORTRAN, and COBOL. Also, the assembler languages of the above




The first step in the study was to compile a list of all the compiler/
assembler options available to the user by the operating systems for the
four languages under consideration. These options were then studied in
light of their possible usefulness as part of an automatic system of
program dicumentation. A list of these options is indicated on the next
several pages. It will contain an explanation of the option, and is broken
down by manufacturer and language.
It is urged that the reader study this list of options before proceding
to the next section of the paper (See list on following pages).
B. Results and Remarks
Because one of the criteria of the study was to determine those items
which could be obtained without modification to the operating system, let
us consider those options which are common to FORTRAN, COBOL, and Assembler
languages under all operating systems (PL/I is not offered on the UNIVAC
1108 or CDC 6600 machines.)
1. A source listing may be obtained.
2. A cross-reference table may be obtained.
3. The user may specify from where to read the input file.
4. The user may specify where to write the object module.
Thus,it can be seen that although a myriad of options are offered by the
three computer manufacturers, only four options are common to all of them.
These options, however, the author feels would he of significant value to
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The author would now like to list those options provided by any/all
of the systems which he feels would be of use to the development of an
automatic documentation system.
1. A source listing
2. An object listing
3. A cross-reference table
4. Specify the input source/object file
5. Specify the output source/object file
6. Permit the programmer to name his main program module
7. A table of named variables including their type and location
8. A table of label names
9. An indication of what character set is to be accepted (BCD, EBCDIC,
ASCII, FIELDATA, etc.)
10. A listing indicating the loop structure and the logical continuity
of the program
11. Specify if an alternate version of a compiler is to be used
12. An indication of the time of compilation, execution, etc.
13. An updated source/object was produced
14. An indication of all non-ASA standard usage
15. An indication of those modules which were subcompiled
16. An indication of the main storage and buffer size
17. An indication of which segments are overlays, which segments
they can overlay, and the "path" of the overlay
18. Specify what kind of computational field movement was used
19. Indicate whether the quote (") or the apostrophe (') is to be
accepted
C-30
20. Indicate what level/capability of compiler/assembler is needed
21. Specify that internal table space have been increased/decreased
22. Specify if the preprocessor was used and a listing of the
generated code
23. Indicate what portion of the card contained the source statements
LINKAGE EDITOR/LOADER OPTIONS
A. Options
The second step of the study was to compile a list of the linkage editor/
loader options available to the user. (The author regrets that at this
time insufficient information could be obtained for the CDC 6600 and UNIVAC
1108 loaders.) These options were then studied in light of their possible
usefulness as part of an automatic system of program documentation. A list
of the IBM linkage editor/loader options follows.
Linkage Editor Options
1. Downward Compatible - makes the load module processable by either the
level E or level F linkage editor - it lets the level E reprocess load
modules produced by the level F linkage editor (some differences
between the levels E and F linkage editors are: the size of main storage
used, the number of entries permitted in the ESD or the RLD, the number
of segments allowed, the maximum blocking factor allowed).
2. Hieararchy Format - the programmer can specify his program to be loaded
into either processor storage (hieararchy 0) or IBM 2361 core
storage (hieararchy 1) - the program can be block or scatter loaded in
either area.
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3. Not Editable - a module with this attribute has no ESD and
can't be reprocessed by the linkage editor. Because no ESD is
produced, less space is needed. It is used primarily by the control
program.
4. Only Loadable - modules with this attribute can only be brought
into core using the LOAD macro - this is done because some subsets
of the control program use a smaller control table when a load
module is invoked with the LOAD macro, thereby requiring a smaller
storage area. It must be entered by a CALL or branch instruction -
this attribute is used mainly by the control program and it is
suggested that the programmer not use this option because it can
impair the usability of a module.
5. Overlay Attribute - is structured according to OVERLAY control
statements - overlay modules can only be blocked-loaded, are not
refreshable, are not reenterable, are not serially reusable, and
cannot be assigned a storage hierarchy.
6. Reusability - this means that the same copy of a load module can be
used by more than one task, either concurrently or one at a time.
a. re-enterable - can be executed by more than one task at a time -
this module can't be modified by itself or any other coding during
execution.
b. serially reusable - can be executed by only one task at a time -
this type of module must initialize itself or restore any
instructions modified during previous execution.
7. Refreshable - can be replaced by a new copy during execution by a
recovery rearrangement routine without changing either the sequence
or results of processing.
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8. Scatter Format - does not need to be loaded in a contiguous block of
storage - the programmer specifies the dynamic loading of control
sections into noncontiguous or scattered areas within his assigned
main storage. The control program can determine a scatter format
but for best results the programmer should specify his own control
sections which are to be scatter loaded.
9. Test - a module is to be tested and has the symbol tables needed by the
test translator (TESTRAN) or the TSO TEST command processor.
10. Exclusive Call - the link editor marks the output module as executable
when valid exclusive references have been made between segments
(However, a warning message is also issued) - the OVERLAY option
must also be specified.
11. LET - when specified, the linkage editor marks a module as executable
even though it has found a severity 2 error condition - (example:
unresolved external references, valid or invalid exclusive calls
requested by an overlay program, an error on a link-edit control
statement, a library module can't be found, or there is no more space
in the directory of the output module library).
12. No Automatic Library Call - the linkage editor does not call library
members to resolve external references, and the output module is
still marked as executable (provided no other errors exist)
13. SIZE - Specifies the amount of storage to be used by the level F
linkage editor - this option also can be used to specify how much
storage is to be used as the load module/text buffer(used to house
input/output data).
14. DCBS - lets the user specify the block size for the SYSLMOD data set
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in the DCB of a DD statement. SYSLMOD is a DD statement which
describes an output module library. It is a partitioned data set
on a DASD and has a member name.
15. LIST - lists the control statements processed by the linkage editor
on the diagnostic output data set.
16. Module Map - produces a module map on the diagnostic output data set.
17. Cross-reference table - produces a cross-reference table on the diagnostic
output data set.
18. Alternate Output or SYSTERM Option - produces the linkage editor error/
warning messages on the SYSTERM data set.
Loader Options
1. MAP - same as 16 above.
2. RES - an automatic-search of the link pack area queue is to be made.
3. CALL - an automatic search of the SYSLIB data set will be made.
4. LET - same as 11 above.
5. SIZE - same as 13 above.
6. EP = name - specifies the external name assigned to the entry point
of the loaded program.
7. NAME = name - specifies the name to be used to identify the loaded
program to the system.
8. PRINT - write informational and diagnostic messages on the SYSLOUT data set.
B. Results and Remarks
All of the above mentioned options-would provide useful information
to the user. Thus, the author feels that they should all be included in
an automatic documentation system.
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we can see that even though the three general
operating systems (IBM, CDC, Univac) reviewed in this report offered
a myriad of options, only a few of them are common. However, this does
not seem to be a hindrance because the individual compilers, assemblers
and linkage-editors/loaders build tables and produce outputs which
provide much valuable information for automatic documentation.
At the present time, the operating systems have not been studied
to a sufficient depth to determine if any additional information for
documentation can be derived from other operating system components.
It is hoped that further investigation will also reveal if modification
to the operating systems will be necessary to obtain this data.
APPENDIX D
AUDIO DOCUMENTATION EXPERIMENT









A technique for documenting programs by means of an audio
recording is proposed.
An experiment designed to test the effectiveness of the
technique was conducted. The results of this experiment indicate
that in some circumstances programmers can use audio documentation
as effectively as more conventional forms of documentation.




Even though the importance and value of proper documentation
have been extensively discussed, most computer programs are not adequately
documented. Since the value of documentation is virtually unquestioned
and its utilization is so inconsistent, then perhaps an alternative to
the conventional documentation package needs to be developed. The
purpose of this paper is to present an alternative and to evaluate its
effectiveness.
The technique proposed makes use of audio tapes for storing the
majority of the documentation for a specific program. An experiment
was designed to test the utility of this for program maintenance
as compared to more conventional forms of documentation.
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A STANDARD FOR AUDIO DOCUMENTATION
The audio documentation package developed for this experiment
contains the following four items:
(1) Cover Sheet
(2) Audio Tape
(3) File Information Sheet (if required)
(4) Program Listing.
The cover sheet (fig. l, p. 3) is a table of contents to the audio
tape. The first section provides general information usch as program
name, programmer, source language, date, tape speed and type of
tape. The second section provides the table of contents for the tape.
One of the major disadvantages of the audio technique is the difficulty
in finding the desired information. The table of contents is designed
to alleviate this problem. For the major components of the program,
the table of contents provides: line number of the program listing,
paragraph or routine name, and a footage meter reading indicating where
on the tape the detailed comments for the particular section may be
found. If the programmer desires to listen to a particular portion of
the tape, he can then use either the fast forward or fast rewind to
position the tape to the desired location.
As can be seen from the table of contents, the tape is composed
of two main sections or parts. The first should always contain the
following sections: (1) Identification, (2) Overview and I/O, (3) General
Flow, and (4) Symbols and Variables. The second major section contains
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the detailed descriptions of small segments of the program.
The Identification section always begins by stating the program
name. This requirement is imposed for two reasons; (1) To insure the
tape has not been mislabeled, and (2) To allow meter synchronization.
The Overview and I/O section includes such items as source
language, system or application, entry and exit points, external refer-
ences, tables, description of input and output, special register
usage, etc.
The General Flow section could be considered a verbal flowchart
depicting the gross logic of the program. This section describes the
major segments of the program and provides the general purpose or
function of each major program paragraph or subroutine and indicates
the order in which segments are performed or called.
The Symbols and Variables section is self explanatory. Sequentially
following the program listing each symbol or variable is named, its
line number given and its purpose or usage described.
The most important advantage of audio documentation is provided
by the remainder of the tape wherein a detailed description is provided
for each paragraph or subsection of the program. The advantage is that
much more detail can be presented on the tape than would normally be





0 1 2 3 4 5
PhoneProgrammer
_ - - - -_ _ _
Address
Tape Speed Total Length Tape Format
1-7/8 3-3/4 7-1/2 MIN 3" REEL
Table of Contents
1. Program Identification
2. Program Overview and Input/Output
3. Segmentation and General Flow
4. Glossary





















As previously stated, the purpose of this experiment was to test
the utility of this form of documentation program maintenance compared
to those of the more conventional forms of documentation. One of the
first decisions that had to be made was to determine which programming
language should be used for the experiment. Since the purpose of the
experiment was to evaluate two different types of program documentation,
most of the higher level languages were elminated because, to a certain
extent, they are all self-documenting. Assembly language was therefore
chosen.
The next decision was to limit the programs to between 250 to 350
lines of code. This was made for several reasons, the most important
being that a more difficult program would have placed an unreasonable
burden on the volunteer test subjects.
Another decision was to determine how well the two programs
should be "commented." Any well-developed set of standards for a
program documentation package would require that the program listing
be well commented, especially if it were written in assembly language.
However, a decision was made to include no comments within the source
code. This decision was made for two major reasons. The first was
that the experiment was being designed to evaluate program maintenance
time of audio documentation against the more conventional forms of
documentation (mainly flowcharts), and any comments contained in the
source listing itself could bias the results. The second reason was
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more of a qualitative one. If the two programs were to be partially
"commented," then the questions arose as to which parts should be
"commented" and the level of detail.
A summary of how the experiment was conducted is presented below.
(1) Two programs were selected. The programs were S/360
assembler programs about 300 statements in length.
(2) For each program an audio documentation package was
prepared and a more conventional documentation package
consisting of a textual description, flow charts, etc.,
was also prepared.
(3) 12 Programmers were selected and randomly divided into tv
groups, 1 and 2.
(4) Programming group 1 was given the audio documentation
package for program A, and the conventional documentationI
wo
n
package for program B, Group 2 was given the conventional
package for program A, and the audio documentation package
for program B.
(5) Each programmer was asked to work independently and, using
only the documentation provided, make a specified change to
each program. The programming time required to make the
change using audio documentation and the time required to
make the change using conventional documentation were then
determined.
(6) An Aspin-Welch t-test analysis was then performed to
determine if there were significant differences between the
D-8
times.
The experiment's original scope was quite narrow in that it was
limited to comparing only the average time required to make changes
to a program using audio documentation and the average time required
to make the same changes using standard documentation.
No attempt was made to compare the total amount of time required
to prepare the respective types of documentation, although the audio
documentation is easier to prepare and takes much less time to produce.
No attempt was made to perform any type of qualitative evaluation of
whether the documentation did meet the established guidelines.
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ANALYSIS
When the programmers had completed their changes and the totals
calculated as shown on the following page, it was readily apparent
that the results were either contradictory or inconclusive. For
program "A", the average time of the programmers who had used
conventional documentation was less, but for program "B", the
average time of the programmers who had used audio documentation
was the shorter. When the two programs were compared, "B" had the
lower average time, and when totals were run by tapes of documentation,
the audio packages had the lower average time.
Thus, it was decided to make four tests. The first two tested
the average time of audio documentation versus conventional documentation
for the two programs separately. For these, a two-tail test at the
0.05 level of significance, was conducted. The third test compared
the two programs themselves, i.e. the average time required to change
program "A" vs. the average time to change program "B". This was again
a two-tail test; however, it was at the 0.1 level of significance.
A larger than usual risk of making a Type I error could be accepted
for this test in order to reduce the risk of making a Type II error.
This risk needed to be reduced because test four should not have
been conducted unless the hypothesis of test three was accepted.
Test four compared the overall average time to make the changes to
both programs using audio documentation vs. the overall average time
D-lO


















































Total "Audio" Time: 295 + 197 = 492
Total "Conventional" Time: 236 + 288 = 524
Table 1. Times (in minutes) required to make changes to two programs
12 programmers using different types of documentation
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using conventional documentation. Obviously, the validity of this
test could be subjected to severe criticism if test three indicated
a significant amount of difference between the two programs. The
fourth test was two-tail test at the 0.05 level of significance. None
of the tests turned out to be statistically significant.
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OBSERVATIONS & CONCLUSIONS
There are probably several reasons why none of the tests were
statistically significant. Some of these are as follows:
1) The programs were too short.
2) The required changes were too minor.
3) An insufficient number-of samples was taken.
4) Variances among individual programmers' abilities are so
large that only very large differences between sample
means will be statistically significant.
5) There are too many variables to isolate whether or not the
differences can actually be attributed to the type of documen-
tation used.
6) There actually is no real significance between the sample
populations.
The author believed that (1) and (2) above may have played very
important roles in this experiment. These limitations were accepted
so as not to impose a hardship upon the volunteers who were making the
changes. However, these limitations may have precluded the observations
of any significant differences in the experiment.
Number (3) above does not appear to be near as critical as (4).
The standard deviation among the programmers was so large, that had the
difference between the means remained constant, the sample size could
have been increased to 120 and still not have been statistically signi-
ficant.
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The large number of variables, number (5) above, is a problem
that is extremely difficult to resolve in an experiment of this nature.
The ideal situation would be to have only one program that is being
changed, by two groups of programmers. One group using audio
documentation, the other using conventional. However, this presents
the problem of the difference in abilities of the two groups of program-
mers. Thus, the question could arise as to whether or not the dif-
ference should be attributed to the type of documentation used or to
programmer abilities. To resolve this question, one can use two
programs, and thus both groups get to use both types of documentation.
This immediately leads to the comparison of the difficulty of the
two programs. All of which brings back the original premise that
there may possibly be too many variables involved to obtain a test
that is statistically significant. The authors do not believe
this is the case, but it is being presented as an alternative
possibility.
The last possibility (#6 above) is that there is no significant
difference between program maintenance using audio documentation
and program maintenance using conventional documentation. Looking
back at the data, and after evaluating the four tests, this has to
be considered a very strong possiblity.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Although the results of this experiment failed to prove that
one type of documentation is better than the other for program
maintenance purposes, the authors are convinced that additional research
should be conducted into the use of audio techniques. The experiment
demonstrated that much more detail can be easily provided by audio
documentation than by conventional documentation; however, the experi-
ment as conducted was somewhat limited and may have partially nullified
this advantage.
To test fully the effectiveness of the two techniques, longer
programs should be used and more complicated changes attempted. The
changes should affect more than one section of the programs being
tested, and thus, a better evaluation of the differences of the techniques
should be provided.
Indications are that audio documentation is easier and faster
to prepare; however, a detailed cost analysis study (which was beyond
the scope of this project) would be required to prove or disprove this
point.
Several of the programmers admitted that they had no real idea
as to what to expect from the audio documentation, and that they
could probably utilize it better if they were to use it again. In
future experiments, programmers should be provided better training in
the use of audio documentation prior to the actual experiment itself.
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SUMMARY
The experiment conducted in this paper demonstrated that for
assembly language programs of approximately 300 lines of code, program
maintenance time is approximately the same when using either audio
documentation techniques or conventional documentation techniques,
thus, audio techniques should be considered as an alternative to the
conventional forms of program documentation. Further research should
be conducted to determine the effectiveness of the technique for
longer programs requiring more complicated changes.
The most important advantage of audio documentation is the volume
and degree of detail it can provide aboutithe program. There is
absolutely no realistic way that conventional documentation can compete
in this area. This should prove to be especially advantageous when the
maintenance programmer has not written the original code.
A second advantage of audio documentation may be that it is easier
to prepare. Drawing a neat, detailed flowchart using a template is
a time consuming job. Drafting and processing the textual material
to support a conventional documentation package is even more time
consuming.
The detail provided by audio documentation becomes even more
important whenever a program listing is poorly commented. Programmers
are often hesitant -to fully comment a program before it is completely
debugged because of the numerous changes that often have to be made.
If comments have already been included, then a double change is usually
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necessitated. They usually have good intentions of fully commenting
the program after it is completely debugged, but for one reason or
another, they seldom do. The use of audio documentation greatly
alleviates this problem in that the comments are merely placed on the
tape.
Perhaps a fourth advantage of the audio documentation technique
is that it virtually forces an organized approach to program maintenance,
whereas a programmer using conventional documentation may or may not
have an organized plan of attack.
Two of the disadvantages of audio documentation are inherent to
any sequentially accessed file: (1) It is more difficult to change,
and (2) Advance/rewind time to the desired position on the tape may be
significant.
Thus, audio documentation is presented as an alternative to the
conventional documentation process. Whether or not it should be
implemented at any particular data processing center depends upon many
factors. These include the characteristics of the projects being




AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION










This paper is a summary of current methods available for the
editing of text on a computer. A brief discussion of the advantages
of using computer-aided text editing for documentation of computer
software systems is followed by short reports on present systems,
and a conclusion. The principal topic of each report is a
contrast of features characteristic of each system.
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"With the advent of inexpensive terminals that communicate
directly with a general-purpose computer, there has been a noticeable
movement in the computing industry towards utilizing the resources of
the computer in many new, non-numerical applications. For example,
on-line creation and modification of programs and their documentation
have become widely accepted as productive and cost-effective uses of
the computer. In fact, it has been realized that the facilities pro-
vided by a time-sharing system's central editing program and its
command language are among the most important determinants of the
system's convenience, power, and consequent utility. Along the same
lines, special-purpose computer-assisted text editing packages have
become accepted in industry and government for the preparation or
printing of technical manuals, proposals, and other documents in which
many updates are necessary and revision time is at a premium.''
It, therefore, seems evident that some form of text editing package
would be extremely beneficial in the preparation of documentation for
computer programs. The ability to produce informative manuals (user
guides, operators manuals, maintenance procedures, etc.), descriptions
of the methods employed, formal proposals, at minimal cost and effort,
with an increase in efficiency, is no longer a nicety, but has now
become a necessity.
1 Van Dam, Andries and David E. Rice, "On-Line Text Editing: A Survey".
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 3, pp. 93-114.
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Discussion
Typically or traditionally, the method of composing some form of
text has been merely a typing/proofreading/retyping task - and it is
still the same today - but in a slightly modified and extremely more
efficient form. Today the editing responsibilities of providing a
clean-looking, errorless manuscript have been placed on the computer.
This computer text editor still requires much of the same information
as the old-fashioned human editor; the text itself, the form or format
that it is to be in, plus the knowledge of what is correct and what
is not. So in short, the computer text editor is a software package
which takes text as input, stores it, modifies it according to the
authors' wishes (accomplished by edit codes), and outputs it whenever
and however the author specifies.
The sum product of this is the elimination of the communication
between author and publisher. The author (programmer or system designer)
is now capable of producing and publishing his own works with a tremendous
reduction of time and effort. This would enable the author of a
computer program to fully document or explain his program with
much less effort and frustration than before. Furthermore, if his
program were altered in any way, additions or deletions of documentation
would only be required in the appropriate places, the additions proof-
read, and the entire document reprinted on high-speed line printers or
the like. This capability of using high-speed line printers also
provides an efficient means of producing many hard-copies of the authors'
work for distribution.
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Structure of a Text Editor
The typical structure of a text editor is briefly outlined in
Figure 1. Several different forms can be used to input the text
(keypunched, typewritten code, etc.). This input is generally decoded
and fed into the computer text editor. If work is needed on the text,
it can now be accomplished or it can be accomplished at a previous or
prior time, depending on the type of text editor. Then the desired








































































IBM 2741 COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL
TELETYPEWRITTEN
IBM 2741 COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL
The APL/TEXT EDITOR is used primarily for form letters or short
reports. A limiting factor in the size of the data base is determined
by the amount of space allocated to the APL workspace.
All input and output is through the IBM 2741 Communications Terminal.
This means that the input rate is determined by the speed of the typist;
while the output is at the rate of 140 words per minute.
The system is capable of producing well formatted text (one column
only) that can be right justified if specified. Typical usage has shown
that less than five pages of text is the maximum amount easily handled.
The ability to change typing elements provides for flexibility in fonts
and styles of type. This would be valuable for short scientific papers.
Text can also be added at any point of the text, thus enabling its usage
for form letters.
The edit commands and rules for this system are relatively simple
and easy to learn. Experience has shown that only an hour or two is
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required to learn how to use the system efficiently. (See chart for
list of capabilities.)
COMMENTS:
The best use of this system would be to provide small reports on
the status of computer programs or brief overall characteristics (general
documentation) for a global view.

















IBM 2741 Communications Terminal
TELETYPEWRITTEN
IBM 2741 Communication Terminal
The MT/ST provides neat-looking (but unjustified) form letters and
manuscripts. It is primarily used for documents of high-use and low-
change rate.
The only editing allowed in MT/ST is to substitute equal length
character strings; to effect a substitution of a larger for a smaller
string, the entire manuscript with the correction must be copied onto
a second tape. The correct place for an edit is located by printing out
the contents of the tape until the area of the edit is approached; the
operator must then manually stop the processor and retype the line.
Printing is done on the typewriter at the rate of 150 words per
minute, and various fonts and type sizes may be used by changing the
type ball.
COMMENTS:
The cost and storage of tapes plus the intricacies of revision
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(but done by the original typist) are two points which must be considered.
For technical documents which are single column format, use of the
MT/ST makes correcting easy; once the document is completed, the tapes
can be erased and reused. The MT/ST would be valuable if it is used





















The ASTROCOMP system is similar to MT/ST in its intended use (small
amounts of text, form letters, etc.). This system does have an added
advantage of having up to four typewriters connected to a single control
unit (DEC PDP-8).
The basic editing command is SUBSTITUTE. As in the APL and MT/ST
systems, the "old" (text to be replaced) is typed in to locate it (thus
uniquely identifying the text) and the "new" text is then added - replacing
the old text.
This system is slightly more powerful than either APL or MT/ST and
is a bit more reasonable than MT/ST in its editing features.
It is capable of producing output in photo-composition form, which





















DATATEXT is a terminal-oriented, on-line system for data entry,
change, and retrieval. It is comprised of an IBM 2741 Communications
Terminal in the user's office, phone linking connections, and an IBM 360.
The system is comparable to the TEXT 360 system as far as most
formatting capabilities are concerned, but the DATAIEXT system is limited
to the typewriter terminal for output. (This means 140 words/minute vs.
line-printer speed for TEXT 360.)
However, there is an advantage to having typewriter terminals for
output; that being the ability to have the document (or sections of)
printed out whenever there is a terminal. This saves-time because





















The Text Editor (EDIT) subsystem executer data file manipulations
specified by the time-sharing terminal user. These manipulations are
performed on a new file or a data file which has been saved in the
KRONOS permanent file system.
EDIT allows the user to edit a data file. The data file being
edited is known as the search file. During editing, the search-pointer
identifies the line of the search file that is currently accessible. The
search-pointer can be moved forward and backward during editing to
specify a new line. The search-pointer is always positioned at the.






















The ED processor proceeds sequentially through the text. It is
therefore more efficient to perform editing operation in a more or
less sequential manner starting at the beginning of the text.
There are certain processes within the editor which if indiscriminately,
interrupted can cause the processor to fail. To protect against this,
the processor is designed to break at certain points when it is safe to
do so.
Comments:
Not much information on this text editor was available at the present
time. However, it appears to be below average as far as flexibility and



















TYPEWRITER KEYBOARD, CARD READER, MAGNETIC TAPE
TYPED, PUNCHED
IBM 2741, CARD PUNCH, LINE-PRINTER
This system consists of control and functional programs that permit
many different text-processing and data-handling activities to be carried
on simultaneously through different typewriter terminals attached to an
IBM System/360. Written to operate under OS/360, the Administrative
Terminal System runs in a multi-programming environment. It will run
concurrently with and independently of other tasks in other partitions/
regions.
COMMENTS:
The ATS system is one of the most versatile text processing system that
is available. It is powerful and flexible. The output can be in any
conventional form and written out at any time.
This system provides the best approach to solving documentation procedures

























The TEXT/360 system is strictly an off-line text editor. All text
is initially read into the computer via keypunched cards. Edit codes
are embedded in this text prior to the input.
Once the cards have been read in, the text is stored on magnetic
tape. Any updating or editing after this is also done by cards, using
slightly different codes.
This is rather cumbersome and time-consuming for the initial setup,
but the power of this system comes from the unlimited amount of text that
can be read in, the relative ease of updating, and the elaborate printed
output formats for the text.
The only feature not readily available on this system is the ability
to change fonts and type style due to the problems involved in changing
print chains.
'COMMENTS:
This is a well-established and widely used system. Its principle
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value comes from the wide range of features available. Also, the only expense
to a computer installation would be the running of the software package
itself. It requires no special equipment and on-line connection expense.
It is also very easy to learn and use.












HYPERTEXT EDITING SYSTEM (HES)
FREE FROM IBM
ON-LINE
IBM S/360 WITH IBM 2250 CRT
IBM 360 ASSEMBLY
KEYED INPUT
IBM 2250 (CRT), LIGHT PEN
CRT DISPLAY, TYPEWRITTEN
IBM 2741 Communications Terminal, Line Printer
The Hypertext Editing System is a flexible, CRT-based system
allowing full editing and formatting capabilities. It is oriented
towards "typeset" output (using a computer line printer) as well as
flexible input and on-line editing. A lightpen and a set of "function
keys", under program control, are used to indicate to the system the
nature of the edit to be performed. The portion (s) to text to which
the function applies are then indicated by pointing at the text with
the lightpen. No command codes for the functions need be remembered,
and no extra typing is required to indicate a context string.
Editing commands are INSERT, DELETE, SUBSTITUTE, REARRANGE,
and copy.
Many formatting options are available so that text may be formatted
both for on-line display and hard-copy printouts. Usually the TEXT/360
program is used for final hard-copy printing.
HES has a unique, however, complicated data structure. A practical
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example of a HYPERTEXT system might be an on-line encyclopedia or a
set of programming and systems reference manuals, with each cross-
reference lightpen sensitive.
COMMENTS:
Even though many nice features are available through this system -
easy editing by lightpen and random accessing to any point within the
text, providing efficient time-saving updates, it is more costly due
to the expensive CRT with lightpen facilities and large amounts of

















IBM 2741 COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL
IBM 2260 CRT
TYPEWRITTEN, PHOTO-COMPOSITION
IBM 2741 COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL
LINE PRINTER
PHOTO-COMPOSER
FRESS is a.sophisticated .and cost effective text manipulation system,
commercially available, and capable of supporting a spectrum of terminals
in such a way that all functions.are available even on the lowest power
terminal s.
FRESS is the production version of the predecessor prototype-HES.
Beyond normal editing and formatting commands of most text editors,
FRESS includes completely arbitrary size string edits, pattern scanning,
keyword retrieval, photo-composition output, interfile linking and editing,
and protection of files and blocks of text by passwords.
COMMENTS:
Eventhough the price is somewhat steep, the capabilities and usage of
this system far exceed any other system reviewed to date.
The commands are simple, but extremely powerful, and easily learned.
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FRESS was designed more in the light of being dynamic than other
systems, therefore indicating that the system can be "tailor-made" for
the customer.
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NAME OF SYSTEM REDIT/RUNOFF
PRICE NOT AVAILABLE
ON-LINE/OFF-LINE ON-LINE
MACHINE USED ON TSS/360
LANGUAGE WRITTEN IN NOT AVAILABLE
INPUT FORM(S) TELETYPEWRITTEN
INPUT DEVICE(S) TELETYPEWRITTEN
OUTPUT FORM(S) TELETYPEWRITTEN, PRINTED
OUTPUT DEVICE(S) TELETYPEWRITTEN, LINE-PRINTER
DISCUSSION:
A terminal is connected to TSS/360 by telephone lines of text are
typed on the terminal, transmitted to TSS/360 and permanently stored.
The text is entered without concern for staying within certain margins
or running of the bottom of the page. Special format control words are
included in the document text which informs the document printer as
to margins, size of paper, spacing, paragraphs, etc.
Delete character and line symbols allow typing errors to be corrected
as they are made. Typing errors which have been stored are easily corrected
with the text editor. In addition a document can be revised by adding,
deliting or re-arranging sections of text.
The document can be printed at the terminal at various stages of
revision.
COMMENTS:
As far as time-sharing editing systems are concerned, this is one of
the better thus far reviewed. It provides powerful commands and is
relatively easy to learn.
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NAME OF SYSTEM TEXT
PRICE Not Available
ON-LINE/OFF-LINE ON-LINE
MACHINE USED ON Sigma 6/7/9




OUTPUT DEVICE(S) Teletypwritter, Printer
DISCUSSION:
TEXT is Xerox's text editing system. It is an on-line system that
is quite similar to ATS and other line text editors.
The only problem that is immediately evident is the fact that it is
designed to operate on the Sigma computers, which may hinder using TEXT
as a documentation aid for producing automatic program documentation
for an programs on any machine.
Comments:
Disregarding other factors and considering only text editing
capabilities, TEXT is a very powerful and capable text editing system. The
commands are sinple and it is easy to learn how to use. Definitely it
should be high on the list of available text editing systems.
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NAME OF SYSTEM NLS; TNLS (TYPEWRITER NLS); DNLS (DISPLAY NLS)
PRICE NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE OUTSIDE THE ARPA NETWORK
ON-LINE/OFF-LINE ON-LINE
MACHINE USED-ON DEC PDP 10
LANGUAGE WRITTEN IN UNAVAILABLE
INPUT FORM(S) TELETYPE, CRT
INPUT DEVICE(S) ANY TERMINAL ACCEPTABLE TO ARPA NETWORK
OUTPUT FORM(S) TELETYPE, CRT, PRINTER
OUTPUT DEVICE(S) ANY DEVICE ACCEPTABLE TO ARPA NETWORK
DISCUSSION:
The NLS text manipulation and editing system were developed by
the Augmentation Research Center of Stanford Research Institute. NLS
is used as part of ARPA Network Information Center (NIC). NIC performs
information retrieval functions.
When working with NLS through a terminal one is at all times con-
structing, studying, or modifying a file. NLS files have a hierarchical,
tree, or outline structure.
NLS has commands which manipulate data on a file level and on the
text level. On the file level data is loaded, updated, verified, output
and locked or unlocked all through terminal commands. On the text level
it is possible to access data in the hierarchy directly by giving a tree
address, or relatively according to the current portion being viewed.
Commands allow the user to proceed to the next item at the same level,
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forward or back, to go up levels or down levels. Text is stored and
viewed in upper and lower case founts.
Data is easily updated, move , copied or deleted. It can be
viewed on any level with easy transition between levels. Output to
any device can be controlled from the terminal.
The NLS system can be used with any terminal accepted by the ARPA
Network or with the Special terminal developed by the Augumentation
Research Center which uses a 5-key keyboard and a "mouse" to control
the cursor in addition to the normal terminal keyboard.
COMMENTS:
This is perhaps the most powerful and versatile text editor reviewed.




Computer aided editing of text has become an established
cost-effective use of computers. There exists as wide a range of
text editors as there are varieties of text. For small amounts of text,
such as memoranda, form letters, brief descriptions, or update reports,
systems like the MT/ST, APL text editor, or ASTROCOMP are effective
and money-saving. However, for large amounts of text that require
more storage, more intricate formats, etc., to produce program des-
criptions, user manuals, etc., systems like the ATS, TEXT/360,NLS,
FRESS would produce the best results.
Any of the systems mentioned previously can be extremely valuable
to anyone who uses them, provided that their requirements are in
accordance to the system's capabilities and limitations. It is sometimes
advisable to employ a combination of these systems to accomplish any
desired task.
The principle advantage is not a direct result of these capabilities.
It is the indirect effect it has on the documentor. For example, the
typical computer programmer enjoys the programming itself, but lacks
the desire to sit down and tediously write good documentation for it.
The inability to use the computer to help with this task frustrates
and annoys him. But with a computer text editor, he is able to type in
any information or explanation he likes, changes it at a later date if
it is not what he wants, and provides himself and his co-workers with
a good, well-formatted and well-documented explanation of what he
has done, all with minimal effort.
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It can therefore be concluded, that a computer aided text editing
system can cut the cost of printed material, stimulate the desire to
document, and provide a means to keep the documentation up-to-date.
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Foreword to Table I
The following table lists the most of capabilities of text editors.
Each text editor feature is briefly described.
In most cases these capabilities are given mnemonic codes which
are instructions to the text editor. They are most commonly embedded
within the input text itself.
These commands represent the power of the system to update text
and to produce formatted text documents.
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TABLE I
Capabilities of the Systems
1) TEXT COLUMNS - the ability to have text printed in one or two columns.
2) PAGE/TEXT WIDTH - the ability to specify the number of characters
per line; either one or two columns.
3) PAGE/TEXT DEPTH - the ability to specify the number of lines on a
page (normal range: approximately 25 to 75 lines).
4) NEW PAGE/NEW COLUMN - for shipping to a new page/column or several
pages/columns.
5) RUNNING HEADS AND FEET - allows for running heads (title, subtitle,
date, etc.) and running feet, to be printed on each page, only
even-numbered, or only odd numbered.
6) RIGHT-HAND PAGES - allows for text to be-only printed on one side
(right-handed).
7) "AS-IS" TEXT- allows for text to be printed in any format that is
inputed (blanks are not squeezed out, or added to aid in right
justification).
8) CENTERED TEXT - provides for specified text to be centered, equally
between right and left hand margins.
9) LINE-SPACING - specifies single or double-spaced printing.
10) BLANK LINES - provides for skipping lines.
11) PARAGRAPHS - specifies that a line should be skipped and indented
a specified or default number of spaces.
12) INDENTIONS - allows for a specified indention for any line of text.
13) HANGING INDENTIONS - allows for the text to be indented for as many
lines as specified.
14) COLUMN JUSTIFICATION - causes all the text columns on a page to be
equal in length by spacing the columns out to the page depth.
15) LINE JUSTIFICATION - causes all text lines to be spaced out to the
line length by the insertion of blank characters between words.
16) TABULAR TEXT - specifies tab settings and indicates the text to be
printed at the settings.
17) HYPHENATION - allows the program to hyphenate the last word on a line
if needed for justification purposes.
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18) FOOTNOTES - allows specified text that is to be printed as a footnote.
19) HEADINGS - provides for line(s) of text that are set apart from the text
body and provides a description of the section that follows it.
20) KEEPS - specifies a portion of text, such as a table, heading, or the
like, so that it is not split between two columns or pages.
21) TABLES - allows the preparation of tables and charts within the text.
22) HORIZONTAL LINES - provides the ability to print horizontal lines.
23) VERTICAL LINES - provides the ability to print vertical lines.
24) CAPITALIZATION - allows capital letters.
25) UNDERSCORING - allows the underscoring of any text.
26) USER-DEFINED CODES - permits the user to define his own code which can be
comprise of combinations of regular edit codes.(This capability
is generally used for repetitive edit functions)
27) SUPPLEMENTAL LISTINGS - provides specified text to be printed at
specific times. (generally used to create Table of Contents,
list of figures, etc.)
28) MULTIPLE PRINTING OF TEXT - allows specified pages or documents to
be printed more than once at any given time.
29) REVISION BARS - allows updated text to be indicated by a vertical bar in the
margin, signifying that portion of text has been revised.
30) RENUMBERING - permits the automatic renumbering of pages in a document
or report after updating (addition or deletion of text).
31) REPAGING - permits the automatic repaging of text.
32) VARIABLE STYLES - allows for the use of special characters within a
text. Normally this is limited to the type of print chain
available or the kinds of typing elements available.
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Foreword to Table II
This table lists what are commonly referred to as the edit
commands. These commands differ from the format commands in the
fact that they are used to manipulate portions of text to make
changes, deletions or insertions within a document instead of
formatting the text itself.
These commands generally vary the most in format from one





1) ADDITION/DELETION OF CHARACTERS
2) ADDITION/DELETION OF LINES
3) ADDITION/DELETION OF PARAGRAPHS






NAME OF SYSTEM APL IOST ASTROCOMP
ON-LINE/OFF-LINE On-Line Off-Line Off-Line
INPUT FORM(S) Typed Typed, Tape Typed, Tape
Typed 
OUTPUT FORM(S) Typed Typed Photo-composition
EDITING FEATURES _
ADD/DELETE CHARACTERS Yes YesNo
ADD/DELETE WORDS Yes Yes No
ADD/DELETE LINEWORDS Yes Yes YeNo
ADD/DELETE LINEPARAGRAPHS Yes Yes Yes
ADD/DELETE PARAGRAPHS Yes Yes Yes
ADD/DELETE PAGES Yes Yes Yes
TRANSFER WORDS Yes No No
TRANSFER PARAGRAPHS No No Yes
TRANSFER PAGES No No Yes
FORMAT FEATURES
TEXT COLUMNS No NoYes
PAGE/TEXT WIDTH -Yes Yes Yes
PAGE/TEXT DEPTH Yes Yes Yes
NEW PAGE/NEW COLUMN Yes/No Yes/No Yes/No
RUNNING HEADS AND FEET No No No
RIGHT-HAND PAGES No No No.
"AS-IS TEXT" No Yes No
CENTERED TEXT Yes Yes Yes
LINE-SPACING Yes Yes Yes
BLANK LINES Yes Yes Yes
PARAGRAPHS Yes Yes Yes
INDENTIONS Yes Yes Yes
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NAME OF SYSTEM APT MTST ASTROCGHP
m. II i. 
FORMAT FEATURES (cont.) 
HANGING INDENTIONS Yes Yes Yes
COLUMN JUSTIFICATION No No No
LINE JUSTIFICATION Yes No Yes
TABULAR TEXT No No Yes
HYPHENATION No No Yes
FOOTNOTES Yes Yes Yes
HEADINGS Yes Xes NO
KEEPS No No Yes
TABLES No No Yes 
HORIZONTAL LINES No No Yes
VERTICAL LINES No No Yes
CAPITALIZATION Yes- Yes Yes
UNDERSCORING Yes Yes Yes
USER-DEFINED CODES No No No
SUPPLEMENTAL LISTINGS No No No
MULTIPLE PRINTINGS Yes Yes Yes
REVISION BARS No No No
RENUMBERING Yes Yes Yes
REPAGING No No No
VARIABLE STYLES Yes Yes Yes
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NAME OF SYSTEM DATA TEXT EDIT ED PROCESSOR
ON-LINE/OFF-LINE On-Line On-Line On-Line 
INPUT FORM(S) TTY TT 'CRT
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .C,
OUTPUT FORM(S) TYPED,PRINTED TYPED CRT DI SPLAY,
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~PRINTED
i ~ ~ 
. ,,
EDITING FEATURES Yes Yes Yes
ADD/DELETE CHARACTERS Yes Yes Yes
ADD/DELETE WORDS Yes Yes Yes
ADD/DELETE LINES Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes_~~~~~~~~ ., 
ADD/DELETE PARAGRAPHS Yes Yes Yes
ADD/DELETE PAGES Yes Yes Yes
TRANSFER WORDS Yes Yes Yes




TEXT COLUMNS Yes No No
PAGE/TEXT WIDTH Yes Yes No
PAGE/TEXT DEPTH Yes Yes No
NEW PAGE/NEW COLUtM Yes Yes/No Yes/No
RUNNING HEADS AND FEET Yes No No
RIGHT-HAND PAGES Not Available No No
"AS-IS TEXT" Yes No No
CENTERED TEXT Yes Yes Yes
LINE-SPACING Yes Yes Yes
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _. 
.i
BLANK LINES Yes Yes Yes
, ~ ~ .. . .. ..
PARAGRAPHS Yes Yes Yes
INDENTIONS Yes Yes
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NAME OF SYSTEM DATATEXT EDIT ED PROCESSOR
FORMAT FEATURES (cont.)
HANGING INDENTIONS Yes Yes Yes
,COLUMN JUSTIFICATI N Yes No No
COLUMN JUSTIFICATION Yes No No
LINE JUSTIFICATION Yes No No
TABULAR TEXT Yes No No
HYPHENATION Not Available No No
FOOTNOTES Yes No No
HEADINGS Yes Yes Yes
KEEPS Not Available No No
TABLES Yes No No
HORIZONTAL LINES Not Available No No
VERTICAL LINES Not Available No No
CAPITALIZATION Yes Yes Yes
UNDERSCORING Yes Yes Yes
USER-DEFINED CODES Not Available 'Not Available. No
SUPPLEMENTAL LISTINGS Not Available Not Available No
MULTIPLE PRINTINGS Yes Yes Not Available
REVISION BARS Not Available No No
RENUMBERING Yes No No
REPAGING Yes No No
VARIABLE STYLES Yes Yes No
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.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i
NAME OF SYSTEM ATS TEXT/360 HES 
ON-LINE/OFF-LINE ON-LINE OFF-LINE ON-LINE ,
INPUT FORM(S) TTY CARDS KEYED INPUT
OUTPUT FORM(S) YPEDPRINTED, PRINTED CRT DISPLAY, TYPED
_AIDTI TAPPi
EDITING FEATURES Yes Yes Yes
ADD/DELETE CHARACTERS Yes Yes Yes
ADD/DELETE WORDS Yes Yes Yes
ADD/DELETE LINES Yes Yes Yes
ADD/DELETE PARAGRAPHS Yes Yes Yes
ADD/DELETE PAGES Yes Yes Yes
TRANSFER WORDS Yes Yes Yes
TRANSFER PARAGRAPHS Yes Yes Yes
.TRANSFER PAGES Yes Yes Yes
FORMAT FEATURES
TEXT COLUMNS Yes Yes No
PAGE/TEXT WIDTH Yes Yes Yes 
PAGE/TEXT DEPTH Yes Yes Yes
NEW PAGE/NEW COLUMN Yes Yes Yes/No
RUNNING HEADS AND FEET Yes Yes Not Available
RIGHT-HAND PAGES Yes Yes Not Available
"AS-IS TEXT" Yes Yes Not Available
Yes ~~~~Yes es
CENTERED TEXT Yes Yes Yes
LINESPACING Yes Yes Yes
BLANK LINES Yes Yes Yes
PARAGRAPHS Yes Yes Yes
INDENTIONS Yes Yes Yes
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NAME OF SYSTEM ATS TEXT/360 RES
FORMAT FEATURES (cont.) Yes Yes No
HANGING INDENTIONS - Yes Yes No
COLUMN JUSTIFICATION Yes Yes Yes
LINE JUSTIFICATION Yes Yes Not Available
TABULAR TEXT Yes Yes Yes
HYPHENATION Yes Yes No
FOOTNOTES Yes Yes Yes
HEADINGS Yes Yes Yes
KEEPS Not Available Yes Not Available
TABLES Yes -Yes Not Available
HORIZONTAL LINES Not Available Yes Not Available
VERTICAL LINES Not Available Yes Not Available
CAPITALIZATION Yes Yes Yes
UNDERSCORING Yes Yes Yes
USER-DEFINED CODES Not Available Yes Not Available
SUPPLEMENTAL LISTINGS Not Available Yes Not Available
MULTIPLE PRINTINGS Yes Yes Yes
REVISION BARS Not Available Yes Not Available
RENUMBERING Yes Yes Yes
REPAGINUMBERNG Yes Yes Yes
REPAGING Yes Yes Yes
, ,,. ...
VARIABLE STYLES Yes Lit-raed to NoTvpc-Chains
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NAME OF SYSTEM FRESS REDIT/RUNOFF TEXT
ON-LINE/OFF-LINE ON-LINE ON-LINE ON-LINE
INPUT FORM(S) KEYED INPUT TTY TY
CRT DISPLAY PRINTED ?RINTED
OUTPUT FORM(S) PoTO-coO, SITION TELETYPW1RITTEN TF. F.TYPWRTITTFM
EDITING FEATURES ___ _.
ADD/DELETE CHARACTERS Yes Yes Yes
ADD/DELETE WORDS Yes Yes Yes
ADD/DELETE LINORDS Yes Yes Yes
ADD/DELETE LINEPARAGRAPHS Yes Yes Yes
ADD/DELETE PAAGRAPHS Yes Yes Yes
AD)D/DELETE PAGES Yes . Yes Yes
TRANSFER WORDS Yes Yes Yes
TRANSFER PARAGRAPHS Yes Yes Yes
TRANSFER PAGES Yes -Yes Yes
FORMAT FEATURES
TEXT COLUMNS Yes Yes No
PAGE/TEXT WIDTH Yes Yes Yes
PAGE/TEXT DEPTH Yes Yes Yes
NEW PAGE/NEW COLUtMN Yes Yes Yes/No
RUNNING HEADS AND FEET Yes Yes Yes
RIGHT-HAND PAGES Yes Yes Yes
"AS-IS TEXT" Yes Not Available Yes
CENTERED TEXT Yes Yes Yes
LINE-SPACING Yes Yes Yes
BLANK LINES Yes Yes Yes
PARAGRAPHS Yes Yes Yes
INDENTIONS Yes Yes Yes
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NAME OF SYSTEM FRSS REDIT/RUNOFF TEXT
FORMAT FEATURES (cont.) Yes Yes Yes
HANGING INDENTIONS Yes Yes No
COLUMN JUSTIFICATION Yes Yes Yes
LINE JUSTIFICATION Yes Yes Yes
TABULAR TEXT Yes Yes Yes
HYPHENATION Yes Yes Yes
FOOTNOTES Yes Yes Yes
. .. ....... _ _, _ _
HEADINGS Yes Yes Yes
KEEPS Yes Not Available Yes
TABLES Yes -Not Available Yes
HORIZONTAL LINES Yes Not Available Yes
V.ERTICAL LINES .Yes . Not Available Yes
CAPITALIZATION Yes Yes YesYes ~ ~ ~~Yes Yes
UNDERSCORING Yes Yes
USER-DEFINED CODES Yes Not Available No
Yes
SUPPLEMENTAL LISTINGS Yes YesY
MULTIPLE PRINTINGS Yes YesYes
No






REPAGING Yes Yes Yes
VARIABLE STYLES Yes Yes Yes
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NAME OF SYSTEM . ..NLS, TNLS, DNLS 
ON-LINE/OFF-LINE ON-LINE _._
INPUT FORMitS) TTY, CRT
.
,, 
















NEW PAGE/NEW COLUMN YES











NAME OF SYSTEM NLS, TNLS, DNLS
FORMAT FEATURES (cont.)
HANGING INDENTIONS YES ..




















VARIABLE STYLES YES .. 
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Texas Engineering Experiment Station
ABSTRACT
This report defines a program editor, differentiates between a
program editor and free-form text editor, and delineates the two
major categories of program editors: on-line and off-line. It shows
that the characteristics of on-line program editors may differ because
of the particular type of terminal involved.
The report lists the information sources tapped and responses
received. Next is a comparison of six on-line editors and a comparison
of eleven off-line editors, both in tabular form.
Finally, there is a list of criteria for an ideal program editor
and a nomination of the on-line editors and the off-line editors which,
in the author's opinion, come closest to satisfying the listed criteria.
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A program editor is basically a software package which allows one
to modify and document one or more source program modules without the
danger of hand-carrying (and possibly dropping or losing) sizable decks
of cards and without the attendant need for reading in and compiling
the entire source module(s) every time a change is incorporated. As such,
a program editor is a rather specialized version of a text editor (a
software package for the manipulation of free-form textual material).
A program editor differs from a text editor in the way its material
is stored ahd displayed. Storage in card image or printer line image
format is generally quite adequate for performing the "in place"
modification - substitution of one opcode, operand, address, label, etc.,
for another - of computer source programs. Free-form text editors,
because of their more powerful capabilities of arbitrary placement and
replacement of arbitrarily sized character strings, require a flexible
storage stucture, one capable of a noticeable amount of dynamic expansion
and contraction. For this the unit of storage must be at least a
"super-line" of several hundred characters, and may even be a paragraph
or a whole page.
For the output of a program editor, only an upper case character
set is needed; and the text is printed as it was stored, line by line.
A text editor is limited if it does not have at least upper and lower
case in its character set, because the fairly complex typesetting codes
it employs would lose a great deal of their impact in such an environment.
Program editors fall into one of two categories: on-line or off-line,
depending on their mode of operation. Off-line editors are automatically
self-documenting, providing a hard-copy listing of all changes made during
the current run and, optionally, a wide variety of reports covering such
areas as a program evolution history and a current file status summary.
On-line editors provide no such automated documentation, relying on the
individual programmer or another documentation system to perform this
function.
Off-line editors permit the creation of entire source modules only,
whereas on-line editors allow the user to create new routines as he thinks
them up, one statement at a time. Since off-line editors are governed
by control cards supplied by the user, an error-handling technique is
provided. In most cases, if an error is encountered on a control card,
all modifications of the source module to which the control card applies
are ignored. One noteworthy exception to this is "Simple", an off-line
program editor from Computer Services which terminates the program upon
finding any errors in its control cards. On-line editors can immediately
alert the user to any errors in control information. Upon correction, the
user may then proceed with the editing of the program.
Various on-line editors exhibit differences due to the type of
terminal they employ. Those communicating with the user via a teletype/
typewriter (TTY) terminal show marked similarities to off-line editors
in the method of specifying operations and in the manner in which the
text is presented. For this reason, any reference to on-line editors
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in the comparison of these methods and manners in the two following
paragraphs will apply only to those using cathode-ray tube (CRT) units
as terminals.
For an off-line editor, specifying what is to be done and where it
is to be done requires a command name or abbreviation together with a
location denoted by a line number and/or context string. An on-line
(CRT) editor typically requires "pointing" to the target text area via
a light-pen, a keyboard-controlled cursor, etc., then modifying the text
by (perhaps depressing a function key and) typing the new text right over
the old.
With an off-line editor, the user is forced to work from some printed
copy, making changes thereon and transcribing those changes, resulting in
duplication of effort. Because an on-line (CRT) editor simultaneously
displays many lines of text with virtually no time lag, the user can
think out and implement desired changes in one operation instead of two.
BACKGROUND
Over the past three months, the following sources have been searched
for infbmation on the subject of program editors: Auerbach Computer
Technology Software Reports, Journal of the Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM), ACM Computing Surveys,ACM Computing Review, Com-
munications of the ACM, U.S. Government Research and Development Reports,
Proceedings of the AFIPS Fall and Spring Joint Computer Conferences, the
Computer Journal ,, the IBM S/360 OS Utilities manual, the Univac 1100 Series
Operating System Programmer Reference, and the Control Data 6000 Series
Computer Systems KRONOS Text Editor Reference Manual.
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The Auerbach Reports carried information about a large number of
data manipulation packages, four of which were found to be worthwhile
as (off-line) program editors. Two of the four originating firms have
sent further literature in response to our request for same; one firm
remains untraceable. The ACM Computing Surveys carried information on
seven (on-line) program editors. Two operated on certain source languages
only (one on JOVIAL, the other on PL/I and Gedanken) and have therefore been
omitted*; requests for additional information on the rest remain as yet
unanswered.
In addition, letters have been sent to thirteen manufacturers of
source program maintenance packages listed in the 1971 edition of the
Datamation Industry Directory. Four positive replies have been received
as of this date; one other firm has gone out of business.
STATE OF THE ART
Summarized in the following tables are the characteristics of six
on-line and eleven off-line program editors. The on-line editors treated
are: Conversational Context-Directed Editor (CMS),developed at the IBM
Cambridge Scientific Center; WYLBUR, developed at the Stanford Computation
Center; Quick Editor (QED), developed by the University of California
at Berkeley and revised extensively for commercial use by Com-Share, Inc. -
the only editor of either category to maintain additional files of editing
changes for testing slightly different versions of a program without
modifying or duplicating the original program; Text Editor and Corrector
(TECO),developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Project
*All program editors treated in this report will operate on any
computer source program, written in any source language.
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MAC; TVEDIT, developed by the Stanford Computation Center; and EDIT,
developed by Control Data Corporation for its KRONOS Time-sharing
System.
The off-line editors treated are: LIBRARIAN, by Applied Data
Research, Inc.; SIMPLE, by Computer Services; Card Library On Tape
(CLOT), by International Telecontrol Corporation; PROGRAM/MANAGE,by
Management Systems Corporation; Card File Maintenance System (CFMS),
by Sigma Software Company; PANVALET,by Pansophic Systems, Incorporated;
PLUS D/A, by the Cullinane Corporation; the Source Program Library
System (SPLIS-II), by the Webster Computer Corporation; IEBUPDAT and
IEBUPDTE, two IBM System/360 Operating System Utilities programs;
and the ED Processor, a text editor which is part of the Univac EXEC-8
Monitor.
Within the tables, an entry of "Not Given" means: "Has or could
have this attribute, but no conclusive information given." An entry
of "Not Applicable" means: "Could in no way have this attribute."
For insertion of a character string or replacement of a shorter one
by a longer one, if the record length is exceeded, an entry of
"Truncation" means: "Any excess is ignored and lost," while an entry
of "Overflow" means: "Any excess causes no insertion/replacement to




.............. _~~ ~IBM S/360/67 under IBM S/360/o7 under
Computer Configuration .CP/CMS Operating System OS/NET. 1 disk drive _
Man-Machine Interface IBM 2741 TTY IBM 2741 TTY
Storage Requirements (bytes) . Not Given Nt Given
~~~~~~~__Cost __Not Given Not Given
,Language Written In , Not Given. IBM S/360 BALT
Target Record Type Fixed Length Line Variable Length Line
Target Record Size (characters) .80 1-133(Default is 72)
Pages Sequential,
Target Record Processing Fashion Random within Page Random
Target Text Pinpoint Location Requirements Relative Line No. Absolute Line No.
Fixed Position (Label) Scan Capability Yes Yes
Arbitrary Position (Context String) 
Scan Capability Yes Yes
Record-Oriented Single Record Insert, Delete, Replace Insert, Delete, Remlace
Commands
(handle at a time) Multiple Records Insert, Delete Insert, Delete, Replace
~String-Orien ~ted ~Insert, Delete, Insert, Delete,
Commands Single Record Peplace (Truncation) Replace (Truncation)
(operate within) Limited Record Range Replace (Truncation) Replace (Truncation)
Entire Record Range 
,.~ ~(Universal) Replace (Truncation) Renlace (Truncation)
_Temnporary Edi Cana bilit: for Tes ting No No
Updated Master File I Yes Yes
Machine- Job Stream JCL Retrievable
Readable from System or Library Not Applicable No
Ouetabt Job Stream Execution without
Ouput Operator Intervention Not Applicable Yes
Selected Modules in
Punched Deck Form No Yes
Current Run
Permanent Edit. I,,stin Not Applicable No
Hard-Copy Current Run
Documentao on Trmonrar',, Edit ,,istinz Not AnD licab]le 'Not ApnlicableDocum~en tat ion
Output Updated Module Listing Not Applicable Yes
Program Evolution Historyv Not Applicable o
. Current File Status Summary Not Applicable Yes
Security Controls None None
Additional Capabilities Tabbing Capability Tabbing Capability




Not Given, DEC PDP-10, IBM S/360/67,' CDC 6000 series under
1 disk drive 1 disk drive 1 disk drive KRONOS. 1 disk drive
TTY TTY CRT TTY
Not Given 4K Not Given Not Applicable
Not Given Not Given Not Given Not Applicable
Not Given Not Given Not Given Not Given
Variable Length
$unriable LntVariable Lenth Pa;e Variable Length Page Variable Length Line
1-500 Unlimited 1-128 per line 1-150 (Default is 72)
Random Pages Sequential,Random within PaT2 Pandom Random
Relative Character or Absolute Page No.,
Relative Suner-Line No. line Displacement followed by Visual Scar Relative Line No.
Yes No No No
Yes Yes No Yes
Insert, Delete, Replace Not Anlicable Delete Insert,Delete,Replace
Insert, Delete, Replace Not Applicable Not Applicable Insert,Delete,Replace
Insert, Delete, Replac InsertDelete,
Replace (TrUncation) Insert, Delete (1 character at a time Replace(Truncation)
Insert,Delete,
Replace (Truncation) Insert. Delete Not Aunlicable Re lace(Truncation)
Replace (Truncation) Insert, Delete Not Applicable Not Applicable
Yes No No Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable
Not Applicable Yes Not Applicable Not Applicable
No No No No
Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable
Not ApplialNot Applicable e ot Apolicable Not Anplicableicable
Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Yes
Not Applicable Not ApDlicable Not Applicable Not Applicable
Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable
None None None None
Module Manipulation;
None Arithmetic, Tabbing Comand Repetition Elimination of Excess
Capability Factor Blanks
~~~~~~i ,L i- i I
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OFF-LINE PROGRAM EDITORS
I T.TIRRARIAN T STMPLE.I
IBM S/360 under OS or IBM S/360/30, 370 unde
Computer Configuration DOS, ). disk drive OS or LS,_ 1 disk X ..rv,
Card Reader/Punch, Card Reader/Punch,
Man-Machine Interface Printer Printer
Storage Requirements (bytes) 59K 65K
$3600 for 1st 3 years, $2800 for 1st 3 years,
Cost then $500 Der y/ear 'then $100 per /ear
Language Written In IBM S/360 BAL IBM S/360 PAL
Target Record Type Fixed Length Card Imagc Fixed Length Card Imag
Target Record Size (characters) 80 80
Target Record Processing Fashion Sequential Not Given
Absolute
Target Text Pinpoint Location Requirements Card Sequence No. Not Given
Fixed Position (Label) Scan Capability No No
Arbitrary Position (Context String)
Scan Canabilit, Yes Yes
Record-Oriented
Commands Single Record Insert, Delete, Replace Insert, Delete,Replace
(handle at a time)
(hanltaime ~Multiple Records Insert, Delete, Replace Not Given
Inser t,
String-Oriented Single Record Replace (Overflow) Replace (Truncation)
Commands insert c,
(operate within) Limited Record Range Replace (Overflow) Not Given
Entire Record Range Insert,
_______ ~(Universal) Replace (Overflow) Renlace (T-unca?1on]
Temporary Edit Capability for Testing Yes No
Updated Master File Yes Yes
Machine- Job Stream JCL Retrievable
Raab from System or Library Yes Not Given
Readable Job Stream Execution without
Output Operator Intervention Yes (MFT/MVT only) No
Selected Modules in
Punched Deck Form Yes No
Current Run Yes Yes
~~ ~~ I1~~~H Yes YesPerm,.nn Vdi'- TA ct .. i .
Current Run 
Hard-Copy Tempnorar'< Edit ListingNo Not Applicable
Documentation ... .
Output Updated Module Listing es Yes
Program Evolution History Yes Yes
Current File Status Summary Yes Yes
Unchanging, b,passable, Password-based
_____________Security Controls p__prm-cenerated password scrambled characters .
COBOL (an.,' 1,:e'l) coiL Macro an,
Additional Capabilities Syntax checker(12K Abbreviation Expansion







OFF-LINE PROGRAM EDITORS .
CLOT PROGRAM/iANAGE CFMS PANVALET
IBM S/360/25 under OS IBM S/360/30 under OS IBM S/360, 370 under IBM S/360/22, 370/135
or DOS, 2 tape drives . r DOS. ? ta.e drive . ! i.-C R r..c. 1 ...dr
Card Reacer/Punch, Card Reader/Punch, Card Reader/Punch,
Card Reader, Printer Printer - Printer _ inter
Not Given 32K 32K_
plus optional $10C $2485 each $900 plus optional $423 $3760 plus optional $60C
per year maintenance authorization , installation cha-er ner year maint. after I
COBOL COBOL COBOL Not Given
Fixed Length Card L.ag Fixed Length Card Imae Fixed Length Card Image ixed *enthCard IDag
80 80o 80 80
Random Not Given Not Given Sequential
Absolute Absolute Absolute
CadSqec 1oCard Sequence No. Not Given Card Sequence No.
No No No Yes
].N .
No No No Yes
Insert, Delete I rt Dee Re!lac insert. Delete Insert. Delete. e nace
Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Scan and Print only
Not Applicable Not Anplicable IlNot Applicable Scan and Print only
Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Scan and Print only
No No - No Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes
No No No Yes
No No No Yes
No Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes
No Yes Yes Yes
No Yes Yes Yes
Up to 3 levels of
~~~~~~~~None Non~ e ~None ~security control codes,





PLUS D/A SPLIS-II IF.BUPDAT and IEBPTPDTE ED
IBM S/360, 370 under IB2 S/360/30, 370 under IBM S/360, 370 under UNIVAC 1100 series under
OS or DOS, 1 disk driv DOS ds e  S. ! cisk drive N _FvF-R 1 dck dr,.
Card Reader/Punch, Cara header/Purnch, Card Reader/Punch, Card Reader/Punch,
PitrPrinter Prntter Printer te
50K . . 44K Not Applicable Not Applicable
$3500 for 1st 3 years, $2500 1 instalin, $2000
then $525 per :eara 2nd .]5OO each ndditnl !ot Anlicable Not Applicable
IPI S/360 BAL COBOL Not Given Not Given
Fixed Length Card Image Fixed Length Card Image Fixed Length Card Image Fixed Length Line
80 80 80 Not Given (Default 80)
Sequential Random Random Random
Absolute . Absolute Relative
Card Zeauence No. o t _ en_!C_ S'nncr N-. Card Senuence No.
No No No Yes
No No NYes
Insert, Delete, Replace Insert, Delete Insert, Delete, Replace InsertDelete.Replace
Insert, Delete, Replace Insert, Delete Insert, Delete, Replace Insert,Delete
Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Replace
Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Replace
Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Replace
Not Applicable :Not Applicable Not Applicable Replace
Yes Yes No Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Yes Not iven Not Applicable Not Applicable
YesNo Not Given Not Applicable Not Applicable
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes
No YesNo Not Applicable Not Applicable
Yes Yes Yes Yes
!
~~~~~~~~· I I m 
No Yes Not Applicable Yes
yes Yes YesYe
,~~~~~~~~~~~~ . . I
Yes No No No
Yes Yes No No
Installation-changeable. . . .
scramblcd charrcrtr se{ Pns.-.ord None None
Resequencing Module Manipulation; Resequencing; Change Tabbing Capability;
Resequencing Data Set Organization Module Manipulation
(IEBUJPDTE only)
,·m .,1, a , i i 
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CONCLUSIONS: THE "IDEAL" PROGRAM EDITOR
While user requirements differ widely, and no one program editor
could ever satisfy all potential users, certain desirable character-
istics do stand out above the rest. The "ideal" program editor should
be capable of:
1. Easy mastery by programmer personnel (a minimal amount of
memorization and time required for entry of edit command
codes and operands)
2. High-speed response
3. Processing records out of sequence
4. Universal replacement of character strings
5. Inserting a character string or replacing a shorter with a
longer without fear of truncation
6. Maintaining files for edit operations, applicable at will
to a master file
7. Creating a job stream for compilation/execution of changed
modules, with JCL capable of being accepted from the user
and/or operating system and/or source program library
8. Producing hard-copy documentation of all permanent and
temporary changes made during the current run and a history
of all changes ever made to a given module
9. Displaying many lines of text simultaneously, with the ability
to display any portion of the entire text very rapidly (requires
an on-line editor with a CRT terminal)
Of the program editors treated in this report, the two most nearly
satisfying these ideal requirements for both categories are:
1. On-Line - TVEDIT and WYLBUR
2. Off-Line - LIBRARIAN and PANVALET
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The various forms of data encountered in FORTRAN, COBOL, and PL/I, are
described at the local and global levels, along with ambiguities that arise
within each language.
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Local Level - Detailed
The IBM FORTRAN H compiler presents a local map of names
countered during a compilation. All names used as variables,
ment functions, subprograms and internal functions.
All names are accompanied by descriptive tags. A brief





The variable was used as an
argument.
The variable has appeared on
the right of an equal sign.
The variable has appeared to
the left of an equal sign.
The variable is in COMMON.
The variable has appeared in
an EQUIVALENCE statement.
Indicates an internal function.




Variables, arrays or subprograms
that are referenced by name.
The FORTRAN (H) compiler also produces a relative address for
those names that are used internally. All functions and subprograms
are assigned a relative address of 000000.













of the MAP option. For example, a double precision real variable would
have a TYPE of R*8.
A description of COMMON blocks is also given. The name of each
block is presented along with the length of the block. All variables
in the block are described in the same manner as presented under the
MAP option, with the exception of an identifying tag.
Following this data layout is a map of any equivalence made for
the block. This is in the form of the variable name and its offset
from the beginning of the block.
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Local Level - Detail Suppressed
There is currently no method for suppressing detail. The FORTRAN
(G) compiler does separate the scaler variables from the array variables.
It seems a combination of this feature along with the COMMON way
presented by the FORTRAN (H) compiler would be a good approach to a
local level description of the data.
A restriction of the above to arrays only would also appear to be
an approach to suppression of detail at the local level. The data layout
for all arrays and any equivalences on an array would be quite functional
at the local level. This could be accomplished by utilizing the source
code and generating the data layout from all specification statements
which allow dimensioning. Equivalences could be resolved before the
final output of the layout.
Some type of abbreviated notation would be applicable in the pre-
sentation of the array structures. For example, the presentation of a
2-dimensional array with subscript limits of 5 and 10 respectively
might be presented as follows
A(1, 1) . . . A(1, 10)
A(5, 1) . . . A(5, 10)
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A notation for describing the storage method used might also be



















There is currently no procedure for illustrating global data
structures. A reasonable approach to this problem would require an
analysis and collection of information in several. categories.
The COMMON statement and any equivalences affecting COMMON must
be considered for a global layout. The actual parameters in any
FUNCTION or SUBROUTINE call must be analyzed since they are essentially
global variables. An analysis of formal parameters in a SUBROUTINE or
FUNCTION statement require analysis because they may certainly be
representing a data structure at the global level. Actual parameters
may also have an interaction with other variables via an EQUIVALENCE
statement, thus the EQUIVALENCE statement must be inspected closely.
Formal parameters may not be included in an EQUIVALENCE statement,-hence
we can disregard it in this instance.
The collection of the above information for subsequent processing
is necessary for any global layout of data. Of course, it should be
clear that relationships among the main program and subprograms will
control the layout of any data relationships that exists across program
boundaries.
It seems that a sophisticated system would be required to handle
any data layout on the global level. Generally, the above problems can
be applied to other high level programming languages such as COBOL and
PL/I. Thus, a system should be designed so that it could be table
driven and applicable to any of the mentioned languages. Table driven
would essentially mean to supply to syntax and semantics of the few
statements in each language which affects global layout.
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Ambiguities
The EQUIVALENCE statement causes the sharing of locations in
FORTRAN. This allows the partitioning and extension of one data
structure by possibly several other data structures.
This presents problems at both the local and global level since





The use of the option DMAP will provide information about names in the
COBOL source program. The following will be a description of the information
that is output as a result of specifying the DMAP option.
The internal name generated by the compiler is output in order to
facilitate the reading of the object code. The level number of the
particular name is also generated when applicable. The description FD
is used when the name is a file definition name. The source name used in the
program is also output hence we have available three descriptions of importance:
1) the internal name, 2) the level number, and 3) the source name.
The remaining descriptors can be classed in the area of usage and
location. All data names will have a base and displacement associated
for the purpose of describing relative locations within the data structure.
DECB and DCB information is presented in the case of file names. The storage
assigned to the data name is described in terms of bytes used and also in
terms of the type of data associated with that name. For example, the
storage definition could be described in terms of characters or fullwords
depending on the usage clause for that variable. This information is presented
in assembler language terminology.
The usage of names is described in the following manner. For FD
entries the access method utilized is identified. All group items are
identified as such and all elementary items are described in terms of their
USAGE clause.
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All data - names that redefine other data names are described with the
tag R. Any data names for which an OCCURS has been specified is described
with the tag O. A Q indicates that the data - name is the object or
contains the object of the DEPENDING ON option of the OCCURS clause. An






LOCAL LEVEL - DETAIL SUPPRESSED
Currently there is no procedure for suppressing the detail at the local
level. The approach to pursue would parallel the FORTRAN and PL/I approach.
Two types of information would be informative at the local level in
a functional sense. The data names which have OCCURS clauses specified
for them are candidates for a data lay out. Again, as in FORTRAN and PL/I
one must consider the possibility of memory sharing through the use of the
REDEFINES clause. The second type of data layout would be created from the
FD sections. Hence the record layouts could be described. This is essentially
done vy the DMAP option yet many other variables are interspensed and the
record layouts are not readily discerned in this environment.
The above approach would require an analysis of the DATA division quite
rigorously. Again, as in FORTRAN and PL/I, a syntax driver algorithm could
possibly be utilized for this purpose.
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GLOBAL LEVEL
The conventions used in COBOL for subroutine linkages are quite similar
to that used in FORTRAN. The key to a global analysis of COBOL would be the
detection of the USING clause in the CALL statement. The isolation of all
identifiers that follow and are non' scolar is the next step to be taken
in the construction of a data layout.
The utilization of the source code as input and the output of the
variables that are global type variables is the required task in such
an environment. The consideration of the DEFINED clause is quite necessary
to resolve or analyze any sharing of locationslby variables.
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AMBIGUITIES
The DEFINED statement is the COBOL statement that causes the sharing
of locations in COBOL. The problem requires analysis in order to adequately
describe both local and global layouts.
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PL/I
Local Level - Detailed
The IBM PL/I compiler (F) produces a detailed description of all
identifiers that are used in a PL/I program. The IBM compiler will be
used as the focal point in the description of the information which can
be obtained about identifiers. To activate a detailed printout of the
attributes of identifiers, the user must utilize the compiler option ATR.
The following description demonstrates the attributes that are presented
at the detailed level.











j. INTERNAL I EXTERNAL
String variables are described with many of the same attributes as
arithmetic variables. For example i) represents the storage class and
j) represents the scope of the variable or identifier. These attributes
are present for all types of identifiers. The following is a list of
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One can easily see that many attributes are available via the ATR
option. These are presented in alphabetical order with the declaration
statement # associated with the identifier.
In addition to the above attributes, all elementary items of a
structure are described. All major and minor structure names are
correctly identified in the listing.
Other fringe type attributes are also available. For example,
ENTRY, RETURNS, GENERIC, BUILTIN, etc. are descriptions of variables.
Another area which may be considered is that of file descriptions. The
ATR option permits the description of files. For example, such attri-
butes as INPUT, OUTPUT, UPDATE, SEQUENTIAL, DIRECT are available.
The above demonstrates that a very detailed description of identi-
fiers is available as output of the PL/I compiler. This is restricted
to a single compilation and hence it applies essentially on the local
level.
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Local Level - Detail Suppressed
In addition to the attributes of the identifiers, the compiler
produces an aggregate length table which isthe length in bytes of all
major structures and non structured arrays. This table is produced by
the IBM compiler when the ATR option is used. This presents a very




There are no present tools available to present a data layout over
separate compilations. There are possibly two approaches to such a
global description of data structures.
The first approach would necessitate a program to analyze the
declaration statements of the source language. All identifiers which
have the attributes of EXTERNAL and STATIC are candidates for a global
data layout.
The second approach would require an analyzation and interpretation
of the ESD which the compiler produces. All external symbols which are
placed in a COMMON control section should be considered for a global
presentation. In addition to these identifiers, under certain conditions
control sections of the type SD will be created for global identifiers.
This control section is not a COMMON control section but is accessible
by other compilations thus, in effect, it is common to other procedures.
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Ambiguities
The possibility of misinterpreting or misrepresenting the data
layout exists because of the DEFINED attribute. The DEFINED attribute
essentially causes the sharing of memory by several identifiers. This
presents a problem in the presentation of the data layout since we may
now have several arrays and structures utilizing the same memory
locations.
This problem is also complicated by allowing character arrays to
have other names specified for part of the character strings. This is




Clearly, if one considers the source languages of the three languages
at a global level, it becomes apparent that all have similar methods for
transmission of variables, redefinition of variables and declaration of arrays
and structures. PL/I is the encompassing language in the sense that it
includes the features of both COBOL and FORTRAN.
Since the features, which must be considered, are quite similar the
approach of a syntax driven collection algorithm might be quite feasible.
The fact that considerably enhances such an approach is that fact that such
a limited analysis of source statements is necessary. The main considerations
are to be given to specification statements and calling - answering sequences.
The types of specification statements will include array specification,
structure specification and redefinition statements.
The above approach could be applied for a global layout and a subset
could be utilized at the local level for a functional picture of the data
structures. The local level detailed layouts are handled adequately by
the compilers and the emphasis should be placed on the detail suppressed
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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the state of the art of documentation
standards. The few standards that do exist are reviewed and standards
at various levels are suggested where possible. It was found that
existing automatic documentation packages fail to meet any sort of
standards.
Systems Documentation and Program Documentation are then discussed
with an overview of what is generally acceptable and what might be in-
corporated into a set of standards.
Existing flowchart and decision table standards are presented.
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INTRODUCTION
Basically, Systems Documentation may be categorized into developmental
documentation and control documentation. Since one of the major problems
constantly discussed in almost any technical or administrative setting is
the problem of poor communication, the above documentation types are intended
to lessen this problem. Developmental documentation is descriptive of the
system itself, i.e., performance characteristics, tools and materials. It
is therefore the means of communication about the system. Control documen-
tation is concerned with communicating information about resources used to
develop the system and involves project development organization, personnel,
time, materials, and money.
Systems designed are never static. They must change to meet new
customer requirements or in order to be compatible with hardware and
software modifications. More often than not the designer of the original
system is no longer available to make the necessary changes, therefore a
clear and complete record of what each system does and how it was developed
is essential. Hence, at least some standard must be developed in order to
assist the programmer/analyst in preparing good documentation to establish
a common language of communication.
Program documentation deals more specifically with producing what might
be called a Job Documentation Package or a Program Manual. In general, the
aim in writing programs is to use the computer to solve problems which are
too tedious, repetitive or uneconomical for manual methods. From some
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problem definition and solution specificationi, detailed program logic
is designed, and the program coded and tested. The product is thus a
proved and documented (hopefully) program ready for operation, probably
initially operated within a test environment.
There is a wide range of application differences, however within
such a definition of a program, from a scientific problem-solving
application which can perhaps be defined and solved by a single person
to a detailed systems specification requiring many designers and programmers.
The former may serve a one-time purpose and specific records of input
and file records may not be necessary. In this case rather little doc-
umentation may be required.
The case of the detailed systems specification made up of a number
of program specifications describing some complex data processing system
is much more complex. Here, many "in-house" programmers will be involved
and possibly outside contractors will be employed. In this case, it is
generally agreed that accurate program documentation is a must.
The real problem in setting standards is to specify how much documen-
tation is required and from whom. No national standards for program
documentation exist, but some software packages are commercially available
to produce automatic documentation at the program level. Although rather
poor in general and far from meeting even the most loosely defined set of
standards, they are an attempt at standardization.
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SYSTEMS DOCUMENTATION STANDARDS
State of the Art
In any discussion concerning standards, it is first necessary to lay
some ground rules. First of all, what are standards and what has been
standardized?
Currently the only set standards for computer software and/or
computer software documentation deal specifically with standard flowchart
symbols and abbreviations list, and decision table standards.
Beyond these items, the word "standards" generally refer to what a particular
installation feels is necessary. Very little information has been found
concerning standards of any kind, but most reports on any type of standards
do agree in some broad areas.
At present, there are no universal documentation standards which are
directly applicable to all installations. This is true because of the type
and level of complexity of documentation for one location may be inadequate
or inappropriate in another environment. Each data processing department
must therefore implement a documentation system which suits its own
environment. This could be done by adapting a general documentation system
to local conditions.
The development of a documentation system for a particular data





(3) corporate environment and organizational characteristics, and
(4) technical environment
In any event, with respect to systems documentation, the following
documents might be recommended.
(1) A User Request - which is the initial approach for the user
for data processing assistance. It contains a brief problem
description.
(2) The Systems Proposal - essentially a major report resulting
from a systems survey. It may be considered as a feasibility
report, including a detailed specification of the recommended
approach and project plan.
(3) The Analytical Report - essentially a project plan, supplemented
as necessary with evaluation information.
(4) The Design Requirement Statement - which is essentially a
specification of requirements in systems terms.
(5) The Systems Summary - is a general description of the complete
system or system change.
(6) File Specification - a detailed description of the purpose,
contents and organization of-a file.
(7) Transaction (Input) Specifications - This document describes all
inputs to the system.
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(8) Output Specifications - This document details the systems outputs-
why and when produced, contents, formats and recipients.
(9) Segment (Processing) Specification - essentially a statement of
the design requirements and general logic for a program.
(10) Systems Test Plan - A permanent record of the testing procedure
to prove the system prepared by the systems design function.
(11) Programming Specifications - (which are discussed separately
later)
The above list of systems documents are basically those of Gray &
London in Documentation Standards.2
The present state of the art on the above set of documents follows
the trend of filling out appropriate printed forms for each step in the
documentation process. These forms are generally suited to the individual
needs of the specific installation and seem to follow no real fixed pattern.
No mention is made of automatically producing any of these forms or their
equivalents. It seens very feasible that a great deal of this documentation
could be automatically produced, as is discussed in other reports.
Suggested Standards for Systems Documentation
The problem of how much documentation is needed for a particular
system is the obvious problem here. In addition to the standards mentioned
in discussing the state of the art, minimal standards should include most
of the following.
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I. Systems Flowcharts - Flowcharts provide a means of identifying
programming functions and graphically visualizing the logic
and the path of its flow in the solution of a problem. Generally,
two levels of flowcharts are recommended. A third level, a MICRO
or logic detailed flowchart may be desirable but can be considered
as optional.
A. First Level System Flow. This level should be a general system
flow, giving an overview of the major processing areas and
programming requirements (programs) that will be required for
system development. This flow should be in block form to
identify the core resident programs and the programming path
necessary to accept, process and output data. The general
flow should also show the support routines, e.g., overlay, and
common routines. The first level flow may require more than
one page to identify core resident and support programs or
routine. Core resident programs should be grouped within a
block to show the processing area to which the program belongs.
Systems should be designed so core resident and support
routines/programs are developed in modular form.
1. Core resident and support routines developed to aid
processing and message switching functions should be
identified by name or subject, followed by some distinguish-
able alphanumeric program name.
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2. A flow depicting the hardware configuration should be
drawn showing all hardware and peripheral components,
and the path of the data flow through the system.
B. Second level MACRO flow. The programming functions identified
in the first level system flowchart should be developed into
MACRO flow (semi-detailed) diagrams.
1. Some method for identifying each symbol or block of the
MACRO flow should be used.
2. The MACRO flowchart expands the program or major processing
function of the first level into semi-detailed component
blocks or programming symbols. Flowchart pages should be
numbered.
3. As the second level flowcharts are reviewed by the lead
programmer/analyst, processing errors and omissions
should be detected prior to coding.
4. The MACRO flow should depict, in graphic and symbolic
form, input/output functions, subroutine, major processing
functions and the processing sequence for the coding of a
program. It should be in sufficient detail to permit
another programmer to develop the source coding.
5. Standard flowcharting symbols should be used.
6. The general flow should be from top to bottom, left to
right.
7. Off-page connectors should contain unique tags or
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coordinates to which they inrOtX a: ' the flowchart paga
number. If the off-page connector does not relate to the
preceding page, show the page number of the page where
the flow was broken, e.g. from page 4 of 12.
8. On-page connectors should contain unique tags or
coordinates to which they point.
II. Narrative Documentation
A. Systems Reference Manual.
While the system is under development, a general narrative should
be written giving a brief history and purpose of the system. This
will serve as the composite document for the system and will be
developed concurrently with the system. The introductory chapter
will give the development history and identify each program/
routine and contain a brief statement giving the purpose and
function of each program/routine. This first chapter should
contain the first level block diagram flows. Subsequent chapters
should contain the second level MACRO flowchart and a general
narrative for each program.
B. Operator (User) and Test and Acceptance Manuals Information for
the Operator's and the Test and Acceptance Manual, as applicable,
can be lifted from the program abstract and other narratives as
the system is being developed. This information, along with the
Systems Reference Manual, will be developed concurrently with the
system.
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C. When a system is ready for implementation, system documentation
should be submitted to a Documentation Library.
III. "Stand-Alone" Programs or Modifications to existing programs.
A. When a "stand-alone" program is developed or a modification
to existing programs takes place, it should be narratively
documented.
B. When the program is ready for release, the documentation, as
required, should go to some Documentation Library.
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PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION STANDARDS
State of the Art
Just as there are many different ways to write a program as there
are programmers, there are as many ways to document a program. To
determine what program documentation is necessary or sufficient is the
purpose of program documentation standards.
The United States Air Forcel4 feels that acquiring and maintaining
accurate and up-to-date documentation is an essential part of the soft-
ware production and maintenance process. Well-documented programs are
necessary in effective communication of software system ideas and techniques
between organizations with both operational and economic benefits. In
addition, good documentation
1. allows the lead programmer/analyst to review the efforts of
an individual programmer to ensure conformance with system
design criteria.
2. assists programmers in testing and debugging.
3. enables programmers to update old programs with minimal
difficulties.
4. permits new programmers to learn their systems without having
to recode programs to discover what they do.
5. makes available information that can be used in the design of
new systems within a given unit and to eliminate duplication
of effort wherever possible.
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Recommended Standards for Program Documentation
The following is a set of general recommendations which can be
adopted, or at least partially so, as the required standards for program
documentation. These standards were collected from several sources,
each different installation making suggestions with slight variations.
A consensus of the standards reviewed recommendsthat a program
manual, a complete final document of a program, should be prepared. It
should contain:
1. a general description of the function, use, and methodology of
the program.
2. a description of input, files and output used or produced by
the program.
3. flow diagrams showing the logic of the program. (Flow diagrams
are discussed later in this report.)
4. a description of instructive output messages, e.g. output on
console or printer, etc.
5. coding information, e.g. an assembly listing, memory print,
descriptions of matrices or tables used.
6. a test plan.
7. program test and operating instructions.
Operations Documentation should be prepared partially by the system
designer and partially by the programmer. This documentation, prepared
for both the user and the data processing operations staff, should contain:
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1. Program Test Instruct4ons, a docL'rPrt cmrn'-ird of those
instructions which are necessary to guide the computer operator
in running a test program, prepared by the programmer.
2. Systems Operating Instructions, a list of processing steps, in
execution sequence, defining all operating requirements. It
should include:
a) Summary workflow schedule
b) Data collection and preparation instructions
c) Input control instructions 
d) Job assembly instructions
e) Output review and control instructions




c) data preparation (i.e. keypunching)
d) auxiliary machine (by machine category)
e) computer operating (by computer type)
Each operating instruction form should bear the basic identifying
information comprised of at least:
a) systems identification
b) operation identification (brief title)
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c) step number for this operation
d) previous operation step number/next operation step number
e) date
f) originator/authority
Any number of other entries may appear on each form. These may
include:
a) responsibility for performing the instructions
b) input: description and source
c) output: description and destination
d) process: summary of functions performed
Each specific type of form will have further detail pertinent
to that particular form. These forms can be quite lengthy and,
rather than list the necessary information for each, a few
examples follow on the next pages.
The forms featured in the above suggested documentation can vary
greatly. Several different forms (i.e. printed forms) may be required
for any one of them. These forms can be detailed or general, depending
upon the particular user's needs. Military Standards6 generally require
detailed information while smaller systems, with little outside communi-
cation necessary, could be documented adequately with less detail.
At present, most program documentation information is recorded by
hand. It would be desirable if this documentation could be generated
automatically from the program and from previously prepared systems
documentation. No present documentation package offers any means for
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doing this. However, it would be relative,- simple to require the
prograrmmer to input any additional underivable information using a
CRT. These forms could be produced on the screen and the programmer
would enter the necessary information. This information could then be
printed with the program output.
Flowcharts can be produced by some packages now available. Flowcharts
.re in a later section of this report.
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Sample Program Documentation Forms
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The ANSI Standards define three major groups of flowchart outlines.
1) Basic - this includes specifications of symbols representing
four functions considered to be the minimum symbols required for
adequately representing data processing action. These functions
are input/output, processing, flow direction, and annotation.
2) Specialized - consists of outlines for specifying three distinct
groups:
a. data - carrying media (document, magnetic tape, etc)
b. peripheral equipment type (on-line storage, menual input, etc.)
c. selected types of processing action (decision, sort, collate,
etc.)
3) Additional - these outlines include symbols for representing
origins, terminations and functions.
It appears that flowcharting symbols are one of the few things that are
generally accepted as standard. These standards are included on the
following pages.
Decision Tables
Some standards have also been set up for use with respect to decision
tables. These standards generally adhere to the rules which follow.
Examples are also provided.
SYSTEMS FLOWCHART SYMBOLS
1. Process Symbol used to represent any kind of
processing function, or any operation for which
no particular symbol is provided.
2. Decision Symbol used to represent a decision that
determines which of a number of alternative paths-
is to be followed.
3. Manual Operation Symbol

















10. Generalized Input/Output Symbol
11. On-Line Storage Symbol represents the use of
any kind of on-line backing, store, i.e., disc,
drum or magnetic tape
12. Off-Line Storage Symbol represents the function
of storing information off-line, regardless of the
medium on which the data is recorded.
13. Document
14. Punched Card
15. Deck of Cards
16. File of Cards: this symbol represents a collection
















23. Communication Link: this symbol represents

















1. General Operation Symbol: used for any operation
which creates, alters, transfers or erases data, or any
other operation for which no specific symbol has
been defined in the Standard.
2. Subroutine (Predefined Process) Symbol: used when
a section of program is considered as a single opera-
tion for the purpose of this flowchart.
3. Generalized Input/Output Symbol: used where it is
desired to stress I/O operations. The symbol is used
as an alternative to the specific device symbols when:
-at the time of flowcharting the actual device to be
used has not been decided,
-the flowchart is drawn as an example, and is not
related to any specific I/O function,
-local standards specify its use.



















10. Preparation Symbol: used where it is desired to ac-
centuate an operation that partially or completely
determines the selection of a particular exit at given
Branch Symbols.
'MBOLS
11. Branch Symbol: has one entry line and more than
one exit. The symbol contains a description of the
test on which the selection of an exit is based. The
various possible results of this test are shown against
the corresponding exits.
12. Offpage Connector Symbol: used as a linkage be-
tween two blocks of logic that are to be found on -
separate pages of the flowchart. The symbol is only
used on the 'exit' page, on the 'entry' page an on-
page symbol is used.
13. Onpage Connector Symbol: used as a linkage be-
tween two blocks on the same page, when it is not
desirable to connect them using a linkage line.
The label of the block to which the connection
is being made is written inside the symbols.
14. Terminal Symbol: used as the beginning or end of
a flowline (e.g., start or end of a program).
15. Annotation Symbol: used to add additional infor-
mation to a symbol or block of program.
16. Flowlines (Linkage Lines): used to show the flow
between blocks of a flowchart. The normal flow is
from top to bottom and left to right of the page.
The programmer may dispense with the use of the
direction arrows when the chart follows the normal
flow. They must be used, however, for any portion













List of Standard Symbols and Abbreviations
+ Plus or positive
- Minus or negative
+ Plus or minus, positive or negative
x Multiplied by
+ or/ Divided by
= Equals
;* Does not equal
> Greater than
< Less than
> Greater than or equal to
c Less than or equal to '
c(x) Contents of location X
cf or: Compare or compared with
Used within an operational symbol
to denote transfer of data
E0F End of file
E0 R End of reel
EOJ End of job
# Reserved for local use
No. Number 
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1) Decision tables should be drawn on the form shown at the end of






The double line separating the stubs from the entries is predrawn.
The designer should draw his own double line to separate condition
and action areas of the form.
2) Only one table should be drawn on each sheet.
3) Tables must be named at the head of the table. A name of the
form "TABLE XX" is preferred, but other naming standards may be
specified locally. Following the name, the words OPEN or CLOSED
should be written to indicate they type of table.
4) No decision table should be drawn that has:
a. more than 4 condition variables, if neither dashes nor an
ELSE rule are used, or
b. more than 6 condition variables if dashes and/or an ELSE
rule are used;
c. more than 12 decision rules, and
d. more than 15 action variables.
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5) Blanks must not be left in the condition entries. Dashes should
be used to indicate that the value of a condition does not affect
a particular action.
6) On the condition entries, Y should be used to indicate the truth
and N the falsity of a condition.
7) On the action entries, X should be used to indicate that an action
is to be followed and I to indicate that it is to be ignored.
8) Actions must be written in the order in which they are to be ex-
ecuted.
9) Every effort should be made to combine rules within a table which
give rise to the same action. It will often be found that the
value of one condition is immaterial.
10) Tables must be drawn up in such a way that all rules are true
alternatives; rules may be examined in any order but only one
rule can satisfy a given set of conditions.
11) The final action entry for each rule must specify where to go
next.
12) Where the information is available, it can be of considerable
assistance to the programmer if the expected frequency of
satisfaction of each rule is indicated on the table.
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DOCUMENTATION PROCEDURES CURRENTLY IN USE
The information in this section was selected from material re-
quested from various companies about their respective documentation
procedures. The replies received ranged from very brief and indefinite
requirements to highly specialized and detailed specifications. In
general, the size of the company and the amount of computer use seemed
to affect the volume of documentation required. It should be noted
that the standards mentioned below are a subset of the documentation
standards recommended earlier in this report.
In general, the following items seem to make up some sort of
accepted "standard."
1. Abstract - This was required by most of the companies involved.
The detail of the abstract did vary a little, but the basic
ideas seemed constant. This generally included items such
as Program Title, Program Number, Language, Machine Configura-
tion, I/O Description, etc.
2. Source Program Decks and Listings - There were some variations
here. In general, source programs were kept on file and one
company even suggested maintaining actual card decks if the
source program was not on tape. In addition to this, general
setup of Input, JCL, and special information about control of
the program was also used.
3. Program Flowcharts in general were required as some part of a
documented program. The level of these flowcharts varied. One
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company specified the use of AUTO-FLOW for program logic
flow.
4. Systems Flowcharts were used by some of the companies
involved while others made no mention of them.
5. Almost all information received made mention of procedures
for updating documentation for revised jobs. This process varied
from a detailed set of steps of completely redocumenting
the program to merely adding update information to the previous
documentation.
6. Details of Data Layout was generally required. This included
information about data cards, tapes and other information
necessary for processing. Keypunch instruction was also requested
at some levels.
7. An Operator's Guide was required by a few of the companies
involved, however, this was not required by all.
The above list makes up the bulk of the required documentation. The
detail required obviously varied greatly. Some major companies required
considerably more than the above mentioned items, while a very small
company included required only comments in the program listing.
It was interesting to note that in this latter case, 3 levels of comments
were specified, depending upon the number of asterisks appended to the
comment.
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AN EXAMPLE OF DOCUMENTATION
One of the better examples of automatically produced program
documentation which was found was from the USAF. This message switching
program included in its computer printed output the following:
(1) A detailed table of contents, which included a list of major
headings along with subheadings of everything included in this
listing. Also included was notation used for separating sections,
sub-sections and further subdivisions via lozenges, periods
and asterisks.
(2) Section I of the output was called "1108 STANDARDS". This
included a list of 23 requirements for running on the particular
system used. This included information concerning external
labels, entrance and exit requirements, tags, external drum
equates, information about standard date, tape codes, etc.
(3) Section II was called "A CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF COLUMNS
79 AND 80". This reference to the columns mentioned gave in
detail information about successive assembly dates and im-
plementatlon timetable. The listing included all changes
made in these assemblies and their dates. These columns
are used to record program modification levels. This section
also gives a detailed explanation of what these modifications
were and why they were made.
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(4) Section III, "PROGRAM INTERFACE AND RELATED INFORMATION".
This included instructions to follow in interfaces, overlays,
flags and related information. Also included in this section
is information on interrupt analysis.
(5) Section IV, called 'BUFFERS, MAPS, AND TABLES", gave drum
maps, circuit lists, and several pages of tables. Included
was polling information, table assignment tables, and
requirements for polling. All of this information was
dated.
(6) Section V, called "PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS", contained the names
of and information about all program segments used in this
run. Each program was listed separately and its contents and
relation to other programs were given. Information concerning
on-line or not, where control is received from, specific function
of program, what all message codes mean, register usage, and
meanings of switches and table indexes were included.
Following the above information, which, incidentally, covered 85
printed pages, came a complete program listing for each program used.
Comments were used freely throughout.
It should be emphasized that all of this information (196 pages




The preceding pages give a summary of what might be desired in some
standards for systems and program documentation. The automatic production
of such information is a more challenging problem. Not only do
standards not exist, but to aggravate matters, documentation software
now available fails to meet any of the existing standards. Flowcharting
packages do not follow the "rules" already established and standard
symbols are not consistently used.
There is no reason to believe that reasonably good automatic documen-
tation cannot be developed. Two possible approaches to achieve this goal
might be: first, if some reasonable documentation standards can be
established, users should then force software vendors to meet these
standards. Secondly, if a good automatic documentation system could be
developed which would satisfy a large portion of the users, its general
acceptance could make it the standard. The establishment of good standards
for program documentation will enhance communication at the local project
level, between different user groups and/or with outside contractors.
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Part I of this proposal discusses the technical approach to the imple-
mentation of an automatic system for computer program documentation. Section
1.0 contains a statement of the philosophy. Section 2.0 contains general
background information and a concise summary of studies that led to the
system design. Section 3.0 contains detailed design specifications for the
automatic documentation system. Section 4.0 lists the advantages of the in-
itial phase of the implementation of the automatic documentation system and
Section 5.0 covers future expansion. Plan of activity, reports and documents,
program organization, personnel qualifications, facilities, and program
schedule are contained in Sections 6 through 11.
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Part I - Technical Proposal
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Data Processing Center at Texas A&M University is pleased to submit
this proposal to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. The purpose of the proposed
project is to implement an automatic system for computer program documentation.
The system will produce timely, up-to-date documentation at relatively low
cost. The system will be designed to document any computer language and run
on any hardware while taking advantage of existing documentation aids. The
system will be easy to use and will place minimum restrictions on the programmer.
In computer program development, one of the major problems contributing
to low programmer productivity is poor communications. The automatic documenta-
tion system will produce documentation at all phases of system design and
implementation thereby reducing the communication problem.
The proposed project will span twelve months. The twelfth month will be
reserved for installing the automated documentation system at Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. The program is divided into five tasks.
The goal of Task 1 will be to describe in detail all of the programs that will
be written. Since many of the program requirements are already known, Task 2,
writing the programs, can begin concurrently with Task 1 and will take about
eight months. System integration will begin at the end of the third month
and will be Task 3. Task 3 will include the program checkout phase and
should cover about seven months. Once the system is in operation at Texas A&M
University, Task 4, installation of the system at Goddard Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt, Maryland, will begin. Task 5 commences at the end of the second month
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when the detailed design is being phased out. This task will be the continuation
of the evaluation and planning phase of the automatic documentation project.
At the end of twelve months, personnel working on Task 5 will have evaluated the
existing documentation system and proposed a follow-up system for extending
and adding capability to the automatic documentation system. Documentation of
the automatic documentation system will be delivered along with the final
report at the end of the twelfth month.
The Data Processing Center along with the Computer and Information Sciences
Division of the Industrial Engineering Department possesses the resources, know-
how, and interest to successfully conduct this program. Dr. D. B. Simmons,
Director of the Data Processing Center at Texas A&M University, will act as
principal investigator. He is uniquely qualified to oversee the implementation
of an automatic system for computer program documentation. The Data Processing
Center has experience with Implementing and operating computer software systems
of all sizes and complexity. All necessary hardware and manpower resources will
be made available to successfully complete the proposed project. Dr. Simmons
has experience in all levels of computer hardware and software design. While
an officer in the Signal Corps he evaluated both hardware and software for
the U.S. Arnmy. As a member of the staff at Bell Telephone Laboratories he
designed and implemented a design automation system for electronic switching
systems. One of the main by-products of the system was automated documentation.
Also while at Bell Telephone Laboratories, Dr. Simmons designed and implemented
the FLARE automatic flowcharting system. This system reduced the cost of
producing a flowchart page at Bell Telephone Laboratories from $75 to 50¢. At
present this system is the primary flowcharting system used to document programs
for electronic switching systems.
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The Data Processing Center and the Computer and Information Sciences
Division believe that the tasks and systematic approach presented in this
proposal are the steps necessary to develop a cost-effective user-oriented
automatic documentation system. The proposed system will offer many capabil-
ities that do not exist in any similar system today.
2.0 SYSTEM DESIGN
Under sponsorship of NASA contract NAS5-11911, a detailed survey of all
existing documentation aids was conducted. Initially all computer-oriented
literature was searched for anything related to documentation or documentation
aids. An automated bibliography was used to record all references and key
words relating to documentation areas. While documentation is one of the
critical areas in software development, literature describing documentation
is sparse.
A fruitful source of information about documentation aids was literature
supplied by software houses that sell proprietary systems. Every organization
that could be found advertising proprietary software aids was sent a letter
requesting information. The surprising thing from the information received
about the proprietary systems was the lack of features offered by them.
Fairly unsophisticated systems are marketed at relatively high prices. No
organization has implemented a comprehensive system that covers the whole
spectrum of documentation aids. To use existing systems, users are usually
required to become expert in numerous special procedures and conventions.
The proposed system will document programs written in FORTRAN, COBOL, PL/1,
and Assembly language for the IBM 360 series. It can be easily expanded for
use with the Univac 1108 and the CDC 6600 series computers. The various
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operating systems.were examined and evaluated for similarity. Working papers
summarizing the conclusions found in the area of flowcharts, decision tables,
operating systems, text editors, program editors, documentation standards,
and computer listing formats were produced.
Audio techniques are valuable for capturing documentation information.
An experiment was conducted to determine if audio techniques would be useful
as an alternative to written text. While it was found that audio techniques
have special areas of usefulness, no conclusive evidence was found to justify
replacing other techniques with audio documentation.
Following the evaluation of existing documentation aids, a comprehensive
automatic documentation system was designed. Details of the design will be
presented in the following section. A preliminary design was presented to
the NASA representatives at Ames, California during August, 1972. Suggestions
made by NASA were incorporated into the design. As a result of the August
meeting, a typical program was chosen to demonstrate the type of documentation
that would be produced from the automatic documentation system.
3.0 AUTOMATIC DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
3.1 SYSTEM FEATURES
The automatic documentation system will have the following features:
1. Minimal programmer restrictions - For the programmers who write
programs in their own unique way, the automated system will be
able to produce documentation such as detailed, detail-suppressed,
and global flowcharts, data layouts, overlay descriptions, etc.
Special cross-reference glossaries can also be produced. Those
who use the automatic documentation system during initial project
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phases will automatically obtain extensive documentation. But
the system will also be designed so that if a program is developed
outside the system it will be fairly easy to retrofit the program
into the system for documentation maintenance.
2. Eliminate all redundant effort - Documentation produced in an
early phase of the design or implementation process can be re-
used later on in the development process. For example, if the
designer of a programming system describes in detail the function
of each program subroutine that is produced, the programmer need
not redescribe the function of the routine when he writes his
program. The comments describing the purpose of the subroutine
will be automatically inserted in the programmer's subroutine.
3. No operating system modification - No justification can be found-
for modifying an operating system to obtain documentation. Most
items of documentation interest can be obtained by scanning
output produced by operating systems. Information available in
internal tables of an operating system can be reproduced with
less effort than it would take to make and maintain modifications
to the operating system.
4. Use existing documentation aids - Many man-years of programming
effort have gone into developing existing documentation aids. A
number of flowcharters already exist. Text editors containing
sophisticated algorithms for hyphenation and text layout have been
developed. Existing documentation aids will be used as modules
in the cnmprphensive automated sys, em
5. Interactive/batch system - Users will be able to make use of the
system by using batch or interactive systems. The data base
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management system that will be used can accept data using either
an interactive or a batch mode. The interactive mode will have
special features for interrogating the user of the system to
obtain necessary documentation data. In the batch mode, the
user will supply necessary information using key word or posi-
tionalparameters. The most user-oriented technique would be
the interactive version.
6. Documentation during development - The documentation data base
will be constructed from information gathered during all design
phases. For example, background or design philosophy sections
generated for system specifications can also be used in final
documentation. System flowcharts and block diagrams entered
during system design can be retrieved from the data base to
produce final documentation. Such things as title of program,
person responsible for the program, function of subroutine,
etc. prepared during the design phase would not have to be re-
created during the program implementation phase. The users would
supply only that information not available from a previous stage.
7. Accept any language - The automatic documentation system will
be language independent. Initially the system will be designed
to accept FORTRAN, COBOL, PL/1, and Assembly languages. There
will be no restrictions inherent to the documentation system
design that will prevent it from being used to document other
languages.
8. Operate on any hardware - Initially the system will be designed
to operate on the IBM 360 with planned expansion to the Univac
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1108 and the CDC 6600 computer systems. These are the three
major systems used by NASA. All programs written for the
automatic documentation system will be written in a machine in-
dependent language so that the automatic documentation system
can be easily moved from computer to computer.
9. Monitor and control project - Features will be designed into
the system to allow the project manager to monitor the exact
status of program development and documentation. In addition,
system access and security will be under his control.
3.2 INITIAL PHASE
Work covered by this proposal is termed the initial phase of development
of the automatic documentation system. The system will be designed to allow
new features to be added at a later date. During the initial phase either
FORTRAN or COBOL will be used to write programs that make up the automatic
documentation system. Initial development will be for a system operational on
an IBM 360 computer, but software will be easily transportable to the Univac
or CDC systems. The automatic documentation system will document COBOL, FORTRAN
PL/1, or Assembler language programs.
The development process can be segmented into many phases. One way of
subdividing the process is shown in Figure 1 where monitor, specifiers, de-
signers, programmers, and validators participate in the development of computer
software. From the very beginning of the program development process, the
monitor can determine exactly what can be inserted into the data base. The
specifier writes the Request for Proposal (RFP) or outlines a need for a program
to be developed. He can enter such items as title, abstract, system specifica-




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































this information will be stored in the documentation data base. In addition
to documentation information, the data base will contain the program source,
object and job control modules. In other words, the data base will contain
all information necessary to describe and develop the program.
From global specifications, such as the RFP, the designer would draw
a detailed system flowchart, produce system descriptions, data descriptions,
program standards, subprogram design, test procedures, and produce a develop-
ment schedule. All design information will be stored into the data base.
Documentation aids such as text editors, will minimize the designer's effort
ralated to writing and rewriting his design documents. Information such as
background material and subroutine descriptions will be carried through to
final documentation. Important design philosophies would be captured at
early stages and retained.
Once the design is complete, the programmer can write source code for
the program and store it in the data base. From source code and information
in the data base such things as program flowcharts, data layouts, glossaries,
overlay structures, and extensive cross-reference information can be produced.
The monitor program will assist the project manager in determining whether a
programmer is conforming to documentation standards and using good programming
practices. The monitor can determine the status of the project. Access to
different modules will be controlled by the program monitor. Documentation
produced during the development process will aid programmers in understanding
the operation of other parts of a programming system. This is a major step
forward in improving communications between programmers and greatly improves
programmer productivity.
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Once a set of programs has been completed, a validator can verify that
they work. All information necessary for the validation process will have been
established by either the specifier, designer, or programmer.
.Once the development and implementation of a program has been completed,
documentation can be produced for the operation and maintenance phases. The
automatic documentation system will produce such things as a user, operator,
and maintenance manuals and abstract information for user libraries.
3,3 SYSTEM STRUCTURE
The structure of the proposed automatic documentation system is shown
in Figure 2. Three types of programs will be used in the system. Types 1
and 2 are new programs to be developed. Type 3 are existing programs that
can be used without change. Type 3 programs make up a major part of the
software necessary to implement the automatic documentation system. New
programs will not be developed where operational documentation aids are
available. By doing this, a sophisticated system will be developed at
* relatively low cost.
Type 1 programs make up the executive program routines which will con-
Stitute a small part of the overall system. The executive will control
as¢ess to the system, do syntax analysis on the basic commands (both batch and
interactive), gather usage statistics which are not a function of the data
base or a single application program and initiate Type 2 programs. Type 1
functions are shown in Figure 3. The major development effort will be con-
centrated on Type 2 programs.
Type 2 programs that will be developed are listed in Figure 4. A general-
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EXECUTIVE
1. System Access Security
2. Command Processor (Batch/Interactive)
3. Use Statistics
4. Type 2 Initiators
Figure 3 Type 1 Programs
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DEVELOPED APPLICATION PROGRAMS
1. Monitor (Control & Statistics)
2. Data Collection
3. Interrogators





Figure 4 Type 2 Programs
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for a text editor. The reason for using a preprocessor is to facilitate the
use of many different text editors. The text entered by the user will be
put into a canonical form which can be transformed for use with any proprie-
tary-text editor that the user may choose. The editor will also have the
ability to insert text information into a program listing without altering
the program or data structure.
A monitor program will be developed which will contain control features
and produce necessary statistics. The monitor program will check the program
listing to insure that proper standards and programming practices have been
used. The documentation data base will be checked and statistics produced
Identifying the types and amounts of data supplied and items that are missing.
Exact project status can thus be determined. Documentation error analysis
information and access to all data base and program modules will be controlled
by the monitor. '
Data collection routines construct the data base. Information supplied by
the programmer will be inserted into the data base by data collection programs
in a manner transparent to both language and hardware. A standard data base
management system will be used, greatly reducing the amount of programming
effort necessary to implement the automatic documentation system.
The interactive version of the automatic documentation system will have
Interrogators for prompting users. In the batch system, a command processor
will be necessary to perform the same function as the interactive interrogator
system.
During the specification, design, programming, and validation process
appropriate information will be stored in the data base. Documentation re-
quired during development can then be produced automatically. Data templates
'61. 9 . .
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will define information to be stored in the data base. To produce a manual,
a recipe must be defined. This recipe consists of items describing exactly
what type of' information is required in the manual. Recipe building programs
will'specify the structure for final documentation reports such as user,
operator, or maintenance manuals. Recipe scanner programs will then scan
these recipes and drive the necessary programs to produce a complete manual.
Templates for the data base and recipes for final documentation will be under the
complete control of the manager of a programming project. He can decide ex-
actly how much documentation and what type of documentation is to be produced.
When the manager does not want to worry himself with format details of final
documentation, standard templates of the data base and recipes for the manuals
will be supplied by the system. Recipe processing programs will scan the
recipe and drive the programs necessary to produce a complete manual. Drivers
are called by the recipe scanner that drive application programs.
Relationships among program modules are shown in Figure 5. For example
to produce a manual, a recipe for the manual must be defined. Text information
entered during the specification or design phases may be needed in the user's
manual to describe philosophy behind program development. These items could
be specified as part of the recipe. At the point in the manual that the
system flowchart appears, the flowchart will be produced automatically from
the Job control language. To produce the manual, the recipe will be scanned
and the appropriate drivers called. To produce the text part of a manual, a
driver will take text from the data base and drive a text editor. Using this
technique, a different text editor can be used for each different computer.
For example, the text editor used for the IBM system might be the TEXT360 or
ATS system while for the CDC system, the text editor EDIT, under the KRONOS













flowchart systems. to produce flowcharts of programs in various languages.
The system will be able to produce documentation which is not currently
available from any existing system. Figure 6 shows levels of documentation
that'can be produced by the system. Most proprietary systems produce documen-
tation at the local level. They typically produce listings, flowcharts, and
some type of cross reference. Some, but not all, systems produce detail
suppressed'flowcharts. A few are able to produce functional flowcharts. Data
layout descriptions usually must be prepared by hand. The proposed system
will be able to give a two-dimensional detailed data description and a detail
suppressed description. In the future functional data layouts will be
automatically produced.
The local level of documentation is associated with a single compilation
or assembly. For a program composed of a number of separate modules, global
flowcharts,and overlay diagrams are useful. The proposed system will be able
to produce these automatically. Global glossaries, cross-reference tables, and
data layouts will also be produced. Text will be produced at all levels of
documentation. Global flowcharts will be produced from load modules and
system flowcharts will be produced from the job control language. System
block diagrams can be stored in graphic format and reproduced by the documen-
tation system. All levels of documentation are necessary to understand a
complex program. Existing commercial systems give only a small fraction of
the necessary information.
The Type 3 programs which will be utilized by the system are shown in
Figure 7. These programs will be utilized without modification. For the IBM
S. L360 v r.inn. flowcharting syst.ms uc h as 0S/360 Flowchart, QUICKDRAW, or
AUTOFLOW will be used. A number of text editors are also available. For the


































































9. Data Base Management
10. Descriptive Statistics
Figure 7 Type 3 Programs
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systems and compilers will be used as input to programs that draw cross-
reference tables and flowcharts. Therefore, compilers, linkage editors, and
loaders are Type 3 programs. Another useful Type 3 program is the TIDY program
which does such things as renumber FORTRAN statements in ascending order.
The key to development of the automated documentation system will be
use of a generalized data base management system. The System 2000 data base
management system developed by MRI Systems Corporation of Austin, Texas will
be used. System 2000 is a general purpose data management system with
features that include a report writer, a user-oriented language providing
on-line access to non-programmers, a procedural language interface for
programmer use, sequential file processing, two teleprocessing monitors,
and a multiple thread feature. The system provides archival copies of data
bases and records an audit trail of changes made to the data base. It is
capable of reconstructing a data base by applying an audit trail, completely
or in part, to an archival copy of the data base. The procedural language
features enable users to manipulate data from COBOL, PL/1, FORTRAN, or
Assembler language programs. The data base can be accessed from model 33/35
teletypewriters, IBM 2741 hard copy terminals, and IBM 2260 CRT terminals.
System 2000 provides a wide range of features to insure data base inte-
grity. Five levels of security are provided. Security can be provided at
remote terminals through the use of terminal identification or passwords.
Password security is available at the system, data base, command, and component
level. Component level security enables the data base administrator to offer
four types of access foreach component in the data base definition. Thus,




Use of the proposed automatic documentation system offers many advantages
over other techniques for developing programs and producing documentation. The
system will be user-oriented and will be &s eay to operate as existing on-
line or batch program editors. Programmers who use good programming practices
when developing software can use all of the system features without extra
effort. Programmer productivity will be enhanced by improved communication
during the development process. The modular system will allow new types of
documentation to be easily added to the system. This is the first system
that brings together all types of documentation aids into a single user-
oriented system. It emphasizes documentation on a load module and system
basis as well as for a single compilation. Documents can be produced that
are made up of heterogenous output such as text and flowcharts. Managers
can use the system to control and monitor projects. Program and documenta-
tion standards can be enforced and taught through the use of the automatic
documentation system. People who do not use the documentation system during
program development will be able to use it for post-development documentation.
Programs developed independently of the automatic documentation system can
easily be retrofitted into the documentation data base.
5.0 FUTURE EXPANSION
As previously mentioned, the system has been designed in a machine in-
dependent and language independent manner so that it can be easily moved
from machine to machine and used to document various languages. During the
initial phase the only graphics will be flowcharts. Graphic capabilities can















































































































could then be placed in a data base. Provision for drawing sophisticated
data layout descriptions can be added to the system. Documentation of data
bases and complex data structures can also be automatically drawn. During
the initial phase the system will be designed to run on the IBM 360, but it
can easily be expanded to systems such as the Univac 1108 and CDC 6600 that
have FORTRAN or COBOL compilers. A syntax-directed language extension program
can be developed to facilitate addition of new languages and output devices.
Long-term future developments could be to look into the possibility of
producing all types of documentation from programs that contain unstructured
comments. A number of program ambiguities can be resolved by simulating
program execution. Management tools such as PERT diagrams of project status
can be automatically produced from information found in the documentation data
base.
6.0 PLAN OF ACTIVITY
The implementation of the automatic system for computer program documen-
tation will be divided into five tasks as shown in Figure 8. The first task
will be to design each program in detail. The second task will be to write
the programs. The third task will be to test the programs. The fourth task
will be to install the working system at the Goddard Space Flight Center. The
final task will be to continue the study and evaluation of documentation aids
to extend the initial phase of the automatic documentation system development.
6.1 TASK 1 - DETAIL DESIGN
While the design of the overall system will be completed before the
projects starts, the detailed design of each routine of the system will take
place during the initial development process. A design document will be
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produced as a result of Task 1. Final documentation describing the automatic
documentation system will be produced by the automatic documentation system.
6.2 TASK 2 - PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
Task 2 will be the major program implementation phase. Programming will
fall into four major areas: (1) monitor program, (2) template, recipe, and
data base builders and recipe scanner, (3) program editor, text editor driver,
routines for storing FORTRAN, Assembler, COBOL, and PL/l source programs and
routines for using a language processor and operating system as input
(4) drivers to produce local, global, and system documentation. A programmer
will be assigned to each of these major areas. In addition, a number of
modules for producing different types of documentation will be produced by
graduate students as part of their normal course work at no cost to NASA.
6.3 TASK 3 - PROGRAM CHECKOUT AND TEST
The automatic documentation system will document the following programs:
(1) All Type 1 and Type 2 programs of the automatic documentation system,
(2) A scientific program written in FORTRAN, (3) Administrative programs
developed by the Texas A&M University Data Processing Center. Checking and
debugging of the system will be done by the programmers assigned to software
development. Exercising of the system will be done by graduate assistants
assigned to the project. Members of the Data Processing Center staff who
use the automatic documentation system to document their programs will not
charge their time to the project. Computer costs resulting from documentation
produced for the Texas A&M University Data Processing Center will not be 
charged to the project.
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6.4 TASK 4 - SYSTEM INSTALLATION AT GODDARD
The system will be installed at Goddard Space Flight Center after it has
been extensively checked out at Texas A&M University. Therefore, installation
and on-site evaluation should take less than a month. Project evaluation will
be conducted during this period.
6.5 TASK 5 - STUDY AND EVALUATION
Study and evaluation of all types of documentation aids will continue.
The bibliography on automatic documentation will be updated and maintained.
Personnel assigned to this task will do an on-going evaluation of the
automatic documentation system. Future extensions will be designed by this
group.
7.0 DATA DOCUMENTATION AND REPORTS
Texas A&M University will furnish the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration the following items.
7.1 PROGRESS REPORT
A monthly progress report covering progress made during the previous
month shall be delivered to the Contracting Officer by the tenth of the month
following the month reported. This report shall state, in concise terms,
items such as accomplishments, estimates of funds, commitments during the
reporting period, plans for the next period, problems and anticipated delays,
and specific recommendations to facilitate execution of the contract.
7.2 BRIEFING
During the first month after contract award, a meeting with the Contract
Officer and other interested NASA officials in Maryland can be held to discuss
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the detailed design. At this meeting, Texas A&M will discuss planning for
project activities. At the end of the fourth month, the detailed design will
be completed and can be presented to the Technical Officer and other members
at NASA. If deemed appropriate, another briefing can be given at the end of
the eighth month. At the end of the project, a briefing can be given to
describe what has been accomplished and suggest system extensions.
7.3 DETAILED DESIGN
At the end of the fourth month the detailed design will be completed and
a written report will be produced. This design document will be fed into the
data base as an integral part of the documentation to be produced for the
project.
7.4 DELIVERABLE ITEMS
Source and object programs will be delivered to NASA in Greenbelt,
Maryland and installed on an IBM 360 computer. Complete documentation of
the programs will be supplied. All of the documentation will be produced
using the automatic documentation system. Final documentation produced will
be an operator's manual, user's manual, and maintenance manual.
7.5 FINAL PROJECT REPORT
The contractor shall furnish a draft of the final project report within
338 days after the effective date of the contract. The government shall be
allowed seven days to review and return the report with comments and recommen-
dations to the contractor. The comments and recommendations of the Contract
Manager shall be taken into consideration in preparing the final report which
will be submitted to NASA within 21 days after the Contract Officer approval
of the date. The final project report will completely document all research,
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recommendations, and results of the efforts during the performance of the
contract.
8.0 PROGRAM ORGANIZATION
The proposed program will be conducted by members of the professional
staff of the Data Processing Center and of the Computer and Information
Sciences Division within the College of Engineering at Texas A&M University.
Dr. D. B. Simmons, who is Director of the Data Processing Center and a member
of the Computer and Information Sciences Division faculty will act as principal
Investigator. The Data Processing Center facilities are designed to accomodate
the teaching, research, and administrative needs of the university. Approxi-
mately 50% of the machine time is used by research projects, 20% by academic
efforts, and 30% for administrative processing. The Data Processing Center
employs approximately 80 people, including 33 professionals. Personnel are
organized into seven groups: System Software, Computer Operations, Computer
Systems, Administrative Applications, Agricultural/Statistics, Office
Operations, and Fiscal. The Data Processing Center operates as a separate
entity with a 72-73 Fiscal Year budget in excess of $1.5 million.
The Computer and Information Sciences Division is part of the Industrial
Engineering Department within the College of Engineering at Texas A&M University.
The Industrial Engineering Department has one of the best programs in the
country maintaining an effective balance between teaching and research. The
Computer and Information Sciences Division was established in 1963 and its
growth is best indicated by its size:
(1) S6 nrnfscinnal ctaff members - 9 .with+k Ph.D.' d 7 with Ph.D. 'S
I .r . - -. - - -. .,, T vi u, I I gl I rllU1 J I I
in progress.
(2) 148 graduate students, 112 at the Master level and 36 working
toward a Ph.D.
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(3) a new undergraduate program in Computing Science will start in
the late fall of 1972.
9.0 PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS
The Data Processing Center along with the Computer and Information
Sciences Division possess the resources, know-how, and interest to success-
fully conduct this project. The following people will work directly on the
project: Dr. D. B. Simmons - one quarter time, Dr. R. W. Elliott - one
quarter time, Dr. D. Colunga - one quarter time, Ms. S. Arseven - full time, Mr. G.
H. Kemper - full time, Mr. M. H ..Lyle - full time, and Mr. P. Crews - full time.
Dr. D. B. Simmons, who will serve as principal investigator, has been
associated with computer field for over 13 years. He started in circuit
design in 1959 on the early RCA semiconductor computers. He served in the
Army as Systems Evaluator for computer systems used by the Army. In 1963 he
Joined Bell Telephone Laboratories where he worked in the areas of logic
design, design automation, automatic program documentation, and automatic
flowcharting. He designed and developed the FLARE automatic flowcharting
system. He served as supervisor of the Advanced Programming and Processor
Technology Group which worked on designs for the 1980's, programs for im-
proving design automation systems, high-level electronic switching systems
(ESS) languages, and automatic flowcharting systems. Since joining Texas A&M
University in 1970, Dr. Simmons has been involved in teaching, consulting, and
development of computer operating systems. He has served as principal inves-
tigator on a project for the development of an operating system for mini-computers
and as principal investigator on the project to design the automatic documen-
tation system for NASA. He is currently Director of the Data Processing Center
and Associate Professor of Computing Science.
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Dr. Elliott's main area of interest is Computing Science with specializa-
tion in computer graphics and information retrieval. Dr. Elliott was Associate
Director of the Texas Regional Academic Computing Experiment Project sponsored
by the National Science Foundation. This project had regional computing
facilities to Tarleton, Prairie View, and Texas Southern Universities from
Texas A&M University's computer center. Dr. Elliott has experience in computer
programming, consulting in various computer areas, and in teaching computer
oriented subjects.
Dr. Colunga has worked with computers since 1958. From that time, he 
has acquired experience on the following computers: IBM: 650, 1620, 7090,
7094, 360/65; CDC: 1604, 3600, 6600; Univac 1108. Until last year Dr. Colunga
was associated with the Theory and Analysis office of the Computation and
Analysis Division, under the direction of Eugene Brock at NASA/MSC at Houston,
Texas. While there, Dr. Colunga initiated efforts toward the problem of
documentation of control-optimization programs available to NASA/MSC users
through the program share library facilities coordinated'by Mr. John Leonard.
Dr. Colunga is therefore aware of the problems associated with NASA's needs
for scientific computer program documentation.
Ms. Susan Arseven has been active in the field of Computer and Information
Science for more than 8 years. She began her participation in 1964 designing
and marketing automated systems for libraries and information centers in New
York City for IBM Corporation. In 1967 she went to the University of Penn-
sylvania as the Head of the System Planning Office at the University Library
where she designed and developed an automated circulation control system, a
serials catalog, and a book acquisition system and served as advisor to the
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Director of Libraries on computers and automated techniques. She has made
major contributions to the project to design the automated documentation
system for NASA. She is currently a Systems Analyst at the Data Processing
Center and an Assistant Professor of Computing Science.
Mr. Kemper and Mr. Lyle have both had extensive experience in systems
programming and applications programming at Texas A&M University and in
Industry. They are currently both senior members of the Systems Programming
Group of the Data Processing Center. Mr. Crews, a new addition to the
programming staff at the Data Processing Center, has a background in scientific
programming and has developed a mini-computer independent macro processor.
Besides the above mentioned personnel, this project will use other
members of the Data Processing Center and Computer aid Information Sciences
Division faculty on a consulting basis. In addition, there are a number of
Air Force officers who are working on Master's and Ph.D. degrees in Computing
Science. They have extensive experience in application areas of computers
within the government and have a first-hand knowledge of documentation problems.
Any Air Force officer who works on this project in conjunction with a Master's
or Ph.D. dissertation will charge no time to the contract since he is already
being fully funded by the government.
In addition to the professional staff, three research assistants will
work in a supporting capacity. Also a half-time secretary will support the
project. The Data Processing Center and the Computer and Information Sciences
Division have the expertise in designing, developing, and coordinating soft-
ware systems to successfully accomplish the goals stated in this proposal.
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10.0 FACILITIES
Texas A&M Data Processing Center is a centralized facility serving the
computing needs of the entire Texas A&M University campus. It is responsible
for all of the administrative data processing, educational support, and
research support on campus.
The principal computer is an IBM 360/65 with 512 thousand bytes of main
core storage and 2 million bytes of extended core storage (large core storage).
This computer is supplemented by an IBM 7090 system used to control experiments
located in the Cyclotron building. In addition, there is a tape-oriented
1401 computer that supports the 7090 computer. There is also a PDP mini-
computer supporting the IBM 360/65 computer.
The initial system 360 was installed in December, 1967. The present
configuration includes three card reader punches, four printers, seven mag-
netic tape drives, 24 2314 disk drives, two IBM 1050 communication terminals,
four 2740 terminals, five 2741 terminals, and 19 720 Sander Associates terminals.
The computer also has remote job entry stations at other locations on campus
such as the library, the Engineering Building, and it has entry stations off
campus in Houston, San Antonio, Stephenville, and Austin. A CalComp Plotter
and a Gerber automatic drafting machine are available for producing two-
dimensional graphs.
Besides the main computer center, there are numerous small computers
around campus. The Computer and Information Sciences Division has a Data
General Nova computer with a magnetic tape unit, high speed paper tape reader,
and an interactive CRT. Also the division has an intelligent terminal connected
to the main computer.
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11.0 PROGRAM SCHEDULE
The program will1 be divided into five tasks that will cover a period of
365 days. The tasks will be broken down as follows:
TASK ONE -.DETAILED DESIGN
Starting Time - Beginning First Month 
Duration - 4 Months -
Personnel Involved: Dr. D. B. Simmons - 1 man month
Dr. R. W. Elliott - 3/4 man month
Dr. D. Colunga - 3/4 man month
Ms. S. Arseven - 1 man month
Graduate Research - 4 man months
Astsistant.
Secretary. -2.man months
TASK TWO - PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
Starting Time - Beginning First Month
Duration -8 Months
Personnel Involved: Ms. S. Arseven - 6 man months
Mr. G. H. Kemper - 8 man months
Mr. M. H. Lyle - 8 man months
-Mr. P. Crews - 8 man months
Graduate Assistant - 8 man months
TASK THREE - PROGRAM CHECKOUT AND TEST
Starting Time - Beginning of Fourth Month
Duration - 8 Months
